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Introduction
is report is an extension of [Nuy17]. e purpose of this text is to prove all technical aspects of our
model for dependent type theory with parametric quantiers [NVD17] and with degrees of relatedness
[ND18].
Overview of the report
In part 1, we review and develop some important prerequisites for modelling modal dependent type
theory in presheaf categories.
• In chapter 1, we review the main concepts of categories with families [Dyb96], and the standard
presheaf model of dependent type theory [Hof97, HS97], and we establish the notations we will
use.
• In chapter 2, we capture morphisms of CwFs, and natural transformations and adjunctions
between them, in typing rules. We especially study morphisms of CwFs between presheaf cat-
egories, that arise from functors between the base categories. is chapter was modied since
[Nuy17]: we now relax Dybjer’s denition of CwF morphisms [Dyb96] by requiring that the
empty context and context extension are preserved up to isomorphism, instead of on the nose.
In part 2, we build a presheaf model for the type system ParamDTT (parametric dependent type the-
ory) described in [NVD17]. We construct our model by dening the base category BPCube of bridge/path
cubes and adapting the general presheaf model over BPCube to suit our needs. Our model is heavily
based on the models by Atkey, Ghani and Johann [AGJ14], Huber [Hub15], Bezem, Coquand and Huber
[BCH14], Cohen, Coquand, Huber and Mo¨rtberg [CCHM16], Moulin [Mou16] and Bernardy, Coquand
and Moulin [BCM15].
• In chapter 3, we introduce the category BPCube of bridge/path cubes — which are cubes whose
dimensions are all annotated as either bridge or path dimensions — and its presheaf categoryBPCube of bridge/path cubical sets. ere is a rich interaction with the category of cubical setsCube which we investigate more closely using ideas from axiomatic cohesion [LS16].
• In chapter 4, we dene discrete types and show that they form a model of dependent type
theory. We prove some infrastructural results.
• In chapter 5, we give an interpretation of the typing rules of ParamDTT [NVD17] in BPCube.
In part 3, which was not present in [Nuy17], we build a presheaf model for the type system described
in [ND18]. e main dierence with the model from part 2 is that we now annotate cube dimensions
with a degree of relatedness, rather than just ‘bridge’ or ‘path’.
• In chapter 6, we introduce the category Cuben of depth n cubes, whose dimensions are an-
notated with a degree of relatedness 0 ≤ i ≤ n, and its presheaf category Cuben of depth n
cubical sets. We generalize the interaction between BPCube and Cube to a collection of CwF
morphisms, which we call reshuing functors, between the categories of cubical sets of various
depths.
• In chapter 7, we introduce the concept of a robust notion of brancy and prove some results
about this concept in arbitrary CwFs. Aer that, we dene and study discreteness of depth n
cubical sets, which is a robust notion of brancy.
• In chapter 8, we will give an interpretation of the typing rules from [ND18] in the categories
of depth n cubical sets.
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Part 1
Prerequisites
CHAPTER 1
e standard presheaf model of Martin-Lo¨f Type eory
In this chapter, we introduce the notion of a category with families (CwF, [Dyb96]) and show that
every presheaf category constitutes a CwF that supports various interesting type formers. Most of this
has been shown by [Hof97, HS97]; the construction of Glue-types has been shown by [CCHM16]. e
construction of the Weld-type is new.
1.1. Categories with families
We state the denition of a CwF without referring to the category Fam of families. Instead, we will
make use of the category of elements:
Denition 1.1.1. Let C be a category and A : C → Set a functor. en the category of elements∫
C A is the category whose
• objects are pairs (c,a) where c is an object of C and a ∈ A(c),
• morphisms are pairs (φ |a) : (c,a) → (c ′,a′) where φ : c → c ′ and a′ = A(φ)(a).
If the functor A : Cop → Set is contravariant, we dene
∫
C A :=
(∫
Cop A
)
op. us, its morphisms are
pairs (φ |a′) : (c,a) → (c ′,a′) where φ : c → c ′ and a = A(φ)(a′).
Denition 1.1.2. A category with families (CwF) [Dyb96] consists of:
(1) A category Ctx whose objects we call contexts, and whose morphisms we call substitu-
tions. We also write Γ ` Ctx to say that Γ is a context.
(2) A contravariant functor Ty : Ctxop → Set. e elementsT ∈ Ty(Γ) are called types over Γ
(also denoted Γ ` T type). e action Ty(σ ) : Ty(Γ) → Ty(∆) of a substitution σ : ∆→ Γ is
denoted xy[σ ], i.e. if Γ ` T type then ∆ ` T [σ ] type.
(3) A contravariant functor Tm :
(∫
Ctx Ty
)
op → Set from the category of elements of Ty to
Set. e elements t ∈ Tm(Γ,T ) are called terms of T (also denoted Γ ` t : T ). e action
Tm(σ |T ) : Tm(Γ,T ) → Tm(∆,T [σ ]) of (σ |T ) : (∆,T [σ ]) → (Γ,T ) is denoted xy[σ ], i.e. if
Γ ` t : T , then ∆ ` t[σ ] : T [σ ].
(4) A terminal object () of Ctx called the empty context.
(5) A context extension operation: if Γ ` Ctx and Γ ` T type, then there is a context Γ.T , a
substitution pi : Γ.T → Γ and a term Γ.T ` ξ : T [pi ], such that for all ∆, the map
Hom(∆, Γ.T ) → Σ(σ : Hom(∆, Γ)).Tm(∆,T [σ ]) : τ 7→ (piτ , ξ [τ ])
is invertible. We call the inverse xy, xy. Note that for more precision and less readability,
we could write piΓ,T , ξΓ,T and (xy, xy)Γ,T .
If σ : ∆→ Γ, then we will write σ+ = (σpi , ξ ) : ∆.T [σ ] → Γ.T .
Sometimes, for clarity, we will use variable names: we write Γ, x : T instead of Γ.T ,
and pix : (Γ, x : T ) → Γ and Γ, x : T ` x : T [pix] for pi and ξ . eir joint inverse will be
called (xy, xy/x).
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1.2. Presheaf categories are CwFs
is is proven elaborately in [Hof97], though we give an unconventional treatment that views the
Yoneda-embedding truly as an embedding, i.e. treating the base categoryW as a fully faithful subcategory
of Ŵ.
1.2.1. Contexts. Pick a base categoryW. We call its objects primitive contexts and its morphisms
primitive substitutions, denoted φ : V V W . e presheaf category Ŵ over W is dened as the
functor space SetWop . We will use Ŵ as Ctx. A context Γ is thus a presheaf over W, i.e. a functor
Γ : Wop → Set. We denote its action on a primitive contextW asW ⇒ Γ, and the elements of that set
are called dening substitutions fromW to Γ. e action of Γ on φ : V VW is denoted xyφ : (W ⇒
Γ) → (V ⇒ Γ) and is called restriction by φ. A substitution σ : ∆→ Γ is then a natural transformation
σ xy : (xy ⇒ ∆) → (xy ⇒ Γ).
1.2.2. Types. A type Γ ` T type is a dependent presheaf over Γ. In categorical language, this is
a functor T :
(∫
W Γ
)
op → Set. We denote its action on an object (W ,γ ), where γ : W ⇒ Γ, as T [γ 〉;
the elements t ∈ T [γ 〉 will be called dening terms and denoted W  t : T [γ 〉. e action of T on a
morphism (φ |γ ) : (V ,γφ) → (W ,γ ) is denoted xy 〈φ〉 : T [γ 〉 → T [γφ〉 and is again called restriction. We
have now dened Ty(Γ).
Given a substitution σ : ∆→ Γ, we need an action xy [σ ] : Ty(Γ) → Ty(∆). is is dened by seing
T [σ ] [δ〉 := T [σδ〉 and dening xy 〈φ〉T [σ ] : T [σ ] [δ〉 → T [σ ] [δφ〉 as xy 〈φ〉T : T [σδ〉 → T [σδφ〉.
1.2.3. Terms. A term Γ ` t : T consists of, for every γ : W ⇒ Γ, a dening termW  t[γ 〉 : T [γ 〉.
Moreover, this must be natural inW , i.e. for every φ : V →W , we require t[γ 〉 〈φ〉 = t[γφ〉.
1.2.4. e empty context. We set (W ⇒ ()) = {•}. e unique substitutions Γ → () will also be
denoted •.
1.2.5. Context extension. We set (W ⇒ Γ.T ) = {(γ , t) | γ :W ⇒ Γ andW  t : T [γ 〉}, and
(γ , t)φ = (γφ, t 〈φ〉). Of course pi (γ , t) = γ and ξ [(γ , t)〉 = t . In variable notation, we will write (γ , t/x) for
(γ , t).
1.2.6. Yoneda-embedding. ere is a fully faithful embedding y : W → Ŵ, called the Yoneda
embedding, given by (V ⇒ yW ) := (V V W ). Fully faithful means that (V V W )  (yV → yW ). We
have moreover that (V ⇒ Γ)  (yV → Γ) and Tm(yV ,T )  T [id〉V meaning that terms yV ` t : T
correspond to dening terms V  t[id〉 : T [id〉. We will omit notations for each of these isomorphisms,
eectively treating them as equality.
1.3. Σ-types
Denition 1.3.1. We say that a CwF supports Σ-types if it is closed under the following rules:
(1)
Γ ` A type Γ.A ` B type
Γ ` ΣAB type
Γ ` a : A Γ ` b : B[id,a]
Γ ` (a,b) : ΣAB
(2)
Γ ` p : ΣAB
Γ ` fstp : A
Γ ` p : ΣAB
Γ ` sndp : B[id, fstp]
where (fst, snd) and (xy, xy) are inverses and all four operations are natural in Γ:
(ΣAB)[σ ] = Σ(A[σ ])(B[σ+]),
(a,b)[σ ] = (a[σ ],b[σ ]), (fstp)[σ ] = fst(p[σ ]), (sndp)[σ ] = snd(p[σ ]).
Proposition 1.3.2. Every presheaf category supports Σ-types.
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Proof. Given γ : W ⇒ Γ, we set (ΣAB)[γ 〉 = {(a,b) |W  a : A[γ 〉 andW  b : B[γ ,a〉}, and
(a,b) 〈φ〉 = (a 〈φ〉 ,b 〈φ〉), which is natural in Γ.
We dene the pair term (a,b) by (a,b)[γ 〉 = (a[γ 〉,b[γ 〉); fstp by (fstp)[γ 〉 = p[γ 〉1 and (sndp)[γ 〉 =
p[γ 〉2. All of this is easily seen to be natural in Γ andW . 
1.4. Π-types
Denition 1.4.1. We say that a CwF supports Π-types if it is closed under the following rules:
(3)
Γ ` A type Γ.A ` B type
Γ ` ΠAB type
Γ.A ` b : B
Γ ` λb : ΠAB
Γ ` f : ΠAB
Γ.A ` apf : B
such that ap and λ are inverses and such that all three operations commute with substitution:
(ΠAB)[σ ] = Π(A[σ ])(B[σ+]), (λb)[σ ] = λ(b[σ+]), (apf )[σ+] = ap(f [σ ])
We will write f a for (ap f ) [id,a].
Proposition 1.4.2. Every presheaf category supports Π-types.
Proof. Given γ : W ⇒ Γ, we set (ΠAB)[γ 〉 = {λb  yW .A[γ ] ` b : B[γ+]}, where the label λ is
included for clarity but can be implemented as the identity function; and (λb) 〈φ〉 = λ(b [φ+]). To see
that this is natural in Γ, take σ : ∆ → Γ and δ : W ⇒ ∆ and unfold the denitions of (ΠAB) [σ ] [δ〉 and
(Π(A [σ ])(B [σ+]))[δ〉.
We dene λb by (λb)[γ 〉 = λ(b[γ+]). To see that λb is a term:
(4) (λb)[γ 〉 〈φ〉 = (λ(b [γ+])) 〈φ〉 = λ(b [γ+] [φ+]) = λ(b [(γφ)+]) = (λb)[γφ〉.
One easily checks that λ is natural in Γ.
Let ap be the inverse of λ. en ap satises (ap f )[φ+] = ap (f 〈φ〉). Write f · a for (ap f )[id,a〉. We
have
(5) (ap(f ))[φ,a〉 = (ap(f )) [φ+] [id,a〉 = (ap(f 〈φ〉))[id,a〉 = f 〈φ〉 · a,
so that a dening termW  f : (ΠAB)[γ 〉 is fully determined if we know f 〈φ〉 · a for all φ : V VW and
V  a : A[γφ〉. Similarly, a term Γ ` f : ΠAB is fully determined if we know f [γ 〉 · a for all γ : V ⇒ Γ
and V  a : A[γ 〉.
We dene ap f by (ap f )[γ ,a〉 = f [γ 〉 · a. To see that this is a term:
(f [γ 〉 · a) 〈φ〉 = (ap (f [γ 〉))[id,a〉 〈φ〉 = (ap (f [γ 〉)) [φ+] [id,a 〈φ〉〉 = (ap (f [γφ〉))[id,a 〈φ〉〉
= (f [γφ〉) · (a 〈φ〉) = (ap f )[(γ ,a)φ〉.(6)
One easily checks that ap is natural in Γ.
To see that ap λb = b, we can unfold
(7) (ap λb)[γ ,a〉 = (λb)[γ 〉 · a = λ(b [γ+]) · a = b [γ+] [id,a〉 = b[γ ,a〉.
To see that λ ap f = f :
(8) (λ ap f )[γ 〉 · a = λ((ap f ) [γ+]) · a = (ap f ) [γ+] [id,a〉 = (ap f )[γ ,a〉 = f [γ 〉 · a.
1.5. Identity type
Denition 1.5.1. A CwF supports the identity type if it is closed under the following rules:
(9)
Γ ` A type
Γ ` a,b : A
Γ ` a =A b type
Γ ` a : A
Γ ` refla : a =A a
Γ ` a,b : A
Γ, y : A,w : (a[piy] =A[pi y] y) ` C type
Γ ` e : a =A b
Γ ` c : C[id,a/y, refla/w]
Γ ` J(a,b, y.w.C, e, c) : C[id,b/y, e/w]
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such that all three operations commute with substitution:
(a =A b)[σ ] =
(
a[σ ] =A[σ ] b[σ ]
)
(refla)[σ ] = refl (a[σ ])
J(a,b, y.w.C,p, c)[σ ] = J(a[σ ],b[σ ], y.w.C[σpiypiw, y/y,w/w],p[σ ], c[σ ])
and such that J(a,a, y.w.C, refla, c) = c .
Proposition 1.5.2. Every presheaf category supports the identity type.a
ae identity type in the standard presheaf model, expresses equality of mathematical objects. It supports the reection rule
and axiom K, and not the univalence axiom.
Proof. We set (a =A b)[γ 〉 equal to {?} if a[γ 〉 = b[γ 〉, and make it empty otherwise. We dene
(refla)[γ 〉 = ? and J(a,b, y.w.C, e, c)[γ 〉 = c[γ 〉, which is well-typed since e witnesses that a = b and all
terms of the identity type are equal. 
1.6. Universes
Assume a functor Ty∗ : Ctxop → Set, and write Γ ` T type∗ for T ∈ Ty∗(Γ).
Denition 1.6.1. We say that a CwF supports a universe for Ty∗ if it is closed under the following
rules:
(10)
Γ ` Ctx
Γ ` U∗ type
Γ ` T : U∗
Γ ` ElT type∗
Γ ` T type∗
Γ ` pT q : U∗
where El and pxyq are inverses and all three operators commute with substitution:
(11) U∗[σ ] = U∗, (ElT )[σ ] = El(T [σ ]), pT q[σ ] = pT [σ ]q.
Note that here, we are switching between term substitution and *-type substitution.
We assume that the metatheory has Grothendieck universes, i.e. there is a chain
(12) Set0 ∈ Set1 ∈ Set2 ∈ . . .
such that every Setk is a model of ZF set theory. We say that a type T ∈ Ty(Γ) has level k if T [γ 〉 ∈ Setk
for every γ : W ⇒ Γ. Let Tyk (Γ) be the set of all level k types over Γ; this constitutes a functor Tyk :
Ŵop → Setk+1. Write Γ ` T typek for T ∈ Tyk (Γ).
Proposition 1.6.2. Every presheaf category (over a base category of level 0) supports a universeUk
for Tyk that is itself of level k + 1.
Proof. Given γ : W ⇒ Γ, we setUk [γ 〉 =
{
pT q
 yW ` T typek }  Tyk (yW ) ∈ Setk+1. Again, pxyq
is just a label which we add for readability. We set pT q 〈φ〉 = pT [φ] q. Naturality in Γ is immediate, as
the denition ofUk does not refer to either Γ or γ .
Given Γ ` T typek , we dene Γ ` pT q : Uk by pT q[γ 〉 = pT [γ ] q, which satises
(13) pT q[γ 〉 〈φ〉 = pT [γ ] q 〈φ〉 = pT [γ ] [φ] q = pT q[γφ〉.
Write El for the inverse of pxyq. It satises ElA [φ] = El(A 〈φ〉). Given Γ ` A : Uk , we dene
Γ ` ElA typek by ElA[γ 〉 = El(A[γ 〉)[id〉. Givenφ : V →W andW  a : ElA[γ 〉, we set a 〈φ〉ElA : ElA[γφ〉
equal to a 〈φ〉El(A[γ 〉) : El(A[γ 〉)[φ〉. is is well-typed, because
(14) El(A[γ 〉)[φ〉 = El(A[γ 〉) [φ] [id〉 = El(A[γφ〉)[id〉 = ElA[γφ〉.
To see that El pT q = T :
(15) El pT q[γ 〉 = El(pT q[γ 〉)[id〉 = El(pT [γ ] q)[id〉 = T [γ 〉
One can check that the substitution operations of El pT q and T also match.
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Conversely, we show that pElAq = A. To that end, we unpack both completely by applying
El(xy[γ 〉)[φ〉:
El(pElAq[γ 〉)[φ〉 = El(pElA [γ ] q)[φ〉 = ElA[γφ〉 = El(A[γφ〉)[id〉,(16)
El(A[γ 〉)[φ〉 = El(A[γ 〉) [φ] [id〉 = El(A[γφ〉)[id〉. 
We say that a type T ∈ Ty(Γ) is a proposition if for every γ : W ⇒ Γ, we have T [γ 〉 ⊆ {?}. We denote
this as T ∈ Prop(Γ) or Γ ` T prop.
Proposition 1.6.3. Every presheaf category (over a base category of level 0) supports a universe
Prop of propositions that is itself of level 0.
Proof. Completely analogous. 
One easily shows that Prop is closed under>,⊥, ∧ and ∨. It also clearly contains the identity types. ere
is an absurd eliminator for ⊥ and we can construct systems to eliminate proofs of ∨.
1.7. Glueing
Denition 1.7.1. A CwF supports glueing if it is closed under the following rules:
Γ ` P prop
Γ.P ` T type
Γ.P ` f : T → A[pi ]
Γ ` A type
Γ ` Glue {A← (P ?T , f )} type ,
Γ ` Glue {A← (P ?T , f )} type
Γ ` a : A
Γ.P ` t : T
Γ.P ` f t = a[pi ] : T
Γ ` glue {a ← [ (P ? t)} : Glue {A← (P ?T , f )} ,
Γ ` b : Glue {A← (P ?T , f )}
Γ ` unglue (P ? f )b : A ,
naturally in Γ, such that
Glue {A← (> ?T , f )} = T [id,?],
glue {a ← [ (> ? t)} = t[id,?],
unglue (> ? f )b = f [id,?]b,
unglue (P ? f ) (glue {a ← [ (P ? t)}) = a,
glue {unglue (P ? f )b ← [ (P ?b[pi ])} = b .
Proposition 1.7.2. Every presheaf category supports glueing.
Proof. We assume given the prerequisites of the type former. Write G = Glue {A← (P ?T , f )}.
e type: We dene G[γ 〉 by case distinction on P[γ 〉:
(1) If P[γ 〉 = {?}, then we set G[γ 〉 = T [γ ,?〉.
(2) If P[γ 〉 = ∅, we let P[γ 〉 be the set of pairs (a ←[ t)where a : A[γ 〉 and yW .P[γ ] ` t : T [γ+],
such that for every φ for which P[γφ〉 = {?}, the application f [γφ,?〉 · t[φ,?〉 is equal to
a 〈φ〉.
Given д : G[γ 〉 and φ : V VW , we need to dene д 〈φ〉.
(1) If P[γ 〉 = P[γφ〉 = {?}, then we use the denition from T .
(2) If P[γ 〉 = P[γφ〉 = ∅, then we set (a ← [ t) 〈φ〉 = (a 〈φ〉 ← [ t[φ+]).
(3) If P[γ 〉 = ∅ and P[γφ〉 = {?}, then we set (a ←[ t) 〈φ〉 = t[φ,?〉.
One can check that this denition preserves composition and identity, and that this entire con-
struction is natural in Γ.
e constructor: Write д = glue {a ← [ (P ? t)}. We dene д[γ 〉 by case distinction on P[γ 〉:
(1) If P[γ 〉 = {?}, then we set д[γ 〉 = t[γ ,?〉.
(2) If P[γ 〉 = ∅, then we set д[γ 〉 = (a[γ 〉 ← [ t [γ+]).
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By case distinction, it is easy to check that this is natural in the domainW of γ . Naturality in Γ
is straightforward.
e eliminator: Write u = unglue (P ? f )b. We dene u[γ 〉 by case distinction on P[γ 〉:
(1) If P[γ 〉 = {?}, then we set u[γ 〉 = f [γ ,?〉 · b[γ 〉.
(2) If P[γ 〉 = ∅, then b[γ 〉 is of the form (a ← [ t) and we set u[γ 〉 = a.
Naturality in the domainW of γ is evident when we consider non-cross-case restrictions. Natu-
rality for cross-case restrictions is asserted by the condition on pairs (a ←[ t). Again, naturality
in Γ is straightforward.
e β-rule: Pick γ :W ⇒ Γ. Write д = glue {a ←[ (P ? t)}.
(1) If P[γ 〉 = {?}, then we get
(17) LHS[γ 〉 = f [γ ,?〉 · д[γ 〉 = f [γ ,?〉 · t[γ ,?〉 = (f t)[γ ,?〉 = a[γ 〉
by the premise of the glue rule.
(2) If P[γ 〉 = ∅, then we have д[γ 〉 = (a[γ 〉 ← [ t [γ+]) and unglue simply extracts the rst
component.
e η-rule: Pick γ :W ⇒ Γ. Write u = unglue (P ? f )b.
(1) If P[γ 〉 = {?}, then we have LHS[γ 〉 = b [pi ] [γ ,?〉 = b[γ 〉.
(2) If P[γ 〉 = ∅, then b[γ 〉 has the form (a ← [ t) and we get
(18) LHS[γ 〉 = (u[γ 〉 ← [ b [pi ] [γ+]) = (a ← [ b [γpi ]) =(†) (a ← [ t).
e last step (†) is less than trivial. We show that yW .P[γ ] ` b [γpi ] = t : T . Pick any
(φ,?) : V ⇒ (yW .P[γ ]). If you manage to pick one, then P[γφ〉 = {?}, so b [γpi ] [φ,?〉 =
b[γφ〉 = (a ← [ t) 〈φ〉 = t[φ,?〉. 
1.8. Welding
Denition 1.8.1. A CwF supports welding if it is closed under the following rules:
(19)
Γ ` P prop
Γ, p : P ` T type
Γ, p : P ` f : A[pi ] → T
Γ ` A type
Γ `Weld {A→ (p : P ?T , f )} type ,
Γ `Weld {A→ (p : P ?T , f )} type
Γ ` a : A
Γ ` weld (p : P ? f )a : Weld {A→ (p : P ?T , f )} ,
(20)
Γ, y : Weld {A→ (p : P ?T , f )} ` C type
Γ, p : P , y : T ` d : C[pip+]
Γ, x : A ` c : C[pix,weld (p : P[pix+] ? f [pix+]) x/y]
Γ, p : P , x : A[pip] ` d[pix, f [pix] x/y] = c[pip+] : C[pippix, f [pix] x/y]
Γ ` b : Weld {A→ (p : P ?T , f )}
Γ ` indWeld(y.C, (p : P ? y.d) , x.c,b) : C[id,b/y]
naturally in Γ, such that
Weld {A→ (p : > ?T , f )} = T [id,?/p],
weld (p : > ? f )a = f [id,?/p]a,
indWeld(y.C, (p : > ? y.d) , x.c,b) = d[id,?/p,b/y],
indWeld(y.C, (p : P ? y.d) , x.c,weld (p : P ? f )a) = c[id,a/x].
Proposition 1.8.2. Every presheaf category supports welding.
Proof. We assume given the prerequisites of the type former. Write Ω = Weld {A→ (p : P ?T , f )}.
e type: We deneW [γ 〉 by case distinction on P[γ 〉:
(1) If P[γ 〉 = {?}, then we set Ω[γ 〉 = T [γ ,?/p〉.
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(2) If P[γ 〉 = ∅, then we set Ω[γ 〉 = {welda a : A[γ 〉}  A[γ 〉. Once more, weld is a meaning-
less label that we add for readability.
Given w : Ω[γ 〉 and φ : V VW , we need to dene w 〈φ〉.
(1) If P[γ 〉 = P[γφ〉 = {?}, then we use the denition from T .
(2) If P[γ 〉 = P[γφ〉 = ∅, then we set (welda) 〈φ〉 = weld(a 〈φ〉)
(3) If P[γ 〉 = ∅ and P[γφ〉 = {?}, then we set (welda) 〈φ〉 = f [γφ,?/p〉 · a 〈φ〉.
One can check that this denition preserves composition and identity, and that this entire con-
struction is natural in Γ.
e constructor: Write w = weld (p : P ? f )a.
(1) If P[γ 〉 = {?}, then we set w[γ 〉 = f [γ ,?/p〉 · a[γ 〉.
(2) If P[γ 〉 = ∅, then we set w[γ 〉 = weld(a[γ 〉).
is is easily checked to be natural in Γ and the domainW of γ .
e eliminator: Write z = indWeld(y.C, (p : P ? y.d) , x.c,b).
(1) If P[γ 〉 = {?}, then b[γ 〉 : T [γ ,?/p〉, and we can set z[γ 〉 = d[γ ,?/p,b[γ 〉/y〉.
(2) If P[γ 〉 = ∅, then unweld(b[γ 〉) : A[γ 〉 and we can set z[γ 〉 = c [γ , unweld(b[γ 〉)/x〉, where
unweld removes the weld label.
We need to show that this is natural in the domainW of γ , which is only dicult in the cross-
case-scenario. So pick φ : V VW such that P[γ 〉 = ∅ and P[γφ〉 = {?}. We need to show that
z[γ 〉 〈φ〉 = z[γφ〉. Write b[γ 〉 = welda. We have
z[γ 〉 〈φ〉 = c[γ ,a/x〉 〈φ〉 = c[γφ,a 〈φ〉 /x〉,(21)
z[γφ〉 = d[γφ,?/p,b[γφ〉/y〉 = d [γφ,?/p, (welda) 〈φ〉 /y〉
= d[γφ,?/p, f [γφ,?/p〉 · a 〈φ〉 /y〉.
From the premises, we know that d[pix, f [pix] x/y] = c[pip+]. Applying xy[γφ,?/p,a 〈φ〉 /x〉 to
this equation yields
(22) d[γφ,?/p, f [γφ,?/p〉 · a 〈φ〉 /y〉 = c[γφ,a 〈φ〉 /x〉.
e β-rule: Write w = weld (p : P ? f )a.
(1) If P[γ 〉 = {?}, then
LHS[γ 〉 = d[γ ,?/p,w[γ 〉/y〉 = d[γ ,?/p, f [γ ,?/p〉 · a[γ 〉/y〉,(23)
RHS[γ 〉 = c[γ ,a[γ 〉/x〉.
Again, the premises give us this equality.
(2) If P[γ 〉 = ∅, then the equality is trivial. 
CHAPTER 2
Internalizing transformations of semantics
Given categories with families (CwFs) C andD, we can consider functors F : C → D that suciently
preserve the CwF structure to preserve semantical truth (though not necessarily falsehood) of judgements.
Such functors will be called morphisms of CwFs.
In section 2.1 of this chapter, we are concerned with how we can internalize a CwF morphism and
even more interestingly, how we can internalize a natural transformation between CwF morphisms. at
is, we want to answer the question: What inference rules become meaningful when we know of the
existence of (natural transformations between) CwF morphisms? Finally, we consider adjoint CwF mor-
phisms, which of course give rise to unit and co-unit natural transformations.
In section 2.2, we delve deeper and study the implications of functors, natural transformations and
adjunctions between categoriesV andW for the CwFs V̂ and Ŵ.
roughout the chapter, we will need to annotate symbols like Ty, ` and  with the CwF that we are
talking about.
2.1. Categories with families
2.1.1. Morphisms of CwFs.
Denition 2.1.1. A (weak) morphism of CwFs F : C → D consists of:
(1) A functor FCtx : C → D,
(2) A natural transformation FTy : TyC → TyD ◦ FCtx,
(3) A natural transformation FTm : TmC → TmD ◦ F∫ , where F∫ : ∫C TyC → ∫D TyD is easily
constructed from FCtx and FTy,
(4) such that FCtx() is terminal,
(5) such that (FCtxpi , FTmξ ) : FCtx(Γ.T ) → (FCtxΓ).(FTyT ) is an isomorphism.
e images of a context Γ, a substitution σ , a typeT and a term t are also denoted FΓ, Fσ , FT and F t
respectively. We choose to denote the action of terms dierently because CwF morphisms act very
dierently on types and on terms of the universe: in general FA will be quite dierent from F (ElA).
Given σ : ∆ → FΓ and ∆ ` t : (FT )[σ ], we write (σ , t)F := (Fpi , F ξ )−1(σ , t) : ∆ → F (Γ.T ). In
particular, (pi , ξ )F = (Fpi , F ξ )−1. In variable notation, we will write (σ , t/Fx)F : ∆→ F (Γ, x : T )
e canonical map to F () will be denoted ()F .
A morphism of CwFs is called strict if
(4) FCtx() = (),
(5) FCtx(Γ.T ) = (FCtxΓ).(FTyT ), FCtxpi = pi and FTmξ = ξ .
A morphism of CwFs F : C → D is easy to internalize:
(24)
Γ `C Ctx
FΓ `D Ctx
Γ `C T type
FΓ `D FC type
Γ `C t : T
FΓ `D F t : FT
σ : ∆→ FΓ ∆ ` t : (FT )[σ ]
(σ , t/Fx)F : ∆→ F (Γ, x : T )
with equations for substitution:
(25) F id = id, F (τσ ) = (Fτ )(Fσ ), F (T [σ ]) = (FT )[Fσ ], F (t[σ ]) = (F t)[Fσ ],
and pairing and projecting:
(26) Fpi ◦ (σ , t)F = σ , (F ξ )[(σ , t)F ] = t , (Fpi ◦ ρ, F ξ [ρ])F = ρ,
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(27) (σ , t)F ◦ ρ = (σρ, t[ρ])F , F (σ , t) = (Fσ , F t)F ,
or in variable notation:
(28) Fpix ◦ (σ , t/Fx)F = σ , (Fx)[(σ , t/Fx)F ] = t , (Fpix ◦ ρ, Fx[ρ]/Fx)F = ρ,
(29) (σ , t/Fx)F ◦ ρ = (σρ, t[ρ]/Fx), F (σ , t/x) = (Fσ , F t/Fx)F .
Note that G(σ , t)F = (Gσ ,Gt)GF because
GFpi ◦G(σ , t)F = G(Fpi ◦ (σ , t)F ) = Gσ ,(30)
(GF ξ )[G(σ , t)F ] = G
(
(F ξ )[(σ , t)F ]
)
= Gt .(31)
If F is a strict CwF morphism, then we get equations for context formation:
(32) F () = (), F (Γ.T ) = FΓ.FT ,
and pairing and projecting:
(33) Fpi = pi , F ξ = ξ , F (σ , t) = (Fσ , F t).
When using variable notation, the equation F ξ = ξ inspires us to write F (Γ, x : T ) = (FΓ, Fx : FT ). Here,
Fx is to be regarded as an atomic variable name, which happens to be equal to the compound term of the
same notation. en we get Fpix = pi F x .
Proposition 2.1.2. If G is a morphism of CwFs, and ζ : F  G, then F is a morphism of CwFs.
Proof. Given a type Γ ` T type, we dene FΓ ` FT type by FT = (GT )[ζ ].
Given a term Γ ` t : T , we dene FΓ ` F t : FT by F t = (Gt)[ζ ].
Clearly, F () is terminal as F ()  G().
e substitution (Fpi , F ξ ) = (Fpi , (Gξ )[ζ ]) : F (Γ.T ) → FΓ.FT = FΓ.(GT )[ζ ] is an isomorphism,
because the following diagram commutes and the other trajectory consists of isomorphisms:
(34) F (Γ.T )
(Fpi ,F ξ )
//
(Fpi ,(G ξ )[ζ ])
''
ζ

FΓ.FT FΓ.(GT )[ζ ]
ζ +

G(Γ.T )
(Gpi ,G ξ )
// GΓ.GT

It will be a corollary of the results in the following section, that a functor is a morphism of CwFs in at
most one way up to isomorphism.
2.1.2. Natural transformations of CwFs. In this section, we consider morphisms of CwFs F ,G :
C → D and a natural transformation ν : F → G between the underlying functors. It is clear that for any
context Γ, we get a substitution between its respective images:
(35)
Γ `C Ctx
ν : FΓ D−→ GΓ
Just like we did for pi and ξ , we will omit the index Γ on ν .
Proposition 2.1.3. We have an operation νxy(xy) for applying ν to terms:
(36)
Γ `C T type σ : ∆ D−→ FΓ ∆ `D t : (FT )[σ ]
∆ `D νσ (t) : (GT )[νσ ] .
(1) is operation is natural in ∆, i.e. νσ (t)[τ ] = νστ (t[τ ]).
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(2) It is also natural in Γ, i.e. if ρ : Γ′ C−→ Γ and σ : ∆ D−→ FΓ′, then νF ρ◦σ (t) = νσ (t). For this
reason, we will write ν (t) for νσ (t).
(3) For a context Γ, x : T , we have ν = (ν ◦ Fpix,ν (Fx)/Gx)G : F (Γ, x : T ) D−→ G(Γ, x : T ).
(4) We have ν (F t ′) = Gt ′[ν ].
(5) We have (νµ)(t) = ν (µ(t)) and id(t) = t .
(6) We have R (ν (t)) = (Rν )(Rt).
Proof. e unpairing of ν requires that F (Γ, x : T ) ` Gx[ν ] = νFpi x (Fx) : (GT )[ν ◦ Fpix]. Now
t = (Fx)[(σ , t/Fx)F ], so naturality requires that we dene νσ (t) = (Gx)[ν (σ , t/Fx)F ].
(1) is is easily seen to be natural in ∆.
(2) For naturality in Γ:
νF ρ◦σ (t) = (Gx)[ν (Fρ ◦ σ , t/Fx)F ] = (Gx)[ν ◦ F (ρ+) ◦ (σ , t/Fx)F ](37)
= (Gx)[G(ρ+) ◦ ν ◦ (σ , t/Fx)F ] = (Gx)[ν (σ , t/Fx)F ] = νσ (t).
(3) We have Gpix ◦ ν = ν ◦ Fpix and Gx[ν ] = Gx[ν (Fpix, Fx/Fx)F ] = νFpi x (Fx).
(4) νid(F t ′) = (Gx)[ν (id, F t ′/Fx)F ] = (Gx)[ν ◦ F (id, t ′/x)] = (Gx)[G(id, t ′/x) ◦ ν ] = Gt ′[ν ].
(5) Assume µ : E → F and ν : F → G. We have
(νµ)(t) = Gx[νµ(σ , t/Ex)E ] = Gx[ν (µ ◦ Epix, µ(Ex)/Fx)F (σ , t/Ex)E ](38)
= Gx[ν (µσ , µ(t)/Fx)F ] = ν (µ(t)).
(6) is is immediate from the denition. 
2.1.3. Adjoint morphisms of CwFs. In this section, we consider functors L : C → D and R :
D → C, where L may be and R is a morphism of CwFs, such that α : L a R. en LR : D → D will be a
comonad and RL : C → C will be a monad. Of course, we have unit and co-unit natural transformations
(39) ε : LR → IdD , η : IdC → RL,
such that εL ◦ Lη = idL and Rε ◦ ηR = idR . e isomorphism α : Hom(Lxy, xy)  Hom(xy,Rxy) can be
retrieved from unit and co-unit:
(40) α(σ ) = Rσ ◦ η, α−1(τ ) = ε ◦ Lτ ,
and vice versa:
(41) η = α(id), ε = α−1(id).
Finally, α is natural in the following sense:
(42) α(τ ◦ σ ◦ Lρ) = Rτ ◦ α(σ ) ◦ ρ, α−1(Rτ ◦ σ ◦ ρ) = τ ◦ α−1(σ ) ◦ Lρ.
If L is a CwF morphism, then proposition 2.1.3 gives us functions η : T → (RLT )[η] and ε : LRT → T [ε].
Moreover, η(t) = (RLt)[η] and ε(LRt) = t[ε].
Proposition 2.1.4. Assume Γ `D T type. We have mutually inverse rules:
(43)
σ : L∆ D−→ Γ
L∆ `D t : T [σ ]
∆ `C ασ (t) : (RT )[α(σ )]
τ : ∆ D−→ RΓ
∆ `C t ′ : (RT )[τ ]
L∆ `D α−1α−1(τ )(t ′) : T [α−1(τ )]
(1) ese operations are natural in ∆, i.e. ασ (t)[τ ] = ασ◦Lτ (t[Lτ ]).
(2) ese operations are natural in Γ, i.e if ρ : Γ′ → Γ and σ : L∆ D−→ Γ′, then αρσ (t) = ασ (t).
For this reason, we will omit the subscript on α .
(3) α(t) = (Rt)[η].
(4) If L is a CwF morphism, thenα−1(t ′) = ε(Lt ′). In general, we haveα−1(t ′) = ξ [ε◦L((η, t ′)R )].
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Proof. We have α : (L∆ → (Γ, x : T ))  (∆ → R(Γ, x : T )). We will dene ασ (t) and αα−1(τ )(t ′) by
the (equivalent) equations:
(44) α(σ , t/x) = (α(σ ),ασ (t)/Rx)R , α−1((τ , t ′/Rx)R ) = (α−1(τ ),α−1α−1(τ )(t ′)/x).
e rst components of these equations are correct:
Rpix ◦ α(σ , t/x) = α(pix ◦ (σ , t/x)) = α(σ ),(45)
pix ◦ α−1((τ , t ′/Rx)R ) = α−1(Rpix ◦ (τ , t ′/Rx)R ) = α−1(τ ).(46)
(1) is follows from naturality of the adjunction α .
(2) We have αρσ (t) = (Rx)[α(ρσ , t/x)] = (Rx)[R(ρ+) ◦ α(σ , t/x)] = R (x[ρ+])[α(σ , t/x)] =
Rx[α(σ , t/x)] = ασ (t). en naturality for α−1 holds because it is inverse to α .
(3) We have ασ (t) = Rx[α(σ , t/x)] = Rx[(Rσ , Rt/Rx)R ◦ η] = Rt[η].
(4) We have α−1α−1(τ )(t ′) = α−1α−1(η)(t ′) = x[α−1((η, t ′/Rx)R )] = x[ε ◦L((η, t ′/Rx)R )]. If L is a weak CwF
morphism, then this reduces further to ε(LRx[(Lη, Lt ′/LRx)LR ]) = ε(Lt ′). 
Corollary 2.1.5. We have naturality rules as for ordinary adjunctions:
(47)
α(τ ◦ σ ◦ Lρ) = Rτ ◦ α(σ ) ◦ ρ α−1(Rτ ◦ σ ◦ ρ) = τ ◦ α−1(σ ) ◦ Lρ
α(t[σ ][Lρ]) = (Rt)[α(σ )][ρ] α−1((Rt)[σ ][ρ]) = t[α−1(σ )][Lρ]
α(ν (s[Lρ])) = (Rν )(α(s))[ρ] α−1((Rν )s[ρ]) = ν (α−1(s)[Lρ])
α(ν (µ(Lr ))) = (Rν )(α(µ)(r )) α−1((Rν )(µ(r ))) = ν (α−1(µ)(Lr ))
where ρ,σ ,τ denote substitutions, s, t denote terms and µ,ν denote natural transformations.
Proof. Each equation on the right is equivalent to its counterpart on the le. e rst equation on
the le is old news. e other equations follow from α(t) = (Rt)[η]. 
2.2. Presheaf models
In this section, we study the implications of functors, natural transformations and adjunctions be-
tween categoriesV andW for the CwFs V̂ and Ŵ.
2.2.1. Liing functors. A functor F : V → W gives rise to a functor F † : Ŵ → V̂ : Γ 7→
Γ ◦ F .
Theorem 2.2.1. For any functor F : V →W, the functor F † is a strict morphism of CwFs.
Proof. roughout the proof, it is useful to think of F † as being right adjoint to F . For that reason
we will again add an ignorable label α F for readability.
(1) A context Γ ∈ Ŵ is mapped to the context F †Γ = Γ ◦ F ∈ Psh(V). A substitution σ : ∆ → Γ
is mapped to a substitution F †σ : F †∆ → F †Γ by functoriality of composition. Unpacking this
and adding labels, we get:
• (V ⇒ F †Γ) = {α F (γ ) γ : FV ⇒ Γ},
• For φ : V ′ V V and γ : V ⇒ F †Γ, we have α F (γ ) ◦ φ = α F (γ ◦ Fφ) : V ′⇒ F †Γ.
• For σ : ∆→ Γ, we get F †σ ◦ α F (δ ) = α F (σ ◦ δ ).
(2) We easily construct a functor
∫
V F
†Γ →
∫
W Γ sending (V ,γ ) to (FV ,γ ). Precomposing with this
functor, yields a map Ty(Γ) → Ty(F †Γ) : T 7→ F †T . Let us unpack and label this construction.
Given (Γ `Ŵ T type), the type (F †Γ `V̂ F †T type) is dened by:
• Terms V  α F (t) : (F †T )
[
α F (γ )
〉
are obtained by labelling terms FV Ŵ t : T [γ 〉.• α F (t) 〈φ〉 = α F (t 〈Fφ〉).
is is natural in Γ, because
F †(T [σ ])[α F (γ )〉  T [σ ] [γ 〉 = T [σγ 〉  (F †T )[α F (σγ )〉 = (F †T ) [F †σ ] [α F (γ )〉,(48)
where the isomorphisms become equalities if we ignore labeling.
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(3) Given Γ `Ŵ t : T , we dene F †Γ `V̂ F
†
t : F †T by seing (F †t)[α F (γ )〉 equal to α F (t[γ 〉). is is
natural in the domain V of α F (γ ):
(49) (F †t)[α F (γ )〉 〈φ〉 = α F (t[γ 〉) 〈φ〉 = α F (t[γ ◦ Fφ〉) = (F †t)[α F (γ ◦ Fφ)〉 = (F †t)[α F (γ ) ◦ φ〉.
It is also natural in Γ by the same reasoning as for types.
(4) e terminal presheaf overW is automatically mapped to the terminal presheaf overV .
(5) It is easily checked that comprehension, pi , ξ and (xy, xy) are preserved on the nose if we assume
that α F (γ , t) = (α F (γ ),α F (t)), e.g. by ignoring labels. 
Proposition 2.2.2. For any functor F : V →W, the morphism of CwFs F † preserves all operators
related to Σ-types, Weld-types and identity types on the nose.
Proof. e dening terms of each of these types, are built from of other dening terms. is is in
constrast withΠ- andGlue-types, where dening terms also contain non-dening terms, and the universe,
whose dening terms even contain types. As F † merely reshues dening terms, it respects each of these
operations (ignoring labels). 
e reason we use a dierent notation for terms and for types (F †t versus F †T ) is to avoid confusion
when it comes to encoding and decoding types: F † acts very dierently on types and on terms of the
universe. To begin with, F †U will typically not be the universe of V̂ . Indeed, its primitive terms still
originate as types over the primitive contexts of W. So if Γ `Ŵ A : U, then F
†
A is a representation
in V̂ of a type from Ŵ. In contrast, F †(ElA) is a type in V̂ . Put dierently still, when applied to an
element of the universe, F † reorganizes the presheaf structure of the universe. When applied to a typeT ,
F † reorganizes the presheaf structure of T .
Example 2.2.3. Let Point be the terminal category with just a single object () and only the identity
morphism. It is easy to see that Point  Set. Meanwhile, let RG be the base category with objects
() and (i : E) and maps non-freely generated by () : (i : E) → () and (0/i), (1/i) : () → (i : E), such
that R̂G is the category of reexive graphs. We have a functor F : Point → RG sending () to ().
is constitutes a functor F † : R̂G → Point sending a reexive graph to its set of nodes. It is not
surprising that this functor is suciently well-behaved to be a CwF morphism.
is example also illustrates that the universe is not preserved. e nodes of the universe in R̂G
are reexive graphs. us F †U will be the set of reexive graphs. en if Γ `R̂G A : U in R̂G, then
F †Γ `Point F †A : F †U sends nodes of Γ to reexive graphs. e edges between types are forgoen.
However, the type F †Γ `Point F †(ElA) type is simply the dependent set of nodes of ElA. Here, the
edges within ElA are also forgoen.
In general, from X : U ` ElX type, we can deduce F †X : F †U ` F †(ElX) type.
2.2.2. Liing natural transformations. Assume we have functors F ,G : V →W and a natural
transformation ν : F → G. en we get morphisms of CwFs F †,G† : Psh(W) → Psh(V) and, since
presheaves are contravariant, a natural transformation ν† : G† → F †.
Let us see how ν† works. Pick αG (γ ) : V ⇒ G†Γ. en γ : GV ⇒ Γ and γ ◦ ν : FV ⇒ Γ. Now
ν† ◦ αG (γ ) = α F (γ ◦ ν ). is is natural because
(50) ν† ◦(αG (γ )◦φ) = ν† ◦αG (γ ◦Gφ) = α F (γ ◦Gφ ◦ν ) = α F (γ ◦ν ◦Fφ) = α F (γ ◦ν )◦φ = (ν† ◦α F (γ ))◦φ.
2.2.3. Liing adjunctions.
Proposition 2.2.4. Assume we have functors L : V →W and R :W →V such that α : L a R with
unit η : Id→ RL and co-unit ε : LR → Id. en we get L† : Ŵ → V̂ and R† : V̂ → Ŵ and we have
α† : L† a R† with unit ε† : Id→ R†L† and co-unit η† : L†R† → Id. Moreover, L†◦y  y◦R :W → V̂ .
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So xy† is an operation that takes the right adjoint of a functor and immediately extends it to the entire
presheaf category.
Proof. To prove the adjunction, it is sucient to prove that η† ◦ L†ε† = idL† and R†η† ◦ ε† = idR† .
We need to assume that α Id = id and α FG = αG ◦ α F .
Pick αL(γ ) : V ⇒ L†Γ. en
η† ◦ L†ε† ◦ αL(γ ) = η† ◦ αL(ε† ◦ γ ) = η† ◦ αL(αR (αL(γ ◦ ε)))(51)
= αL(γ ◦ ε) ◦ η = αL(γ ◦ ε ◦ Lη) = αL(γ ).
Similarly, pick αR (δ ) :W ⇒ R†Γ. en
R†η† ◦ ε† ◦ αR (δ ) = R†η† ◦ αR (αL(αR (δ ) ◦ ε)) = R†η† ◦ αR (αL(αR (δ ◦ Rε)))(52)
= αR (η† ◦ αL(αR (δ ◦ Rε))) = αR (δ ◦ Rε ◦ η) = αR (δ ).
To see the isomorphism:
(53) (V ⇒ L†yW )  (LV ⇒ yW ) = (LV VW )  (V V RW ) = (V ⇒ yRW ).
is is clearly natural. 
2.2.4. e le adjoint to a lied functor. Assume a functor F : V → W. Under reasonable
conditions, one nds a general construction of a functor F̂ : V̂ → Ŵ that is le adjoint to F † : Ŵ → V̂
[Sta17, 00VC]. Although we will need such a le adjoint at some point, the general construction is overly
complicated for our needs. erefore, we will construct that functor ad hoc when we need it. For now,
we simply assume its existence and prove a lemma and some bad news:
Lemma 2.2.5. Suppose we have a functor F̂ : V̂ → Ŵ and a functor F : V →W, such that F̂ a F †.
en F̂ ◦ y  y ◦ F .
Proof. We have a chain of isomorphisms, natural inW and Γ:
(54) (F̂yW → Γ)  (yW → F †Γ)  (FW ⇒ Γ)  (yFW → Γ).
Call the composite of these isomorphisms f . en we have f (idF̂y) : yF → F̂y and f −1(idyF ) : F̂y→ yF .
By naturality in Γ, we have:
(55) f (id) ◦ f −1(id) = f −1(f (id) ◦ id) = f −1(f (id)) = id,
(56) f −1(id) ◦ f (id) = f (f −1(id) ◦ id) = f (f −1(id)) = id.
Proposition 2.2.6. e functor F̂ : V̂ → Ŵ is not in general a morphism of CwFs.
Proof. Consider the only functorG : RG→ Point; it sends () and (i : E) to (). enG† : Point→ R̂G
sends a set S to the discrete reexive graph on S .
Its le adjoint Ĝ sends a reexive graph Γ to its colimit. at is, it identies all edge-connected nodes.
Now consider a type Γ `R̂G T type:
(57) γ t
γ ′ t ′ t ′′
at is: Γ contains two nodes and an edge connecting them (as well as constant edges). T has one node
above γ and two nodes above γ ′ and they are connected as shown.
ere are two substitutions from yO , namely γ and γ ′ : yO → Γ. Clearly, Ĝ(T [γ ]) , Ĝ(T [γ ′]). But
Ĝ(γ ) = Ĝ(γ ′). us, Ĝ cannot preserve substitution in the sense that Ĝ(T [σ ]) is equal to ĜT [Ĝσ ]. 
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2.2.5. e right adjoint to a lied functor. In this section, we look at the general construction of
the right adjoint to a lied functor. is section is not a prerequisite for part 2.
Denition 2.2.7. Given a functor F : V →W, we dene F‡ : V̂ → Ŵ by
(58) (W ⇒ F‡Γ) := (F †yW → Γ),
which is obviously contravariant inW . As usual, we treat this equality as though it were a non-trivial
isomorphism: if σ : F †yW → Γ, then we write β
F
(σ ) :W ⇒ F‡Γ.
us, we have β
F
(σ ) ◦φ = β
F
(σ ◦ F †φ) and F‡τ ◦ βF (σ ) = βF (τ ◦ σ ). (Recall that we do not write y when
applied to morphisms, treating primitive substitutions as substitutions.)
Proposition 2.2.8. e functor F‡ : V̂ → Ŵ is right adjoint to F † : Ŵ → V̂ .
Proof. We construct unit and co-unit and prove the necessary equalities.
η: Pick Γ ∈ Ŵ and γ : W ⇒ Γ. We need to construct η ◦ γ : W ⇒ F‡F †Γ. Since we have
F †γ : F †yW → F †Γ, we can set η ◦ γ := β
F
(F †γ ). To see that this is natural in W , pick
φ :W ′ VW . en β
F
(F †(γφ)) = β
F
(F †γ ◦ F †φ) = β
F
(F †γ )φ.
ε: Pick Γ ∈ V̂ and α F (βF (σ )) : V ⇒ F
†F‡Γ. We need to construct ε ◦α F (βF (σ )) : V ⇒ Γ. We have
β
F
(σ ) : FV ⇒ F‡Γ, i.e. σ : F †yFV → Γ. From idFV : FV ⇒ yFV , we getα F (idFV ) : V ⇒ F †yFV ,
so we can set ε ◦α F (βF (σ )) := σ ◦α F (idFV ) : V ⇒ Γ. To see that this is natural, pick φ : V
′ V V .
en we have
σ ◦ α F (idFV ) ◦ φ = σ ◦ α F (Fφ) = σ ◦ F †Fφ ◦ α F (idFV ′)(59)
while
(60) α F (βF (σ )) ◦ φ = α F (βF (σ ) ◦ Fφ) = α F (βF (σ ◦ F
†Fφ)).
F‡ε ◦ ηF‡ = id: Pick βF (σ ) :W ⇒ F‡Γ. We have
F‡ε ◦ ηF‡ ◦ βF (σ ) = F‡ε ◦ βF (F
†β
F
(σ )) = β
F
(ε ◦ F †β
F
(σ )).(61)
So it remains to show that σ = ε ◦ F †β
F
(σ ) : F †yW → Γ. So pick α F (φ) : V ⇒ F †yW . en we
have
ε ◦ F †β
F
(σ ) ◦ α F (φ) = ε ◦ α F (βF (σ ) ◦ φ) = ε ◦ α F (βF (σ ◦ F
†φ))(62)
= σ ◦ F †φ ◦ α F (idFV ) = σ ◦ α F (φ),
as required.
εF † ◦ F †η = id: Pick α F (γ ) : V ⇒ F †Γ. We have
εF † ◦ F †η ◦ α F (γ ) = εF † ◦ α F (η ◦ γ ) = εF † ◦ α F (βF (F
†γ ))(63)
= F †γ ◦ α F (idFV ) = α F (γ ). 
Proposition 2.2.9. e functor F‡ : V̂ → Ŵ is a (weak) morphism of CwFs.
Proof. (1) e action of F‡ on contexts and substitutions is of course F‡ itself.
(2) Pick Γ `V̂ T type. We dene F‡Γ `Ŵ F‡T type.
• e dening termsW Ŵ βF (t) : F‡T
[
β
F
(σ )
〉
are labelled terms F †yW `V̂ t : T [σ ].
• Given φ :W ′ VW , we dene β
F
(t) 〈φ〉 := β
F
(t[F †φ]).
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We need to prove that this is natural in Γ, i.e. that F‡(T [τ ]) = F‡T [F‡τ ]. We have
W Ŵ βF (t) : F‡(T [τ ])
[
β
F
(σ )
〉
⇔ F †yW `V̂ t : (T [τ ])[σ ]
⇔ F †yW `V̂ t : T [τσ ]
⇔W Ŵ βF (t) : F‡T
[
β
F
(τσ )
〉
⇔W Ŵ βF (t) : F‡T [F‡τ ]
[
β
F
(σ )
〉
.
(3) Pick Γ `V̂ t : T . We dene F‡Γ `Ŵ F‡t : F‡T by
(64) F‡t
[
β
F
(σ )
〉
= β
F
(t[σ ]).
is is natural, since
(65) F‡t
[
β
F
(σ )
〉
〈φ〉 = β
F
(t[σ ]) 〈φ〉 = β
F
(t[σ ◦ F †φ]) = F‡t
[
β
F
(σ ◦ F †φ)
〉
= F‡t
[
β
F
(σ ) ◦ φ
〉
.
(4) We show that F‡() is terminal. We have
(66) (W ⇒ F‡()) = (F †yW → ()),
which is a singleton.
(5) We show that (F‡pi , F‡ξ ) : F‡(Γ.T ) → F‡Γ.F‡T is invertible. We will rst check what it does. Pick
β
F
(τ ) : W ⇒ F‡(Γ.T ). en τ : F †yW → Γ.T is of the form (σ , t), where σ = piτ and t = ξ [τ ].
We have
(F‡pi , F‡ξ ) ◦ βF (σ , t) = (F‡pi ◦ βF (σ , t),
F‡ξ [β
F
(σ , t)])(67)
= (β
F
(pi ◦ (σ , t)), β
F
(ξ [σ , t])) = (β
F
(σ ), β
F
(t)).
is can clearly be inverted by mapping (β
F
(σ ), β
F
(t)) to β
F
(σ , t). 
To the extent possible, we will avoid inspecting the denition of F‡.
Proposition 2.2.10. For any functor F : V →W, the morphism of CwFs F‡ preserves all operators
related to Σ-types and identity types up to isomorphism.
Proof. Σ-types: Assume Γ ` A type and Γ.A ` B type. We show that F‡(ΣAB) is isomorphic
to Σ(F‡A)((F‡B)[(pi , ξ )F‡ ]).
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We have correspondences (i.e. isomorphisms between the sets whose element relation is
denoted using these judgement notations) as follows:
W  β
F
(a,b) : (F‡(ΣAB))
[
β
F
(σ )
〉
F †yW ` (a,b) : (ΣAB)[σ ]
F †yW ` a : A[σ ] F †yW ` b : B[(σ ,a)]
W  β
F
(b) : B
[
β
F
(σ ,a)
〉
W  β
F
(a) : (F‡A)
[
β
F
(σ )
〉
W  β
F
(b) : (F‡B)
[(pi , ξ )F‡ ] [βF (σ ), βF (a)〉
W 
(
β
F
(a), β
F
(b)
)
:
(
Σ(F‡A)((F‡B)[(pi , ξ )F‡ ])
) [
β
F
(σ )
〉
One can show that the pairing and projection operations are also respected.
Identity types: Assume Γ ` a,b : A. We can show that F‡(a =A b) is isomorphic to F‡a =F‡A F‡b.
We have
W  β
F
(p) : F‡(a =A b)
[
β
F
(σ )
〉
F †yW ` p : (a =A b)[σ ]
F †yW ` a[σ ] = b[σ ] : A[σ ]
W  (F‡a)
[
β
F
(σ )
〉
= (F‡b)
[
β
F
(σ )
〉
: (F‡A)
[
β
F
(σ )
〉
W  q :
(F‡a =F‡A F‡b) [βF (σ )〉
Weld-types:

Proposition 2.2.11. e right adjoint to a lied functors does not always preserve Weld-types up
to isomorphism.
Proof. Consider the functor M : Point → RG sending () to (). en M̂ sends a set to its discrete
reexive graph, M† sends a graph to its set of nodes, and M‡ sends a set to its codiscrete reexive graph.
Now dene a context Γ ∈ Point by seing (() ⇒ Γ) = {γ0,γ1}, a type Γ ` A type by seing A[γ0〉 = ∅
andA[γ1〉 = {a1}, and a proposition Γ ` P prop by seing P[γ0〉 = {?} and P[γ1〉 = ∅. Finally, dene Γ.P `
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T by seing T [γ0,?〉 = {t0}. Dene Γ.P ` f : A[pi ] → T from the absurd. Let Ω = Weld {A→ (P ?T , f )}.
en we have
Ω[γ0〉 = T [γ0,?〉 = {t0}
Ω[γ1〉 =
{
weld a
a : A[γ1〉} = {weld a1} .
Hence, we can dene Γ ` w : Ω by w[γ0〉 = t0 and w[γ1〉 = weld a1. en we also get
(68) M‡Γ ` M‡w : M‡Ω.
Meanwhile, dene Ω′ = Weld
{
M‡A→
(
M‡P ? (M‡T )[(pi , ξ )M‡ ], λ((M‡ap f )[(pi , ξ )M‡ ])
)}
. Now sup-
pose Ω  Ω′, then in particular we have some term
(69) M‡Γ ` w ′ : Ω′.
Now there is a dening substitution γ : (i : E) ⇒ M‡Γ which is an edge from ‘γ0’ to ‘γ1’. Since (M‡P)[γ 〉
is false, we have
(70) Ω′[γ 〉 = {weld a a : M‡A} = ∅,
so the object w ′[γ 〉 cannot exist.
e idea of this proof is that we built a non-codiscrete graph by welding together codiscrete graphs.

Part 2
A Model of Parametric Dependent Type
eory in Bridge/Path Cubical Sets
CHAPTER 3
Bridge/path cubical sets
In this chapter, we move from the general presheaf model to the category Cube of cubical sets and
the category BPCube of bridge/path cubical sets. roughout, we assume the existence of an innite
alphabet ℵ of variable names, as well as a function fr : Π(A ⊆ ℵ).(ℵ \A) that picks a fresh variable for a
given set of variables A.
3.1. e category of cubes
In this section, we dene the category of cubesCube; presheaves over this category are called cubical
sets. e reason we are interested in cubical sets, is that they generalize reexive graphs: they contain
points and edges, but also edges between edges (squares), edges between squares (cubes), etc. Imagine
we have a type E that contains two points, connected by an edge (as opposed to a bridge or a path). en
an n-dimensional cube is a value that ranges over n variables of type E. For this reason, we dene a cube
as a nite setW ⊆ ℵ. We write () for the 0-dimensional cube, (W , i : E) forW unionmulti {i}, implying that i <W ,
and similarly (V ,W ) for V unionmultiW .
A face map φ : V VW assigns to every variable i ∈W a value i 〈φ〉 which is either 0, 1 (up to n − 1
for n-ary parametricity), or a variable in V . We use common substitution notation to denote face maps.
So i 〈()〉 = i, while i 〈φ, t/i〉 = t . We write φ = (ψ , f (i)/i ∈ W ′) : V VW to denote that i 〈φ〉 = f (i) for
all i ∈W ′ ⊆W . To emphasize that a face map does not use a variable i, we write φ = (ψ , i/). We make
sure that dierent clauses in the same substitution do not conict; hence we need no precedence rules.
en a cubical set Γ contains, for every cube W , a set of |W |-dimensional cubes W ⇒ Γ. Every
such cube has 2 |W | vertices, extractable using the face maps (ϵ(i)/i ∈ M) : ∅ V W for all ϵ : W →
{0, 1}. By substituting 0 or 1 for only some variables, we obtain the sides of a cube. We can create at
(degenerate/constant) cubes by not using variables, e.g. (i/) : (M, i : E) V M . Cubes also have
diagonals, e.g. (i/j) : (i : E)V (i, j : E).
It is easy to see that Cube is closed under nite cartesian products; namelyV ×W = (V ,W ). Because
the Yoneda-embedding preserves limits such as cartesian products, we have yW  (yE)W .
is is not the only useful denition. For example, [BCM15] and [Hub15] consider cubes which
have no diagonals, while [CCHM16] uses cubes that have ‘connections’, a way of adding a dimension by
folding open a line to become a square with two adjacent constant sides.
3.2. e category of bridge/path cubes
e novel category of bridge/path cubes BPCube is similar to Cube but its cubes have two avours of
dimensions: bridge dimensions and path dimensions. So a bridge/path cubeW is a pair (WB,WP), where
WB andWP are disjoint subsets of ℵ. We write () for the 0-dimensional cube, (W , i : B) for (WB unionmulti {i} ,WP)
and (W , i : P) for (WB,WP unionmulti {i}).
A face map φ : V VW assigns to every bridge variable (i : B) ∈ W either 0, 1 or a bridge variable
from V , and to every path variable (i : P) ∈ W either 0, 1, or a path or bridge variable from V . We will
sometimes add a superscript to make the status of a variable clear, e.g. (jB/iP) : (j : B)V (i : P).
en a bridge/path cubical set Γ contains, for every bridge/path cube W , a set of cubes with |WB |
bridge dimensions and |WP | path dimensons. Again we can extract vertices and faces and we can create
at cubes by introducing bridge or path dimensions. We can weaken paths to bridges, e.g. (j/i) : (W , j :
B) V (W , i : P). Finally, we can extract diagonals, but if the cube of which we take the diagonal, has at
least one bridge dimension, then the diagonal has to be a bridge, e.g. (jB/iP) : (W , j : B)V (W , i : P, j : B).
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3.3. e cohesive structure of BPCube over Cube
In this section, we construct a chain of ve adjoint functors (all but the lemost one morphisms of
CwFs) between BPCube and Cube. By composing each one with its adjoint, these give rise to a chain of
four adjoint endofunctos (all but the lemost one endomorphisms of CwFs) on BPCube.
We are not interested in the adjoint quintuple between BPCube and Cube per se, but making a
detour along them reveals a structure similar to what is studied in cohesive type theory, and may also be
benecial in order to understand intuitively what is going on in the rest of this text.
3.3.1. Cohesion. Let S be a category whose objects are some notion of spaces. en a notion of
cohesion on objects of S gives rise to a category C of cohesive spaces and a forgetful functor unionsq : C → S
which maps a cohesive space C to the underlying space UC , forgeing its cohesive structure.
Typically, if unionsq : C → S appeals to the intuition about cohesion, then it is part of an adjoint quadruple
of functors1
(71) u a M a unionsq a O.
Here, the discrete functor M equips a space S with a discrete cohesive structure, i.e. in the cohesive
space MS , nothing is stuck together. As such, a cohesive map MS → C amounts to a map S → UC .
Dually, the codiscrete functor O equips a space S with a codiscrete cohesive structure, sticking
everything together. As such, a cohesive map C → OS amounts to a map UC → S .
Finally, the functor u maps a cohesive space C to its space of cohesively connected components. A
mapC → MS will necessarily be constant on cohesive components, as MS is discrete, and hence amounts
to a map uC → S .
Typically, the composites uM,unionsqM,unionsqO : S → S will be isomorphic to the identity functor, the laer
two even equal. Indeed: if we equip a space with discrete cohesion and then contract components, we
have done essentially nothing. If we equip a space with a discrete or codiscrete cohesion, and then forget
it again, we have lierally done nothing.
e composites + = Mu, [ = Munionsq and ] = Ounionsq : C → C form a more interesting adjoint triple + a [ a ]
of endofunctors on C. e shape functor + contracts cohesive components. e at functor [ removes
the existing cohesion in favour of the discrete one, and the sharp functor ] removes it in favour of the
codiscrete one. If the adjoint triple on S is indeed as described above, then we can show
(72)
++  + +[  [
[+ = + [[ = [ [] = [
][ = ] ]] = ],
Moreover, + a [ will have (essentially) the same co-unit κ : [→ Id as M a unionsq and the same unit ς : Id→ +
as u a M. e adjunction [ a ] will have the same unit κ : [→ Id asM a unionsq and the same co-unit ι : Id→ ]
as unionsq a O. For more information, see e.g. [LS16].
Example 3.3.1. Let C = Top (the category of topological spaces) and S = Set. en unionsq : Top→ Set
maps a topological space (X ,τ ) to the underlying set X . e discrete functor M equips a set X with
its discrete topology 2X and O equips it with the codiscrete topology (∅,X ). Finally, u maps a
topological space to its set of connected components.
Example 3.3.2. Let C = Cat and S = Set. en we can take unionsqA = Obj A, make MX the discrete
category onX with only identity morphisms,OX the codiscrete category onX where every Hom-set
is a singleton, and uA the set of zigzag-connected components of A, i.e. uA = Obj(A)/Hom.
Example 3.3.3. Let C = R̂G, the category of reexive graphs, and S = Set. en we can let unionsq map
a reexive graph Γ to its set of nodes unionsqΓ = (() ⇒ Γ); M will map a set X to the discrete reexive
graph with only constant edges (i.e. (() ⇒ MX ) = ((i : E) ⇒ MX ) = X ), and O maps a set X to
1More oen, these are denoted Π a ∆ a U a ∇, but some of these symbols are already heavily in use in type theory.
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the codiscrete reexive graph with a unique edge between any two points (i.e. (() ⇒ OX ) = X and
((i : E) ⇒ OX ) = X × X ). Finally, u maps a graph Γ to its set uΓ of edge-connected components.
is last example is interesting, because we know that unionsq : R̂G → Point  Set is a morphism of CwFs,
arising as unionsq = F † with F : Point → RG the unique functor mapping () to () (see example 2.2.3). e
functor M is also a morphism of CwFs, arising as M = G†, with G the unique functor RG→ Point.
3.3.2. e cohesive structure of BPCube over Cube, intuitively. In the remainder of this section,
we establish a chain of no less than ve adjoint functors between BPCube and Cube. e reason we have
more than in other situations, is that bridge/path cubical sets can be seen as cohesive cubical sets in two
ways: we can either view cubical sets as bridge-only cubical sets, in which case the forgetful functor
unionsq : BPCube → Cube forgets the cohesive structure given by the paths; or we can view cubical sets as
path-only cubical sets, in which case the forgetful functor  : BPCube → Cube forgets the cohesion
given by the bridges.
e chain of functors we obtain is the following:
(73) u a M a unionsq a O a , u,unionsq, : BPCube→ Cube, M,O : Cube→ BPCube.
and it can likely be extended by a sixth functor on the right, that we currently have no use for. e
(cohesion-as-paths) forgetful functor unionsq maps a bridge/path cubical set Γ to the cubical set unionsqΓ made up
of its bridges, forgeing which bridges are in fact paths. e (cohesion-as-paths) discrete functor M
introduces a discrete path relation, the bridges of MΓ are the edges of Γ, whereas the paths of MΓ are
all constant. e (cohesion-as-paths) codiscrete functor O introduces a path relation which is codiscrete
in the sense that there are as many paths as there can be: every bridge is a path. So a bridge in OΓ is
the same as an edge in Γ, and a path in OΓ is also the same as an edge in Γ. Note that O is also the
cohesion-as-bridges discrete functor: viewing Γ as a path-only cubical set, it equips OΓ with the fewest
bridges possible: only when there is a path, there will also be a bridge. e paths functor , which is
the cohesion-as-bridges forgetful functor, maps a bridge/path cubical set Γ to its cubical set of paths Γ.
Finally, u divides out a bridge/path cubical set by its path relation, obtaining a bridge-only cubical set.
3.3.3. e cohesive structure of BPCube over Cube. We saw in proposition 2.2.4 that if we have
adjoint functors L a R on the base categories, then we obtain functors L† a R† on the presheaf categories
and moreover L† extends R. So xy† takes the right adjoint of a functor and at the same time extends it
from the category of primitive contexts, to the entire presheaf category. In this sense, it is a good idea to
start by dening the functors
(74) u a M a unionsq a O, u,unionsq : BPCube→ Cube, M,O : Cube→ BPCube,
on the base categories. We dene these functors as in g. 1. is may not be entirely intuitive. e key
here is that every path dimension can be weakened to a bridge dimension. us, two adjacent vertices of
a bridge/path cube are always connected by a bridge, and only connected by a path if they are adjacent
along a path dimension. e u functor leaves bridges alone (converting them to edges), but contracts
paths. e M functor turns edges into bridges, but does not produce paths. e unionsq functor keeps bridges
(converting them to edges) and forgets paths, but remembers the bridges they weaken to. e O functor
turns edges into paths, which are also bridges.
Note also that  cannot be dened this way as it does not map all primitive contexts to primitive
contexts. For example, (i : B) consists of two points connected by a bridge. e only paths are constant.
Hence, forgeing the bridge structure yields two loose points, which together do not form a cube.
Lemma 3.3.4. LetV,W ∈ {Cube,BPCube} and let F ,G : V →W be composites of the functors
u, M, unionsq and O. en all natural transformations F → G are equal.
Proof. Let ν : F → G be a natural transformation. We show that ν is completely determined. Since
F andG preserve products, ν is determined by its action on single-variable contexts. Now if Γ has a single
variable i, then either GΓ = () in which case νΓ : FΓ → () is determined, or GΓ also contains i as its only
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() (W , i : B) (W , i : P) () (φ, jB/iB) (φ, jB/iP) (φ, jP/iP)
u () (uW , i : E) uW () (uφ, jE/iE) uφ uφ
unionsq () (unionsqW , i : E) (unionsqW , i : E) () (unionsqφ, jE/iE) (unionsqφ, jE/iE) (unionsqφ, jE/iE)+ () (+W , i : B) +W () (+φ, jB/iB) +φ +φ
[ () ([W , i : B) ([W , i : B) () ([φ, jB/iB) ([φ, jB/iB) ([φ, jB/iB)
] () (]W , i : P) (]W , i : P) () (]φ, jP/iP) (]φ, jP/iP) (]φ, jP/iP)
ς : Id→ + () (ςW , iB/iB) (ςW , iP/)
κ : [→ Id () (κW , iB/iB) (κW , iB/iP) 
ι : Id→ ] () (ιW , iB/iP) (ιW , iP/iP)
() (W , i : E) () (φ, jE/iE)
M () (MW , i : B) () (Mφ, jB/iB)
O () (OW , i : P) () (Oφ, jP/iP)
Figure 1. e cohesive structure of BPCube over Cube.
variable. Now i 〈νΓ〉 , 0 because then the following diagram could not commute:
(75) () ν() //
F (1/i)

()
G(1/i)=(1/i)

FΓ
νΓ // GΓ
Similarly, i 〈νΓ〉 , 1. en FΓ must contain a variable, implying that it contains only the variable i and
i 〈νΓ〉 = i. 
Proposition 3.3.5 (e cohesive structure of BPCube over Cube). ese four functors are adjoint:
u a M a unionsq a O. On the Cube-side, we have
(76) uM = Id a unionsqM = Id a unionsqO = Id : Cube→ Cube.
On the BPCube-side, we write
(77) + := Mu a [ := Munionsq a ] := Ounionsq : BPCube→ BPCube.
By consequence, we have
(78)
++ = + +[ = [
[+ = + [[ = [ [] = [
][ = ] ]] = ].
e following table lists the units and co-units of all adjunctions involved:
(79)
u a M M a unionsq unionsq a O + a [ [ a ]
unit ς : Id→ + id : Id→ Id ι : Id→ ] ς : Id→ + ι : Id→ ]
co-unit id : Id→ Id κ : [→ Id id : Id→ Id κ : [→ Id κ : [→ Id
e functors +, [ and ] and the natural transformations ς , κ and ι are given in g. 1. Finally, the
following natural transformations are all the identity:
(80)
u → u M→ M unionsq → unionsq O→ O +→ + [→ [ ]→ ]
uς ςM +ς = ς+ ς[
κM unionsqκ κ+ κ[ = [κ ]κ
unionsqι ιO [ι ]ι = ι]
Proof. e equalities are immediate from lemma 3.3.4. 
Proof. Each of the transformations in eq. (80) is easily seen to be the identity by inspecting the
denitions in g. 1. In order to prove that L a R with unit η and co-unit ε , it suces to check that
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εL ◦ Lη = id : L→ L and Rε ◦ ηR = id : R → R, which also follows from lemma 3.3.4. In other words, the
mere existence of well-typed candidates for the unit and co-unit is sucient to conclude adjointness. 
3.3.4. e cohesive structure of BPCube over Cube, formally. We now dene functors and nat-
ural transformations of the same notation by
(81) M := u†, O := unionsq† : Cube→ BPCube,
(82) unionsq := M†,  := O† : BPCube→ Cube,
(83) [ := +† = Munionsq, ] := [† = Ounionsq, ¶ := ]† = O : BPCube→ BPCube.
(84) κ := ς† : [→ Id, ι := κ† : Id→ ], ϑ := ι† : ¶ → Id.
From section 2.2.4, we know that there is a further le adjoint u a M, which we should not expect to
be a morphism of CwFs. Indeed, the proof of proposition 2.2.6 is easily adapted to show the contrary.
We postpone its construction to section 4.3.4; however, by lemma 2.2.5 it will satisfy the property that
u◦y  y◦u, which we can use to characterize its behaviour. We take a moment to see how each of these
functors behaves:
u: We know thatW -cubes γ :W ⇒ Γ correspond to substitutions γ : yW → Γ and hence give rise
to substitutions uγ : u(yW ) → uΓ, which in turn correspond to uW -cubes uW ⇒ uΓ. So a
bridge (i : B) ⇒ Γ is turned into an edge (i : E) ⇒ uΓ, whereas a path (i : P) ⇒ Γ is contracted
to a point () ⇒ uΓ. Simply put, u contracts paths to points.
M: AW -cube αu(γ ) : W ⇒ MΓ is a uW -cube γ : uW ⇒ Γ. So a bridge (i : B) ⇒ MΓ is the same
as an edge (i : E) ⇒ Γ and a path (i : P) ⇒ MΓ is the same as a point () ⇒ Γ, which in turn is
the same as a point () ⇒ MΓ, showing that there are only constant paths.
Viewed dierently, using that M ◦ y = y ◦ M by proposition 2.2.4, we can say that an edge
(i : E) ⇒ Γ gives rise to a bridge (i : B) ⇒ MΓ, while there is nothing that gives rise to
(non-trivial) paths.
unionsq: AW -cube αM(γ ) : W ⇒ unionsqΓ is the same as a brdige γ : MW ⇒ Γ. So an edge in unionsqΓ is a bridge
in Γ. Alternatively, we can say that any bridge and any path in Γ gives rise to an edge in unionsqΓ.
O: A bridge in OΓ is the same as an edge in Γ. A path in OΓ is also the same as an edge in Γ.
Alternatively, we can say that an edge in Γ gives rise to a path in OΓ, which can then also be
weakened to a bridge.
: An edge inΓ is the same as a path in Γ. e alternative formulation — a path in Γ gives rise to
an edge inΓ; a bridge in Γ is forgoen — cannot be formalized as in the previous cases, because
 was not dened for primitive contexts and hence the property  ◦ y = y ◦ (. . .) cannot be
formulated
Proposition 3.3.6 (e cohesive structure of BPCube over Cube). ese ve functors are adjoint:
u a M a unionsq a O a . On the Cube-side, we have
(85) +¯ := uM  Id a unionsqM = Id a unionsqO = Id a O = Id : Cube→ Cube.
On the BPCube-side, we write
(86) + := Mu a [ := Munionsq a ] := Ounionsq a ¶ := O : BPCube→ BPCube.
By consequence, we have
(87)
++  + +[  [
[+ = + [[ = [ [] = [
][ = ] ]] = ] ]¶ = ¶
¶] = ] ¶¶ = ¶,
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e following tables lists the units and co-units of all adjunctions involved:
(88)
u a M M a unionsq unionsq a O O a 
unit ς : Id→ + id : Id→ Id ι : Id→ ] id : Id→ Id
co-unit ς¯−1 : +¯  Id κ : [→ Id id : Id→ Id ϑ : ¶ → Id
(89)
+¯ a Id + a [ [ a ] ] a ¶
unit ς¯ : Id  +¯ ς : Id→ + ι : Id→ ] ι : Id→ ]
co-unit ς¯−1 : +¯  Id κ ◦ (ς[)−1 : +[→ Id κ : [→ Id ϑ : ¶ → Id
Finally, the following natural transformations are all (compatible with) the identity:
(90)
u → u M→ M unionsq → unionsq O→ O →  +→ + [→ [ ]→ ] ¶ → ¶
(uς) (ςM) (+ς = ς+) (ς[)
κM unionsqκ κ+ κ[ = [κ ]κ
unionsqι ιO [ι ]ι = ι] ι¶
ϑO ϑ ϑ ] ϑ ¶ = ¶ϑ
e ones involving κ, ι and ϑ are actually equal, while for ς we have
uς = ς¯u : u  u+, ςM = Mς¯ : M  +M, +ς = ς+ = Mς¯u : ++  +, ς[ = Mς¯unionsq : +[  [.
Lemma 3.3.7. A natural transformation ν : F † → H : V̂ → Ŵ whose domain is a lied functor, is
fully determined by νyF : F †yF → HyF : W → Ŵ. If H = G†, then ν = ν˜† for some ν˜ : G → F :
W → V . If H = K̂ a K† for some K : V → W, then ν corresponds to a natural transformation
µ : Id→ KF :W →W.
Proof. Pick a presheaf Γ ∈ V̂ and a dening substitution α F (γ ) : W ⇒ F †Γ. en the following
diagram commutes:
(91) F †yFW
νyFW //
F †γ

HyFW
Hγ

W
α F (id)
8@
α F (γ )
+3 F †Γ
ν Γ
// HΓ,
showing that νΓ ◦ α F (γ ) is determined by νyFW .
• If H = G†, then we dene ν˜W = α−1G (νyFW ◦ α F (id)) : GW V FW . Note that if ν = µ†, then we
would nd
(92) ν˜W = α−1G (µ†yFW ◦ α F (id)) = α−1G (αG (id ◦ µW )) = µW : GW V FW .
In general, this is a natural transformation because if we have φ : V VW , then2
Fφ ◦ ν˜V = α−1G (G†(Fφ) ◦ νyFV ◦ α F (id))
= α−1G (νyFW ◦ F †(Fφ) ◦ α F (id))
= α−1G (νyFW ◦ α F (Fφ))
= α−1G (νyFW ◦ α F (id) ◦ φ)
= α−1G (νyFW ◦ α F (id)) ◦Gφ = ν˜W ◦Gφ.
Moreover, the above diagram shows that ν = ν˜† because
(93) ν ◦ α F (γ ) = G†γ ◦ νyFW ◦ α F (id) = G†γ ◦ αG (ν˜ ) = αG (γ ◦ ν˜ ) = ν˜† ◦ αG (γ ).
2Remember that we write γ : yW → Γ when γ : W ⇒ Γ, implying that we do not write y when applied to a morphism.
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• If H = K̂ a K†, then we show that natural transformations F † → K̂ : V̂ → Ŵ correspond to
natural transformations Id→ KF :W →W. We already know that ν : F † → K̂ is determined
by νyF : F †yF → K̂yF , and lemma 2.2.5 tells us that ζ : K̂yF  yKF .
Given ν , we now dene µ : Id → KF by µW = ζW ◦ νyFW ◦ α F (idW ) ∈ (W ⇒ yKFW ) =
(W V KFW ). Conversely, given µ : Id→ KF , we dene ν : F † → K̂ by seing for every α F (γ ) :
W ⇒ F †Γ (i.e. γ : FW ⇒ Γ), the composition νΓ ◦α F (γ ) equal to K̂γ ◦ (ζW )−1 ◦ µW :W ⇒ K̂Γ.
ese operations are inverse:
K̂γ ◦ (ζW )−1 ◦ µW = K̂γ ◦ (ζW )−1 ◦ ζW ◦ νyFW ◦ α F (idW )
= K̂γ ◦ νyFW ◦ α F (idW ) = νΓ ◦ F †γ ◦ α F (idW ) = νΓ ◦ α F (γ ).
ζW ◦ νyFW ◦ α F (idW ) = ζW ◦ K̂ idW ◦ (ζW )−1 ◦ µW = µW . 
Corollary 3.3.8. Let V,W ∈ {Cube,BPCube} and F ,G : V̂ → Ŵ. en all natural transforma-
tions from F to G are equal in each of the following cases:
(1) If F and G are composites of M, unionsq, O and ;
(2) If F is a composite of M, unionsq, O and , and G is a composite of u, M, unionsq and O;
(3) If F factors as LP , where L a R and one of the previous cases apply to P and RG.
Proof. Pick ν : F → G.
(1) en both F and G are lied so that ν = ν˜†, and ν˜ is completely determined by lemma 3.3.4.
(2) en F is lied and G is le adjoint to a lied functor, so that ν corresponds to a natural trans-
formation of primitive contexts, which is uniquely determined because of lemma 3.3.4.
(3) Natural transformations LP → G are in bijection with natural transformations P → RG because
L a R. 
Lemma 3.3.9. Assume L1,L2 : V → W and R : W → V such that αi : Li a R with unit
ηi : Id→ RLi and co-unit εi : LiR → Id. en there is a natural isomorphism ζ : L1  L2 such that
Rζ ◦ η1 = η2 and ε1 = ε2 ◦ ζR.
Proof. We set ζ = ε1L2 ◦ L1η2 and ζ −1 = ε2L1 ◦ L2η1. We show that ζ ◦ ζ −1 = id; the other equation
holds by symmetry of the indices. Observe the commutative diagram:
(94) L2
L2η1 //
L2η2

ζ
))
L2RL1
ε2L1 //
L2RL1η2

L1
L1η2

ζ −1

L2RL2
L2η1RL2 //
id ((
L2RL1RL2
ε2L1RL2 //
L2Rε1L2

L1RL2
ε1L2

L2RL2 ε2L2
// L2
e top right square applies naturality of ε2L1 to L1η2. e top le square still holds aer removing L2
on the le and is then an instance of naturality of η1. e lower right square still holds aer removing
L2 on the right and is then an instance of naturality of ε2. e lower right triangle commutes because
Rε1 ◦ η1R = id. Finally, the entire le-lower side composes to the identity. We have
Rζ ◦ η1 = Rε1L2 ◦ RL1η2 ◦ η1 = Rε1L2 ◦ η1RL2 ◦ η2 = η2,
ε2 ◦ ζR = ε2 ◦ ε1L2R ◦ L1η2R = ε1 ◦ L1Rε2 ◦ L1η2R = ε1. 
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Proof of proposition 3.3.6. e adjunctions M a unionsq a O a  follow from proposition 2.2.4. For
now, we just assume u to be some le adjoint to M.
e fact that unionsqM = Id, unionsqO = Id and O = Id follows from the fact that xy† swaps composition and
preserves identity.
It is clear that both +¯ := uM and Id are le adjoint to unionsqM = Id. en lemma 3.3.9 below gives us, aer
lling in the identity in various places, an isomorphism ς¯ : Id  +¯ which is the unit of +¯ a Id, while the
co-unit is ς¯−1.
e equalities and isomorphisms are obvious.
We dene ς as the unit of u a M. e rest of the theorem now follows from 3.3.8. 
3.3.5. Characterizing cohesive adjunctions. We currently have various cohesion-based ways of
manipulating terms: we can apply functors, turning (t 7→ F t ), we can apply natural transformations
(t 7→ ν (t)), we can instead substitute with natural transformations (t 7→ t[ν ]) and apply adjunctions
(t 7→ α(t)). We have various equations telling us how these relate, but altogether it becomes hard to tell
whether terms are equal. For this reason, we will at least try to write the relevant adjunctions in terms
of the other constructions.
Proposition 3.3.10. For any contexts Γ and ∆, we have the following diagrams, in which all arrows
are invertible:
(95) (+Γ → ∆) α+a[ //
ff
κ◦xy
(Γ → [∆)88
xy◦ς
(+Γ → [∆)
([Γ → ∆) α[a] //
ι◦xy
&&
(Γ → ]∆)
xy◦κ
xx
([Γ → ]∆)
(]Γ → ∆) α]a¶ //ff
ϑ ◦xy
(Γ → ¶∆)88
xy◦ι
(]Γ → ¶∆)
Proof. For all diagonal arrows except κ ◦ xy, we can again take the adjunction isomorphism since
[, ] and ¶ are idempotent. One can check that these boil down to composition with a (co)-unit, e.g. for
σ : [Γ → ∆ we have
(96) α [Γ,∆
[a] (σ ) = ]σ ◦ ι[Γ = ι∆ ◦ σ .
For σ : ]Γ → ¶∆, we have
(97) α Γ, ¶∆
]a¶ (σ ) = ¶σ ◦ ιΓ = σ ◦ ιΓ
because ¶σ = ϑ ¶∆ ◦ ¶σ = σ ◦ ϑ ]Γ = σ . For the arrow κ ◦ xy, we use a composition of isomorphisms
(98) (+Γ → [∆) (α+Γ,∆+a[ )−1−−−−−−→ (++Γ → [∆) xy◦ς+Γ−−−−−→ (+Γ → ∆).
A substitution σ : +Γ → [∆ is then mapped to
(99) (α+Γ,∆+a[ )−1(σ ) ◦ ς+Γ = κ∆ ◦ (ς[∆)−1 ◦ +σ ◦ ς+Γ = κ∆ ◦ (ς[∆)−1 ◦ ς[∆ ◦ σ = κ∆ ◦ σ .
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Finally, one can check that the diagrams commute, e.g. if σ : +Γ → [∆ then
(100) α Γ,∆+a[ (κ∆ ◦ σ ) = [κ∆ ◦ [σ ◦ ςΓ = [σ ◦ ςΓ = σ ◦ ςΓ
because [σ = κ[∆ ◦ [σ = σ ◦ κ+Γ = σ . 
Notation 3.3.11. When it exists, we write τ \σ for the unique substitution such that τ ◦ (τ \σ ) = σ ,
and σ/τ for the unique substitution such that (σ/τ ) ◦ τ = σ . Uniqueness implies that τ \ (τ ◦ σ ) = σ
and (σ ◦ τ ) \ τ = σ if the le hand side exists.
Similarly, when it exists, we write ν−1(t) for the unique term such that ν (ν−1(t)) = t and t[ν ]−1
for the unique term such that t[ν ]−1[ν ] = t . Uniqueness implies that ν−1(ν (t)) = t and t[ν ][ν ]−1 = t .
e above theorem then justies the following notations:
(101)
+ a [ [ a ] ] a ¶
α(σ ) (κ \ σ ) ◦ ς (ι ◦ σ )/κ (ϑ \ σ ) ◦ ι
α−1(τ ) κ ◦ (τ/ς) ι \ (τ ◦ κ) ϑ ◦ (τ/ι)
α(t) κ−1(t)[ς] ι(t)[κ]−1 ϑ−1(t)[ι]
α−1(u) κ(t[ς]−1) ι−1(t[κ]) ϑ (t[ι]−1)
Note that terms correspond to substitutions to an extended context, which are then subject to the
diagrams above.
CHAPTER 4
Discreteness
It is common in categorical models of dependent type theory to designate a certain class of morphisms
F in the category of contexts, typically called brations, and to require that for any type Γ ` T type, the
morphism pi : Γ.T → Γ is a bration. Types satisfying this criterion are then called brant. A context Γ
is called brant if the map Γ → () is a bration.
Typically, the brations can be characterized using a liing property with respect to another class of
morphismsH which we will call horn inclusions. If η : Λ→ ∆ is a horn inclusion, then we call a map
σ : Λ→ Γ a horn in Γ and if σ factors as τη, then τ : ∆→ Γ is called a ller of σ .
Now the brations are usually those morphisms ρ : Γ′ → Γ such that any horn σ in Γ′ which has a
ller τ in Γ (meaning that ρσ has a ller τ ), also has a (compatible) ller in Γ′, i.e. commutative squares
like the following have a diagonal:
(102) Λ σ //
η∈H

Γ′
ρ

∆ τ
//
??
Γ
In this text, we will call the brant types and contexts discrete and we will speak of discrete maps
instead of brations, because this beer reects the idea behind what we are doing.
In many models, only brant contexts are used. However, we will also consider non-discrete contexts
because our modalities do not preserve discreteness.
4.1. Denition
Denition 4.1.1. Let X stand for B, P or E. We say that a dening substitution γ : (W , i : X) ⇒ Γ
or a dening term (W , i : X)  t : T [γ 〉 is degenerate in i if it factors over (i/) : (W , i : X)VW .
e notion of degeneracy is thus meaningful in the CwFs Cube and BPCube. inking of i as a variable,
this means that γ and t do not refer to i. inking of i as a dimension, this means that γ and t are at in
dimension i. Note that t can only be degenerate in i if γ is.
Corollary 4.1.2. For a dening substitution γ : (W , i : X) ⇒ Γ or a dening term (W , i : X)  t :
T [γ 〉, the following are equivalent:
(1) γ /t is degenerate in i,
(2) γ = γ ◦ (0/i, i/); t = t 〈0/i, i/〉,
(3) γ = γ ◦ (1/i, i/); t = t 〈1/i, i/〉. 
Denition 4.1.3. We call a context discrete if all of its cubes are degenerate in every path dimension.
We call a map ρ : Γ′ → Γ discrete if every dening substitution γ of Γ′ is degenerate in every
path dimension in which ρ ◦ γ is degenerate.
We call a type Γ ` T type discrete (denoted Γ ` T dtype) if every dening term t : T [γ 〉 is
degenerate in every path dimension in which γ is degenerate.
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Proposition 4.1.4. A type Γ ` T type is discrete if and only if pi : Γ.T → Γ is discrete.
Proof. ⇒ Assume that T is discrete. Pick (γ , t) : (W , i : P) ⇒ Γ.T such that pi ◦ (γ , t) = γ is
degenerate in i. en t is degenerate in i by discreteness of T and so is (γ , t).
⇐ Assume that pi is discrete. Pick t : T [γ 〉 where γ is degenerate in i. en (γ , t) is degenerate in i
since pi (γ , t) = γ , and hence t is degenerate in i. 
Proposition 4.1.5. A context Γ is discrete if and only if Γ → () is discrete.
Proof. Note that every dening substitution of () is degenerate in every dimension. is proves the
claim. 
Proposition 4.1.6. A map ρ : Γ′→ Γ is discrete if and only if it has the liing property with respect
to all horn inclusions (i/) : y(W , i : P) → yW .
Proof. ⇒ Suppose that ρ is discrete and consider a square
(103) y(W , i : P) γ
′
//
(i/)

Γ′
ρ

yW γ
// Γ.
en the dening substitution ρ ◦ γ ′ : (W , i : P) ⇒ Γ clearly factors over (i/) so that it is
degenerate in i. By degeneracy of ρ, the same holds for γ ′, yielding the required diagonal.
⇐ Suppose that ρ has the liing property and takeγ ′ : (W , i : P) ⇒ Γ′ such that ρ◦γ ′ is degenerate
in i. is gives us a square as above, which has a diagonal, showing that γ ′ is degenerate. 
Example 4.1.7. In the examples, we will develop the content of this chapter for the CwF R̂G of
reexive graphs. is will fail when we come to product types, which is the reason why we choose
to work with presheaves over BPCube which contain not only points, paths and bridges, but also
coherence cubes. An alternative is to require edges (bridges and paths) to be proof-irrelevant in
the style of [AGJ14], but this property cannot be satised by the universe. Remember that RG has
objects () and (i : E) and the same morphisms between them as we nd in Cube.
We call an edge p : (i : E) ⇒ Γ degenerate if it is the constant edge on some point x : () ⇒ Γ,
i.e. p = x ◦ (i/). is point is uniquely determined, as it must be equal to the edge’s source and
target. So we can say that p is degenerate i p = p ◦ (0/i) ◦ (i/) i p ◦ (1/i) ◦ (i/).
We call a context (reexive graph) discrete if all of its edges are degenerate.
We call a map ρ : Γ′→ Γ discrete if every edge γ : (i : E) ⇒ Γ for which ρ ◦γ is degenerate, is
itself degenerate.
We call a type Γ ` T type discrete if every dening edge (i : E)  t : T [γ 〉 over a degenerate
edge γ , is degenerate.
One can prove:
• A type Γ ` T type is discrete if and only if pi : Γ.T → Γ is discrete.
• A context Γ is discrete if and only if Γ → () is discrete.
• A map ρ : Γ′→ Γ is discrete if it has the liing property with respect to the horn inclusion
(i/) : y(i : E) → y().
4.2. A model with only discrete types
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Theorem 4.2.1. If we dene TyDisc(Γ) to be the set of all discrete types over Γ, then we obtain a new
CwF BPCubeDisc which also supports dependent products, dependent sums and identity types.
We prove this theorem in several parts. In the examples, we will try and fail to prove the corresponding
theorem for RG: we do have a CwF R̂GDisc and it supports dependent sums and identity types, but we
will fail to prove that it supports dependent products.
4.2.1. e category with families BPCubeDisc.
Lemma 4.2.2. BPCubeDisc is a well-dened category with families (see denition 1.1.2).
Proof. e only thing we need to prove in order to show this is that TyDisc still has a morphism part,
i.e. that discreteness of types is preserved under substitution.
So pick a substitution σ : ∆ → Γ and a discrete type Γ ` T dtype. Take a dening term (W , i : P) 
t : T [σ ] [δ〉 and assume that δ is degenerate along i. We have to prove that t is, too. But if δ factors over
(i/), then so does σδ , and therefore also t : T [σδ〉 by discreteness of T . Since restriction for T [σ ] is
inherited from T , the term t is also degenerate as a dening term of T [σ ]. 
Example 4.2.3. Show that R̂GDisc is a well-dened category with families.
4.2.2. Dependent sums.
Lemma 4.2.4. e category with families BPCubeDisc supports dependent sums.
Proof. Take a context Γ and discrete types Γ ` Adtype and Γ.A ` B dtype. It suces to show that
ΣAB is discrete. Pick a dening term (W , i : P)  (a,b) : ΣAB[γ 〉 where γ is degenerate along i. en by
discreteness of A, a is degenerate along i and so is (γ ,a) : (W , i : P) ⇒ Γ.A. en by discreteness of B, b
is also degenerate along i and hence so is (a,b). 
4.2.3. Dependent products.
Lemma 4.2.5. e category with families BPCubeDisc supports dependent products.
In fact, the proof of this lemma proves something stronger:
Lemma 4.2.6. Given a context Γ, an arbitrary type Γ ` A type and a discrete type Γ.A ` B dtype, the
type ΠAB is discrete.
Example 4.2.7. In order to clarify the idea behind the proof for BPCubeDisc, we will rst (vainly)
try to prove the same lemma for R̂GDisc.
Pick a context Γ, a type Γ ` A type and a discrete type Γ.A ` B dtype. It suces to show that
ΠAB is discrete. Pick an edge (i : E)  h : (ΠAB)[γ (i/)〉 over the constant edge at point γ : () ⇒ Γ.
Write
(104) ()  f := h 〈0/i〉 ,д := h 〈1/i〉 : (ΠAB)[γ 〉.
In order to have a visual representation, assume that A looks like the upper diagram here; then the
image of h is the lower one (degenerate edges are hidden in both diagrams). Every cell projects to
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the cell from Γ shown on its le, or a constant edge of it:
(105) a a1 a′ a2 a′′
f · a f 〈i/〉 ·a1
h ·(a 〈i/〉)
h ·a1
f · a′ f 〈i/〉 ·a2
h ·(a′ 〈i/〉)
h ·a2
f · a′′
h ·(a′′ 〈i/〉)
д · a
д 〈i/〉 ·a1
д · a′
д 〈i/〉 ·a2
д · a′′
We try to show that h is degenerate by showing that f 〈i/〉 = h. Recall that a dening W  k :
(PiAB)[γ 〉 is fully determined if we know all k 〈φ〉 · a for all φ : V VW and allV  a : A[γφ〉. ere
are ve candidates for φ:
(0/i) We have f 〈i/〉 〈0/i〉 = f = h 〈0/i〉.
(0/i, i/) is follows by further restriction by (i/).
(1/i) Take a node ()  a : A[γ 〉. We need to show that f 〈i/〉 〈1/i〉 · a = h 〈1/i〉 · a, i.e.
f · a = д · a. To this end, consider h · (a 〈i/〉). e fact that xy · xy commutes with
restriction, guarantees that this is an edge from f · a to д · a. However, it has type (i : E) 
h · (a 〈i/〉) : B[(γ (i/))+][id,a 〈i/〉〉 = B[(γ ,a)(i/)〉. So it clearly lives over a degenerate
edge and hence it is degenerate, implying that f · a = д · a.
(1/i, i/) Take an edge (i : E)  a : A[γ (i/)〉. We need to show that f 〈i/〉 〈1/i, i/〉 · a =
h 〈1/i, i/〉 · a, i.e. f 〈i/〉 · a = д 〈i/〉 · a. is is an equality of edges. If we could
introduce an additional variable j, we could apply the same technique as for the source
extractor (0/i), considering a square from f 〈i/〉 · a to д 〈i/〉 · a that would have to be
degenerate in one dimension. However, the squares would cause functions to have more
components, which we would have to prove equal, requiring a third variable. is is why
we chose to start from a model BPCube in which we can have arbitrarily many dimension
variables. However, in R̂GDisc, we cannot proceed.
id Take an edge (i : E)  a : A[γ (i/)〉. We need to show that f 〈i/〉 · a = h · a. Now h · a
is going to be the diagonal of the square we fancied in the previous clause. If we know
that this degenerate, then the diagonal is equal to the sides. However, in R̂GDisc, we cannot
proceed.
Proof. Pick a context Γ, a type Γ ` A type and a discrete type Γ.A ` B dtype. It suces to show that
ΠAB is discrete. Pick (W , i : P)  h : (ΠAB)[γ (i/)〉. We name the i-source f := h 〈0/i〉 and the i-target
д := h 〈1/i〉. We haveW  f ,д : (ΠAB)[γ 〉.
We show that h is degenerate along i by showing that f 〈i/〉 = h. So pick some φ : V V (W , i : P).
We make a case distinction by inspecting i 〈φ〉 ∈ {0, 1} unionmultiV :
i 〈φ〉 = 0: en φ = (0/i)ψ for some ψ : V VW . en we have f 〈i/〉 〈φ〉 = f 〈ψ 〉 and h 〈φ〉 =
f 〈ψ 〉.
i 〈φ〉 = 1: en φ = (1/i)ψ for some ψ : V VW . en we have f 〈i/〉 〈φ〉 = f 〈ψ 〉 and h 〈φ〉 =
д 〈ψ 〉 and we need to show that V  f 〈ψ 〉 · a = д 〈ψ 〉 · a : B[ψ ,a〉 for every V  a : A[ψ 〉.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that i < V . en we have a path (V , i : P) 
h 〈ψ , i/i〉 · (a 〈i/〉) : B[(ψ ,a)(i/)〉, with source f 〈ψ 〉 and target д 〈ψ 〉. Moreover, by discrete-
ness of B, it is degenerate along i, implying that source and target are equal.
i 〈φ〉 ∈ V : Without loss of generality, we may assume that (W , i : P) and V are disjoint. Write k =
i 〈φ〉 (and note that k may be either a bridge or a path variable). en φ factors as (ψ , i/i)(k/i) =
(k/i)(ψ , k/k) for some ψ : V V W . We have f 〈i/〉 〈φ〉 = f 〈ψ 〉 and h 〈φ〉 = h 〈k/i〉 〈ψ 〉. We
have to show that V  f 〈ψ 〉 · a = h 〈ψ , i/i〉 〈k/i〉 · a : B[ψ ,a〉 for all V  a : A[ψ 〉.
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Again, we have a path (V , i : P)  h 〈ψ , i/i〉 · (a 〈i/〉) : B[(ψ ,a)(i/)〉 with i-source f 〈ψ 〉 ·a
and (k/i)-diagonal h 〈ψ , i/i〉 〈k/i〉 ·a. is path is again degenerate in i, showing that the source
and the diagonal are equal. 
4.2.4. Identity types and propositions.
Lemma 4.2.8. e category with families BPCubeDisc supports identity types.
We even have a stronger result:
Lemma 4.2.9. Propositions are discrete. 
4.2.5. Glueing.
Lemma 4.2.10. e category with families BPCubeDisc supports glueing.
Proof. Suppose we have Γ ` Adtype, Γ ` P prop, Γ.P ` T dtype and Γ.P ` f : T → A[pi ]. It suces
to show that G = Glue {A← (P ?T , f )} is discrete. So pick (W , i : P)  b : G[γ 〉 where γ is degenerate
along i.
If P[γ 〉 = {?}, then b 〈0/i, i/〉G = b 〈0/i, i/〉T [id,?] = b by discreteness of T .
If P[γ 〉 = ∅, then b is of the form (a ← [ t). en (a ← [ t) 〈0/i, i/〉 = (a 〈0/i, i/〉 ← [ t[(0/i, i/)+]) =
(a ←[ t[(0/i, i/)+]) by discreteness of A. Finally, discreteness of ΠPT shows that
(106) t[(0/i, i/)+] = ap(λ(t[(0/i, i/)+])) = ap((λt) 〈0/i, i/〉) = ap(λt) = t .
4.2.6. Welding.
Lemma 4.2.11. e category with families BPCubeDisc supports welding.
Proof. Suppose we have Γ ` Adtype, Γ ` P prop, Γ.P ` T dtype and Γ.P ` f : A[pi ] → T . It suces
to show that Ω = Weld {A→ (P ?T , f )} is discrete. So pick (W , i : P)  w : Ω[γ 〉 where γ is degenerate
along i.
If P[γ 〉 = {?}, then w 〈0/i, i/〉Ω = w 〈0/i, i/〉T [id,?] = w by discreteness of T .
If P[γ 〉 = ∅, then w 〈0/i, i/〉Ω = w 〈0/i, i/〉A = w by discreteness of A. 
4.3. Discreteness and cohesion
In this section, we consider the interaction between discreteness and cohesion. In the rst subsection,
we characterize discrete contexts as those that are in the image of the discrete functor M, or equivalently
in the image of [. In the second one, we show that ¶ preserves discreteness. In the rest of the section we
are concerned with making things discrete by quotienting out paths. For a context Γ, we will dene a
discrete context +◦Γ and a substitution ς◦ : Γ → +◦Γ into it. is will enable us to nally construct u. For
a type Γ ` T type, we will dene a discrete type Γ ` +◦T dtype and a mapping ς◦ : Tm(Γ,T ) → Tm(Γ, +◦T ).
is is a prerequisite for dening existential types.
Remark 4.3.1. Note that in models of HoTT, this process of forcing a type to be brant is ill-behaved
in the sense that it does not commute with substitution: we will typically not have +◦(T [σ ]) = (+◦T )[σ ].
We will show that our shape operator does commute with substitution. is is likely related to
the fact that all our horn inclusions are epimorphisms (levelwise surjective presheaf maps), so that
forcing something to be discrete is an operation that transforms presheaves locally, not globally. Put
dierently: if a type is brant in HoTT, we obtain transport functions which allow us to move things
around and derive a contradiction (see [nLa14] for details). Discrete types however do not provide
any transport or composition operations.
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4.3.1. Discrete contexts and the discrete functor.
Proposition 4.3.2. For a context Γ ∈ Psh(P), the following are equivalent:
(1) Γ is discrete,
(2) Γ is isomorphic to MΘ for some cubical set Θ ∈ Psh(Q),
(3) e substitution κ : [Γ → Γ is an isomorphism.
Proof. 1⇒ 3.: Assume that Γ is discrete. We show that κ : [Γ → Γ is an isomorphism. Pick a
dening substitution γ :W ⇒ Γ. Because Γ is discrete, γ is degenerate in every path dimension,
i.e. it factors over ς : W → +W , say γ = γ ′ς . en we have α+(γ ′) : W ⇒ [Γ and moreover
κ ◦ α+(γ ′) = ς† ◦ α+(γ ′) = γ ′ ◦ ς = γ .
3⇒ 2.: Note that [Γ = MunionsqΓ.
2⇒ 1.: It suces to prove that MΘ is discrete. Pick some αu(θ ) : (W , i : P) ⇒ MΘ. en we
have θ : u(W , i : P) = uW ⇒ Θ and hence αu(θ ) : W ⇒ Mθ . Moreover, αu(θ ) ◦ (i/) =
αu(θ ◦u(i/)) = αu(θ ), showing that the picked dening substitution is degenerate along i. 
4.3.2. e ¶ functor preserves discreteness.
Lemma 4.3.3. For any discrete type Γ ` T dtype, the type ¶Γ ` ¶T dtype is also discrete.
Proof. Pick a dening term (W , i : P)  α ](t) : (¶T )
[
α ](γ )(i/)
〉
; we will show that it is degenerate.
Note that α ](γ )(i/) = α ](γ ◦ ](i/)) = α ](γ (i/)). Hence, we have ](W , i : P) = (]W , i : P) 
t : T [γ (i/)〉. By discreteness of T , t factors over (i/), i.e. t = t ′ 〈i/〉. en α ](t) = α ](t ′ 〈i/〉) =
α ](t ′ 〈](i/)〉) = α ](t) 〈i/〉. 
4.3.3. Equivalence relations on presheaves. Before we can dene +◦T , we need a lile bit of the-
ory on equivalence relations on (dependent) presheaves. We will then be able to dene +◦T straightfor-
wardly as a quotient of T .
Denition 4.3.4. An equivalence relation E on a presheaf Γ ∈ Ŵ consists of:
• For everyW ∈ W, an equivalence relation EW on (W ⇒ Γ),
• So that if EW (γ ,γ ′) and φ : V VW , then EV (γφ,γ ′φ).
We will denote this as E eqrel Γ.
Similarly, an equivalence relation E on a dependent presheaf (Γ ` T type) consists of:
• For everyW ∈ W and every γ :W ⇒ Γ, an equivalence relation E[γ 〉 on T [γ 〉,
• So that if E[γ 〉(s, t) and φ : V →W , then E[γφ〉(s 〈φ〉 , t 〈φ〉).
We will denote this as Γ ` E eqrelT .
Given a presheaf map σ : ∆ → Γ and an equivalence relation Γ ` E eqrelT , we can easily dene its sub-
stitution ∆ ` E[σ ] eqrelT [σ ], by seing E[σ ][δ〉 = E[σδ〉. Substitution of equivalence relations obviously
respects identity and composition.
Lemma 4.3.5. e intersection of arbitrarily many equivalence relations on a given (dependent)
presheaf, is again an equivalence relation on that presheaf. 
Lemma 4.3.6 (Substitution of equivalence relations, has a right adjoint). Given a substitution σ :
∆→ Γ and equivalence relations ∆ ` F eqrelT [σ ] and Γ ` E eqrelT , there is an equivalence relation
Γ ` ∀σ F eqrelT such that E[σ ] ⊆ F if and only if E ⊆ ∀σ F .
e notation ∀ is related to the notation of the product type. Indeed, the product type is right adjoint to
weakening, which is a special case of substitution.
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Proof. GivenW  x ,y : T [γ 〉, we set (∀σ F )[γ 〉(x ,y) if and only if for every face mapφ : V VW and
every δ : V ⇒ ∆ such that σδ = γφ, we have F [δ〉(x 〈φ〉 ,y 〈φ〉). e quantication over V guarantees
that equivalence is preserved under restriction.
We now show that E[σ ] ⊆ F if and only if E ⊆ ∀σ F .
⇒ Assume that E[σ ] ⊆ F . PickW  x ,y : T [γ 〉 such that E[γ 〉(x ,y). We show that ∀σ F [γ 〉(x ,y).
For any φ : V V W we have E[γφ〉(x 〈φ〉 ,y 〈φ〉) and hence for any δ : V ⇒ ∆ such that
σδ = γφ, we have E[σ ][δ〉(x 〈φ〉 ,y 〈φ〉), implying F [δ〉(x 〈φ〉 ,y 〈φ〉).
⇐ Assume that E ⊆ ∀σ F . Pick W  x ,y : T [σ ][δ〉 and assume that E[σ ][δ〉(x ,y). We show that
F [δ〉(x ,y). Clearly, we have ∀σ F [σδ〉(x ,y). Instantiating φ with id, we can conclude F [δ〉(x ,y).

Lemma 4.3.7 (Applying a lied functor to an equivalence relation, has a right adjoint). Assume a
functor K : V → W and equivalence relations Γ `Ŵ E eqrelT and K†Γ `V̂ F eqrelK†T . ere is
an equivalence relation Γ `Ŵ ∀KF eqrelT such that K†E ⊆ F if and only if E ⊆ ∀KF . Here, K†E is
dened by K†E
[
αK (γ )
〉(αK (x),αK (y)) = E[γ 〉(x ,y).
Proof. e idea is entirely the same. Given W Ŵ x ,y : T [γ 〉, we set ∀KF [γ 〉(x ,y) if and only
if for every V ∈ V and every face map φ : KV V W , we have F [αK (γφ)〉(αK (x 〈φ〉),αK (y 〈φ〉)). e
quantication over V guaranties that equivalence is preserved under restriction.
We now show that K†E ⊆ F if and only if E ⊆ ∀KF .
⇒ Assume that K†E ⊆ F . Pick W Ŵ x ,y : T [γ 〉 and assume that E[γ 〉(x ,y). We
show that ∀KF [γ 〉(x ,y). For any φ : KV V W , we have E[γφ〉(x 〈φ〉 ,y 〈φ〉), i.e.
K†E
[
αK (γφ)
〉(αK (x 〈φ〉),αK (y 〈φ〉)), implying F [αK (γφ)〉(αK (x 〈φ〉),αK (y 〈φ〉)).
⇐ Assume that E ⊆ ∀K †F . Pick V V̂ αK (x),αK (y) : K†T
[
αK (γ )
〉
such that
K†E
[
αK (γ )
〉(αK (x),αK (y)), i.e. E[γ 〉(x ,y). en ∀KF [γ 〉(x ,y). Instantiating φ = id : KV V KV ,
we have F
[
αK (γ )
〉(αK (x),αK (y)). 
Denition 4.3.8. If E eqrel Γ, then we dene the context Γ/E by seing (W ⇒ Γ/E) = (W ⇒
Γ)/EW and γ ◦ φ = γ ◦ φ, which is well-dened by virtue of the second bullet in the denition of an
equivalence relation.
If Γ ` E eqrelT , then we dene Γ ` T /E type by seing (T /E)[γ 〉 = T [γ 〉/E[γ 〉 and x 〈φ〉 = x 〈φ〉.
One easily checks that (T /E)[σ ] = T [σ ]/E[σ ].
4.3.4. Discretizing contexts and the functor u. In this section, our aim is to construct for any
context Γ, a discrete context +◦Γ with a substitution ς◦ : Γ → +◦Γ such that any substitution τ : Γ → Γ′
to a discrete context Γ′, factors uniquely over ς◦. e eect of applying +◦ will be that we are contracting
every path to a point (and more generally, that we are contracting every cell in all its path dimensions).
When we postcompose with unionsq, we obtain our desired le adjoint u = unionsq+◦ of M.
4.3.4.1. Discretizing contexts. Our approach is quite straightforward: we simply divide out the least
equivalence relation that makes the quotient discrete. Recall that a context Γ is discrete i for every
γ : (W , i : P) ⇒ Γ, we have that γ = γ (0/i, i/).
Denition 4.3.9. Let the shape equivalence relation SE on Γ be the least equivalence relation
such that SE(γ ,γ (0/i, i/)) for any γ : (W , i : P) ⇒ Γ. en we dene the shape quotient of Γ as+◦Γ = Γ/SE. Given a substitution σ : Γ → Γ′, we dene +◦σ : +◦Γ → +◦Γ′ by seing +◦σ ◦γ = σ ◦ γ . is
constitutes a functor +◦ : BPCube→ BPCube.
We dene a natural transformation ς◦ : Id→ +◦ by ς◦ ◦ γ := γ .
It is easy to see that any substitution τ from Γ into a discrete context, factors uniquely over ς◦ : Γ → +◦Γ.
In particular, +◦σ is well-dened.
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Lemma 4.3.10. For any context Γ ∈ BPCube, the substitution κ : [Γ → Γ is an injective presheaf
map, meaning that κ ◦ xy : (W ⇒ [Θ) → (W ⇒ Θ) is injective for everyW .
Proof. Given α+(γ ) : W ⇒ [Γ, we have κ ◦ α+(γ ) = γς , where ς : W V +W is easily seen to have a
right inverse. 
Lemma 4.3.11. Any substitution τ : Γ → Θ from a discrete context Γ to any context Θ, factors
uniquely over κ : [Θ→ Θ. Hence, +◦ is le adjoint to [.
Proof. Existence.: Pick γ : W ⇒ Γ. Since Γ is discrete, γ factors over ς : W V +W as
γ = γ ′ς . en we have τγ ′ : +W ⇒ Θ and hence α+(τγ ′) : W ⇒ [Θ. So we dene τ ′ : Γ → [Θ
by seing τ ′γ ′ς = α+(τγ ′). To see that this is natural:
(107) τ ′γ ′ςφ = τ ′γ ′(+φ)ς = α+(τγ ′(+φ)) = α+(τγ ′)φ.
Uniqueness.: is follows from the fact that κ : [Θ → Θ is an injective presheaf map, see
lemma 4.3.10.
Adjointness.: Substitutions +◦Γ → Θ factor uniquely (and thus naturally) overκ : [Θ→ Θ and are
thus in natural correspondence with substitutions +◦Γ → [Θ. On the other hand, substitutions
Γ → [Θ factor uniquely (and thus naturally) over ς◦ : Γ → +◦Γ and are thus also in natural
correspondence with substitutions +◦Γ → [Θ. is proves the adjunction. 
Since κ is an injective presheaf map and ς◦ is clearly a surjective presheaf map, we use the following
notations. If σ : Γ → [Θ, then we write κσς−1◦ for α−1+◦a[(σ ) : +◦Γ → Θ. Conversely, if τ : +◦Γ → Θ, we write
κ−1τς◦ for α+◦a[(τ ) : Γ → [Θ. us, we have unit κ−1ς◦ : Id→ [+◦ and co-unit κς−1◦ : +◦[→ Id.
4.3.4.2. e functor u. As +◦ is le adjoint to [, we could dene + as +◦. However, this does not give us
a decomposiiton + = Mu or the property [+ = +. Instead, we dene u := unionsq+◦ a [O = M. By consequence,
we have + = Mu = [+◦ a [] = [. Since both + and +◦ are now le adjoint to [, we have κ+◦ : +  +◦. By
corollary 3.3.8, we have ς = (κ+◦)−1ς◦ : Id→ + and ς¯ = unionsqςM : Id→ +¯. We will maximally avoid to inspect
the denition of u; hence we will avoid explicit use of +◦ and ς◦.
4.3.5. Discretizing types. If + were a morphism of CwFs, then from a type Γ ` T type, we could
dene a type Γ ` (+T )[ς] dtype, but unfortunately this is meaningless. Because we need that operation
nonetheless, we will dene it explicitly in this section. e approach is the same as for contexts: we simply
obtain Γ ` +◦T dtype fromT by dividing out the least equivalence relation SET that makesT discrete. e
main obstacle is that we want this operation to commute with substitution, i.e. that SET commutes with
substitution. Here, once more, we will need the existence of coherence squares, as is evident from the
following example, where we fail to prove the same result for the category of reexive graphs R̂G.
4.3.5.1. e shape equivalence relation. Before we proceed BPCube, we will try to dene the shape
operation in R̂G.
Example 4.3.12. Given any type Γ ` T type, the shape equivalence relation SET is the smallest
equivalence relation such that SET [γ (i/)〉(p,p 〈0/i, i/〉) for every edge (W , i : E)  p : T [γ (i/)〉.
Again, dividing out SET is precisely what is needed to make T discrete. We now try to prove
the following (false) claim: e shape equivalence relation respects substitution: SET [σ ] = SET [σ ].
Non-proof. Pick a substitution σ : ∆ → Γ and a type Γ ` T type. We try to prove both
inclusions.
⊇ It suces to show that SET [σ ] satises the dening property of SET [σ ]. Pick an edge
(i : E)  p : T [σ ][δ (i/)〉. We have to show that SET [σ ][δ (i/)〉(p,p 〈0/i, i/〉). Aer
composing σ and δ (i/), this follows immediately from the denition of SET .
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⊆ We will try to prove the equivalent statement that SET ⊆ ∀σ SET [σ ]. It suces to show
that the right hand side satises the dening property of SET . Pick an edge (i : E) 
p : T [γ (i/)〉. In order to show that ∀σ SET [σ ][γ (i/)〉(p,p 〈0/i, i/〉), we need to show
for every φ : V V (i : E) and every δ : V ⇒ ∆ such that σδ = γ (i/)φ, that
SET [σ ][δ〉(p 〈φ〉 ,p 〈0/i, i/〉 〈φ〉). In the case where V = (i : E), a problem arises because
we do not know that δ is degenerate. In fact, we can give a counterexample. 
Counterexample. Let Γ  () and ∆  y(i : E): a reexive graph with two nodes δ ,δ ′ : () ⇒ ∆
and a single non-trivial edge δ1 (g. 1). Let σ be the unique substitution ∆ → Γ. Consider the type
Γ ` T type consisting of two nodes x and y connected by two non-trivial edges p and q. We get the
setup shown in g. 1, which we briey discuss here.
Both δ and δ ′ are mapped to γ under σ ; hence in T [σ ], they both get a copy of x and y. e
degenerate edges δ 〈i/〉 and δ ′ 〈i/〉, as well as the edge δ1, are mapped to γ 〈i/〉. Hence inT [σ ],
both p and q are tripled. e degenerate edges, too, are tripled, but you see only one copy of them,
as the other two are still degenerate.
All four edges inT live above the degenerate edge γ 〈i/〉. Hence, when dividing out SET , they
are all contracted to the degenerate edge at their source. Only a point remains.
InT [σ ], only the vertical edges and the constant ones, live above degenerate edges in ∆. Hence,
only those are contracted. e horizontal and diagonal edges are preserved.
In (T /SET )[σ ] (which is easily checked to be equal to T [σ ]/SET [σ ]), by contrast, we only have
a single horizontal edge. Indeed: we get two copies of x , and three copies of its constant edge, two
of which are still degenerate.
is is an example where SET [σ ] , SET [σ ]. 
e situation would have been dierent, had we had coherence squares. Indeed, in that case,
we would have constant squares on p and q inT , living above the constant square at γ . ese would
produce squares lling up the front and back ofT [σ ], living above the constant square at δ1. We could
make SEX contract not just edges above degenerate edges, but also squares living above (partially)
degenerate squares. en both lling squares, as well as their diagonals, would be contracted and
we would end up with just a single horizontal edge in T [σ ]/SET [σ ].
Γ = γ ∆ = δ
δ1
δ ′
xγ
p q
xδ xδ ′
T = T [σ ] =
yγ yδ yδ ′
T /SET = xγ T [σ ]/SET [σ ] = xδ xδ ′
(T /SET )[σ ] = xδ xδ ′
Figure 1. Setup from the counterexample in example 4.3.12. Degenerate edges are not
shown, and nodes of types are indexed with the context nodes they live above, in order
to distinguish duplicates.
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Remark 4.3.13. Note, in g. 1, that the horizontal edges ofT [σ ] arise from reexive edges inT , yet
they are themselves not reexive. erefore, it is important to distinguish between x 〈i/〉T and
x 〈i/〉T [σ ]. Every edge that can be wrien as x 〈i/〉T [σ ] can also be wrien as x 〈i/〉T , but the
converse does not hold as exhibited by the horizontal edges.
Denition 4.3.14. Given any type Γ ` T type, the shape equivalence relation SET is the smallest
equivalence relation on T such that for any (W , i : P)  p : T [γ (i/)〉, we have SET (p,p 〈0/i, i/〉).
Lemma 4.3.15. e shape equivalence relation respects substitution: SET [σ ] = SET [σ ].
Proof. Pick a substitution σ : ∆→ Γ and a type Γ ` T type. We prove both inclusions.
⊇ It suces to show that SET [σ ] satises the dening property of SET [σ ]. Pick a path (W , i : P) 
p : T [σ ][δ (i/)〉. We have to show that SET [σ ][δ (i/)〉(p,p 〈0/i, i/〉). Aer composing σ and
δ (i/), this follows immediately from the denition of SET .
⊆ We prove the equivalent statement that SET ⊆ ∀σ SET [σ ]. It suces to show that the right hand
side satises the dening property of SET . Pick a path (W , i : P)  p : T [γ (i/)〉. In order to
show that ∀σ SET [σ ][γ (i/)〉(p,p 〈0/i, i/〉), we need to show for every φ : V V (W , i : P) and
every δ : V ⇒ ∆ such that σδ = γ (i/)φ, that SET [σ ][δ〉(p 〈φ〉 ,p 〈0/i, i/〉 〈φ〉). We make a
case distinction based on i 〈φ〉.
i 〈φ〉 = 0: en φ = (0/i)ψ for some ψ : V V W . en we have to prove
SET [σ ][δ〉(p 〈0/i〉 〈ψ 〉 ,p 〈0/i〉 〈ψ 〉) which holds by reexivity.
i 〈φ〉 = 1: en φ = (1/i)ψ for some ψ : V V W . en we have to prove
SET [σ ][δ〉(p 〈1/i〉 〈ψ 〉 ,p 〈0/i〉 〈ψ 〉). Without loss of generality, we may assume that i < V .
en we have a path (V , i : P)  p 〈ψ , i/i〉 : T [γ (i/)(ψ , i/i)〉. Now we have
(108) γ (i/)(ψ , i/i) = γ (i/)(1/i)ψ (i/) = σδ (i/).
Hence, we have (V , i : P)  p 〈ψ , i/i〉 : T [σ ][δ (i/)〉. Applying the denition of SET [σ ],
we have SET [σ ][δ (i/)〉(p 〈ψ , i/i〉 ,p 〈ψ , 0/i, i/〉). Subsequently restricting by (1/i) : V V
(V , i : P) yields the desired result.
i 〈φ〉 ∈ V : Without loss of generality, we may assume that (W , i : P) and V are dis-
joint. Write k = i 〈φ〉 (and note that k may be either a bridge or a path vari-
able). en φ factors as (ψ , i/i)(k/i) = (k/i)(ψ , k/k) for some ψ : V V W . We
have to prove SET [σ ][δ〉(p 〈ψ , i/i〉 〈k/i〉 ,p 〈ψ , 0/i, i/〉 〈k/i〉). is follows by restricting
SET [σ ][δ (i/)〉(p 〈ψ , i/i〉 ,p 〈ψ , 0/i, i/〉), derived above, by (k/i). 
Lemma 4.3.16. For any type Γ ` T type, we have ]SET ⊆ SE]T and ¶SET = SE¶T .
is is in line with the intuition that ]T has more paths thanT , whereas ¶T has the same path relation as
T .
Proof. We rst prove ]SET ⊆ SE]T .
⊆ We prove the equivalent statement that SET ⊆ ∀[SE]T . It suces to show that the right hand
side satises the dening property of SET . Pick a path (W , i : P)  p : T [γ (i/)〉. In order to
show that ∀[SE]T [γ (i/)〉(p,p 〈0/i, i/〉), we need to show for every φ : [V V (W , i : P) that
SE]T
[
α [(γ (i/)φ)
〉(α [(p 〈φ〉),α [(p 〈0/i, i/〉 〈φ〉)). We make a case distinction based on i 〈φ〉.
i 〈φ〉 = 0: en φ = (0/i)ψ for some ψ : [V V W . en we have to prove
SE]T
[
α [(γψ )
〉(α [(p 〈0/i〉 〈ψ 〉),α [(p 〈0/i〉 〈ψ 〉)) which holds by reexivity.
i 〈φ〉 = 1: en φ = (1/i)ψ for some ψ : [V V W . en we have to prove
SE]T
[
α [(γψ )
〉(α [(p 〈1/i〉 〈ψ 〉),α [(p 〈0/i〉 〈ψ 〉)). Without loss of generality, we may assume
that i < V . en we have a bridge ([V , i : B)  p 〈ψ , i/i〉 : T [γψ 〉 and hence a path
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(V , i : P)  α [(p 〈ψ , i/i〉) : (]T )
[
α [(γψ )
〉
. Applying the denition of SE]T , we have
SE]T
[
α [(γψ )
〉(α [(p 〈ψ , i/i〉),α [(p 〈ψ , 0/i, i/〉)). Subsequently restricting by (1/i) : V V(V , i : P) yields the desired result.
i 〈φ〉 ∈ V : Analogous.
We now prove ¶SET = SE¶T by proving both inclusions.
⊇ It suces to show that ¶SET satises the dening property of SE¶T . Pick a path (W , i : P) 
α ](p) : ¶T
[
α ](γ ) ◦ (i/)
〉
. We have to show that ¶SET
[
α ](γ ) ◦ (i/)
〉
(α ](p),α ](p) 〈0/i, i/〉),
i.e. SET [γ (i/)〉(p,p 〈0/i, i/〉). Note that p has type (]W , i : P)  p : T [γ (i/)〉, i.e. it is a
path. So this follows immediately from the denition of SET . (We could not prove the inclusion
]SET ⊇ SE]T because we would have to apply [ to the primitive context, nding that p is only
a bridge.)
⊆ e proof for ] can be copied almost verbatim. 
4.3.5.2. e shape of a type.
Denition 4.3.17. Given a type Γ ` T type, we dene the discrete type Γ ` +◦T dtype as +◦T = T /SET .
is denition commutes with substitution, as (+◦T )[σ ] = (T /SET )[σ ] = T [σ ]/SET [σ ] = T [σ ]/SET [σ ] =+◦(T [σ ]).
Proposition 4.3.18. Given Γ ` T type, we have
(109)
Γ ` ς◦ : T → +◦T ,
]Γ ` ]ς◦ : ]T → ]+◦T , ]Γ ` (ς◦]ς−1◦ ) : ]+◦T → +◦]T ,
¶Γ ` ¶ς◦ : ¶T → ¶+◦T , ¶Γ ` ¶+◦T = +◦¶T type.
naturally in Γ. We have commutative diagrams
(110) ]T
]ς◦

ς◦ // +◦]T
]+◦T (ς◦]ς−1◦ )
==
¶T
¶ς◦

ς◦ // +◦¶T
¶+◦T
If T is discrete, then ς◦, ]ς◦ and ¶ς◦ are also invertible.
Proof. Recall from section 1.4 that a function Γ ` f : ΠAB is fully determined if we know W 
f [γ 〉 · a : B[γ ,a〉 for everyW , γ :W ⇒ Γ andW  a : A[γ 〉.
We set ς◦[γ 〉 · t := t . is is well-dened because ς◦[γφ〉 · (t 〈φ〉) = t 〈φ〉 = t 〈φ〉 = (ς◦[γ 〉 · t) 〈φ〉.
We dene ]ς◦ := λ(](ap ς◦)) and ¶ς◦ := λ(¶(ap ς◦)). en we have (twice using the fact that labels
can be ignored)
(]ς◦)
[
α [(γ )
〉 · α [(t) = ](ap ς◦)[α [(γ ),α [(t)〉 = ](ap ς◦)[α [(γ , t)〉 = α [(ap ς◦[γ , t〉)
= α [(ς◦[γ 〉 · t) = α [(t) = α [(t),
i.e. (]ς◦)[γ 〉 · t = t . Similarly, we nd (¶ς◦)[γ 〉 · t = t .
Note that ]+◦T = ](T /SET ) = ]T /]SET and +◦]T = ]T /SE]T . Since ]SET ⊆ SE]T , we can dene
(ς◦]ς−1◦ )[γ 〉 · t := t . en the rst commuting diagram is clear.
Also note that ¶+◦T = ¶(T /SET ) = ¶T /¶SET = ¶T /SE¶T = +◦¶T . e second commuting diagram is
then also clear.
Now suppose that T is discrete. We show that ς◦(xy) is an isomorphism by showing that every
equivalence class of SET is a singleton. is is equivalent to saying that SET is the equality relation.
Clearly, the equality relation is the weakest of all equivalence relations, so it suces to show that the
equality relation satises the dening property of SET . But that is precisely the statement thatT is discrete.
Furthermore, if SET is the equality relation, then so are ]SET and ¶SET . Hence, ]ς◦ and ¶ς◦ will also
be invertible. 
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Remark 4.3.19. Substitutions can be applied to the functions ]ς◦ and ¶ς◦ from proposition 4.3.18,
moving them to non-] or non-¶ contexts. We will omit those substitutions, writing e.g. ∆ ` ]ς◦ :
(]T )[σ ] → (]+◦T )[σ ].
Lemma 4.3.20. For discrete types T living in the appropriate context, we have invertible rules
(111)
Γ, x : +◦S ` t : T
Γ, x : S ` t[pix, ς◦(x)/x] : T [pix, ς◦(x)/x] .
(112)
Γ, ]x : (]+◦S)[σ ] ` t : T
Γ, ]x : (]S)[σ ] ` t[pi ]x, (]ς◦)(]x)/]x] : T [pi ]x, (]ς◦)(]x)/]x]
.
(113)
Γ, ¶x : (¶+◦S)[σ ] ` t : T
Γ, ¶x : (¶S)[σ ] ` t[pi ¶x, (¶ς◦)(¶x)/]x] : T [pi ¶x, (¶ς◦)(¶x)/¶x]
.
e downward direction is each time a straightforward instance of substitution and hence natural
in Γ. e inverse is then automatically also natural in Γ.
Proof. Rule 1: To show that the rst rule is invertible, we pick a term Γ, x : S ` u :
T [pix, ς◦(x)/x] and show that it factors over (pix, ς◦(x)/x) : (Γ, x : S) → (Γ, x : +◦S). So pick
a path (W , i : P)  s : S[γ (i/)〉 that becomes degenerate in +◦S . We have to show that
u[γ (i/), s〉 = u[γ (i/), s 〈0/i, i/〉〉. Note that both live in T [γ (i/), ς◦(s)〉.
Now, the dening substitution (γ (i/), ς◦(s)) is degenerate in i because this is obvious for
the rst component and then degeneracy of the second component follows from discreteness of+◦S . Hence, u[γ (i/), s〉 is degenerate as a dening term of type T , meaning that
(114) u[γ (i/), s〉 = u[γ (i/), s〉 〈0/i, i/〉 = u[γ (i/), s 〈0/i, i/〉〉.
Rule 2: Note that (]+◦S)[σ ] = (](S/SES ))[σ ] = (]S/]SES )[σ ] = (]S)[σ ]/(]SES )[σ ]. To show that the
second rule is invertible, we pick a term Γ, ]x : (]S)[σ ] ` u : T [pi ]x, (]ς◦)(]x)/]x] and show that
it factors over (pi ]x, (]ς◦)(]x)/]x) : (Γ, ]x : (]S)[σ ]) → (Γ, ]x : (]+◦S)[σ ]). To that end, we need
to show that whenever (]SES )[σ ][γ 〉(r , s), we also have u[γ , r 〉 = u[γ , s〉. Let us write U [γ 〉(r , s)
for u[γ , r 〉 = u[γ , s〉. is is easily seen to be an equivalence relation on (]S)[σ ]. So we need to
prove (]SES )[σ ] ⊆ U , or equivalently SES ⊆ ∀[∀σU .
Let ∆ be the context of S , i.e. ∆ ` S type and σ : Γ → ]∆. It is sucient to show that
∀[∀σU satises the dening property of SES . So pick a path (W , i : P)  p : S[δ (i/)〉. Write
q = p 〈0/i, i/〉. We have to show ∀[∀σU [δ (i/)〉(p,q). So pick φ : [V V (W , i : P); then we
have to show ∀σU
[
α [(δ (i/)φ)
〉(α [(p 〈φ〉),α [(q 〈φ〉)).
Without loss of generality, we may assume that V and (W , i : P) are disjoint. Write k =
i 〈φ〉 ∈ V unionmulti {0, 1}. en φ factors as (ψ , iB/iP)(k/iB) for some ψ : [V V W . Because ∀σU
respects restriction by (k/iP) and because [(k/iP) = (k/iB), it is then sucient to show that
(115) ∀σU
[
α [(δ (i/)(ψ , iB/iP))
〉(α [(p 〈ψ , iB/iP〉),α [(q 〈ψ , iB/iP〉))
which simplies to
(116) ∀σU
[
α [(δψ )(iP/)
〉(α [(p 〈ψ , iB/iP〉),α [(q 〈ψ , iB/iP〉)).
Write
δ ′ := α [(δψ ) : V ⇒ ]∆,
(V , i : P)  p ′ := α [(p
〈
ψ , iB/iP〉) : (]S)[δ ′(i/)〉,
(V , i : P)  q′ := α [(q
〈
ψ , iB/iP〉) : (]S)[δ ′(i/)〉,
which satises
(V , i : P)  p ′ = q′ : (]+◦S)[δ ′(i/)〉,(117)
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(V , i : P)  q′ = p ′ 〈0/i, i/〉 : (]+◦S)[δ ′(i/)〉.(118)
en we can further simplify to ∀σU [δ ′(i/)〉(p ′,q′).
So pick χ : Y V (V , i : P) and γ : Y ⇒ Γ so that σγ = δ ′(i/)χ . We have to prove
U [γ 〉(p ′ 〈χ〉 ,q′ 〈χ〉). Again, without loss of generality, we may assume that Y and (V , i : P) are
disjoint. en again, χ factors as (ω, i/i)(j/i) for someω : Y V V , where j = i 〈χ〉. We claim that
it then suces to show thatU [γ (i/)〉(p ′ 〈ω, i/i〉 ,q′ 〈ω, i/i〉). First, note that this is well-typed,
i.e.
(119) (Y , i : P)  p ′ 〈ω, i/i〉 ,q′ 〈ω, i/i〉 : (]S)[σ ][γ (i/)〉
because δ ′(i/)(ω, i/i) = δ ′(i/)(ω, i/i)(j/i)(i/) = δ ′(i/)χ (i/) = γ (i/). Second, if we
further restrict the anticipated result by (j/i), then we do obtain U [γ 〉(p ′ 〈χ〉 ,q′ 〈χ〉).
So it remains to prove that U [γ (i/)〉(p ′ 〈ω, i/i〉 ,q′ 〈ω, i/i〉), i.e.
(120) (Y , i : P)  u[γ (i/),p ′ 〈ω, i/i〉〉 = u[γ (i/),q′ 〈ω, i/i〉〉 : T
[
γ (i/),p ′ 〈ω, i/i〉
〉
,
which is well-typed by eq. (117). e combination of eq. (117) and eq. (118) tells us thatp ′ 〈ω, i/i〉
is degenerate in i. Hence, by discreteness of T , we have
(121) u[γ (i/),p ′ 〈ω, i/i〉〉 = u[γ (i/),p ′ 〈ω, i/i〉〉 〈0/i, i/〉 = u[γ (i/),q′ 〈ω, i/i〉〉.
Rule 3: Since (¶+◦S)[σ ] = (+◦¶S)[σ ] = +◦((¶S)[σ ]), and ¶ς◦ = ς◦, the third rule is a special case of
the rst rule. 
4.4. Universes of discrete types
In section 4.4.1 we give a straightforward denition of a sequence of universes that classify discrete
types. Unfortunately, these universes are themselves not discrete, so that they do not contain their lower-
level counterparts. In section 4.4.2 we discuss the problem and dene a hierarchy of discrete universes of
discrete types. As of this point, we will writeUPsh
`
for the standard presheaf universeU` .
4.4.1. Non-discrete universes of discrete types. In any presheaf model, we have a hierarchy of
universesUPsh
`
such that
(122)
Γ ` Ctx
Γ ` UPsh
`
type`+1
,
Γ ` A : UPsh
`
Γ ` ElA type`
.
In this section, we will devise a sequence of universesUNDD
`
such that
(123)
Γ ` Ctx
Γ ` UNDD type`+1
,
Γ ` A : UNDD
`
Γ ` ElAdtype`
,
that is: UNDD
`
classies discrete types of level `, but it is itself non-discrete. In section 4.4.2, we will devise
a universe that is itself discrete, and that in an unusual way classies all discrete types.
Proposition 4.4.1. e CwF BPCube supports a universe for TyDisc
`
, the functor that maps a context
Γ to its set of discrete level ` types Γ ` T dtype` .
Proof. Given γ : W ⇒ Γ, we dene UNDD
`
[γ 〉 := {pT q  yW ` T dtype`}. is makes UNDD` a
dependent subpresheaf of UPsh
`
. We use the same construction for encoding and decoding types (see
proposition 1.6.2 on page 11). e only thing we have to show is that a type (Γ ` T type`) is discrete if
and only if its encoding (Γ ` pT q : UPsh
`
) is a term ofUNDD
`
.
⇒ If Γ ` T dtype` , then pT q[γ 〉 = pT [γ ]q, and clearly yW ` T [γ ] dtype is discrete.
⇐ Assume Γ ` A : UNDD
`
. We show that Γ ` ElA type is a discrete type, so pick a path (W , i : P) 
p : (ElA)[γ (i/)〉. We need to show that p = p 〈0/i, i/〉ElA. We have
p 〈0/i, i/〉ElA = p 〈0/i, i/〉El(A[γ (i/)〉) = p 〈0/i, i/〉El(A[γ 〉)[i/] ,
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and so we need to prove (W , i : P)  p = p 〈0/i, i/〉 : El(A[γ 〉)[i/〉. But El(A[γ 〉) is discrete
by construction of UNDD
`
and (i/) : (W , i : P) ⇒ yW is degenerate in i, so that this equality
indeed holds. 
4.4.2. Discrete universes of discrete types. Let us have a look at the structure ofUNDD (ignoring
universe levels for a moment):
• A point inUNDD is a discrete type y() ` T dtype. Since y() is the empty context, this eectively
means that points inUNDD are discrete closed types, as one would expect. Dierently put, for
every shapeW , there is only one cube • : W ⇒ y() and thus allW -shaped cubesW  t : T [•〉
have the same status; essentially T has the structure of a non-dependent presheaf.
• A path in UNDD is a discrete type y(i : P) ` T dtype. For every shapeW , the presheaf y(i : P)
contains fully degenerate W -cubes (W /, 0/i), (W /, 1/i) : W ⇒ y(i : P). As these cubes are
fully degenerate, allW -cubes of T above them, must also be degenerate in all path dimensions
(as T is discrete). So T contains two discrete, closed types T [0/i] and T [1/i].
Moreover, for every shape W = i, we have a cube (W /) : (W , i : P) ⇒ y(i : P) that
is degenerate in all dimensions but i. We can think of this as the constant cube on the path
id : (i : P) ⇒ y(i : P). Above it live heterogeneous higher paths (degenerate in all path
dimensions but i) that connect a W -cube of A with a W -cube of B. We get a similar setup of
heterogeneous higher bridges from (W /, iB/iP) : (W , i : B) ⇒ y(i : P). Finally, the face
map (iB/iP) : (W , i : B) V (W , i : P) allows us to nd under every heterogeneous path, a
heterogeneous bridge.
us, bluntly put, a path from A to B inUNDD consists of:
– A (discrete) notion of heterogeneous paths with source in A and target in B,
– A (discrete) notion of heterogeneous bridges with source in A and target in B,
– An operation that gives us a heterogeneous bridge under every heterogeneous path.
• A bridge inUNDD is a discrete type y(i : B) ` T type. e presheaf y(i : B) has everything that
y(i : P) has, except for the interesting path. A similar analysis as above, shows that a bridge
from A to B inUNDD is quite simply a (discrete) notion of heterogeneous bridges from A to B.
Now let us think a moment about what we want:
• e points seem to be all right: we want them to be discrete closed types.
• A path in the universe should always be degenerate, if we want the universe to be a discrete
closed type.
• In order to understand what a bridge should be, let us have a look at parametric functions.
A function f : ∀(X : U).ElX (which we know does not exist, but this choice of type keeps
the example simple) is supposed to map related types X and Y to heterogeneously equal values
f X : ElX and f Y : ElY . Since bridges were invented as an abstraction of relations, and paths
as some sort of pre-equality, we can reformulate this: e function f should map bridges from
X to Y to heterogeneous paths from f X to f Y . Well, then a bridge from X to Y will certainly
have to provide a notion of heterogeneous paths between ElX and ElY !
On the other hand, consider the (non-parametric) type Σ(X : U).ElX . What is a bridge
between (X ,x) and (Y ,y) in this type? We should expect it to be a bridge from X to Y and a
heterogeneous bridge from x to y. is shows that bridges in the universe should also provide
a notion of bridges.
To conclude: we want U to be a type whose paths are constant, and whose bridges are the paths from
UNDD, i.e. terms (®j : B,®i : P)  A : UDD should correspond to terms (®j : P)  A′ : UNDD. So we dene it
that way:
Denition 4.4.2. We dene the discrete universe of discrete level ` types ` UDD
`
dtype`+1 as
UDD
`
= MUNDD
`
= [¶UNDD
`
.
Note that ]+ a [¶ and that ]+(®j : B,®i : P) = (®j : P).
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ere is a minor issue with the above denition: we wantUDD
`
to exist in any context. We can simply
dene Γ ` UDD
`
dtype`+1 asUDD` = ([¶UNDD` )[•]. Note thatUNDD` = UNDD` [•], so this does not destroy
any information.
e universesUPsh
`
andUNDD
`
have a decoding operation El and an inverse encoding operation pxyq
that allow us to turn terms of the universe into types and vice versa. Moreover, the operators forUNDD
`
are simply those ofUPsh
`
restricted toUNDD
`
(for El) or to discrete types (for pxyq). ForUDD, the situation
is dierent:
Proposition 4.4.3. We have mutually inverse rules
(124)
Γ ` A : UDD
`
]+Γ ` ElDD Adtype`
]+Γ ` T dtype`
Γ ` pT qDD : UDD
`
that are natural in Γ, i.e. (ElDDA)[]+σ ] = ElDD(A[σ ]). Moreover, (ElDDA)[ις] = Elϑ (κ(A)).
Proof. We use thatUDD
`
= [¶UNDD
`
.
We set ElDD A = El α−1
]a¶(α−1+a[(A)) = El ϑ (κ(A[ς−1])[ι]−1). en the inverse is given by pT qDD =
κ−1(ϑ−1(pT q)[ι])[ς]. 
CHAPTER 5
Semantics of ParamDTT
In this chapter, we nally interpret the inference rules of ParamDTT in the category with familiesBPCube of bridge/path cubical sets. We start with some auxiliary lemmas, then give the meta-type of the
interpretation function, followed by interpretations for the core typing rules, the typing rules related to
internal parametricity, and the typing rules related to Nat and Size.
5.1. Some lemmas
Lemma 5.1.1. For discrete types T in the relevant contexts, we have invertible rules:
(125)
+Γ ` t : T
Γ ` t[ς] : T [ς] ,
]+Γ ` t : T
]Γ ` t[]ς] : T []ς] .
Proof. Rule 1: Recall that we have κ+◦ : +  +◦ and ς = (κ+◦)−1ς◦. us, it is sucient to prove
(126)
+◦Γ ` t ′ : T ′
Γ ` t ′[ς◦] : T ′[ς◦] ,
aer which we can pick T ′ = T [(κ+◦)−1] and t ′ = t[(κ+◦)−1]. A proof of this is analogous to but
simpler than the proof of the rst rule in lemma 4.3.20.
Rule 2: Since ][ = ] and ]κ = id, we have ]+ = ]+◦ and ]ς = ]ς◦. us, we need to prove
(127)
]+◦Γ ` t : T
]Γ ` t[]ς◦] : T []ς◦] .
A proof of this is analogous to but simpler than the proof of the second rule in lemma 4.3.20. 
Lemma 5.1.2. For discrete types +Γ ` T dtype, we have an invertible substitution
(128) (+pi , ξ [ς]−1) : +(Γ.T [ς])  (+Γ).T .
We will abbreviate it as +ς−1 and the inverse as +ς . We have +ς ◦ ς+ = ς .
Proof. We have a commutative diagram
(129) +(Γ.T [ς]) (+pi ,ξ [ς ]−1) // (+Γ).T
Γ.T [ς]
ς
ee
ς+
88
ς◦yy ς◦+ &&+◦(Γ.T [ς]) (+◦pi ,ξ [ς◦]−1) //
(κ+◦)−1 o
OO
(+◦Γ).T [(κ+◦)−1].
(κ+◦)−1+o
OO
e le and right triangles commute because ς = (κ+◦)−1ς◦. e upper triangle commutes because
(+pi , ξ [ς]−1)ς = (+pi ◦ ς , ξ [ς]−1[ς]) = (ςpi , ξ ) = ς+. e lower one commutes by similar reasoning. e
square commutes because
κ+◦+ ◦ (+pi , ξ [ς]−1) = κ+◦+ ◦ ([+◦pi , ξ [ς◦]−1[κ+◦]) = (κ+◦ ◦ [+◦pi , ξ [ς◦]−1[κ+◦])
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= (+◦pi ◦ κ+◦, ξ [ς◦]−1[κ+◦]) = (+◦pi , ξ [ς◦]−1) ◦ κ+◦.
So in order to prove the theorem, it is sucient to show that the lower arrow is invertible. It maps
(γ , t) :W ⇒ +◦(Γ.T [ς]) to
(130) (+◦pi , ξ [ς◦]−1) ◦ (γ , t) = (+◦pi ◦ (γ , t), ξ [ς◦]−1 [(γ , t)〉) = (γ , ξ [γ , t〉) = (γ , t) :W ⇒ (+◦Γ).T [(κ+◦)−1].
So we have to show that we can do the converse. So we have to show that if we have γ ,γ ′ :W ⇒ Γ such
that SEΓW (γ ,γ ′) (i.e. γ = γ ′), and t : T [ς][γ 〉 = T [(κ+◦)−1][γ 〉, then (γ , t) = (γ ′, t). We will prove a stronger
statement, namely that SEΓ ⊆ E, where we say EW (γ ,γ ′) when SEΓ(γ ,γ ′) and for every φ : V VW and
every t : T [(κ+◦)−1][γφ〉, we have (γφ, t) = (γ ′φ, t). Because E is an equivalence relation on Γ, it suces
to prove that E satises the dening property of Γ.
So pick a path γ : (W , i : P) ⇒ Γ. We have to prove E(γ ,γ (0/i, i/)). Pick some φ : V V (W , i : P). As
usual, we can decompose φ = (ψ , i/i)(k/i) for someψ : V VW and k ∈ V unionmulti {0, 1}. Pick t : T [(κ+◦)−1][γφ〉.
We have
(131) (γ (ψ , i/i), t 〈i/〉) = (γ (ψ , i/i), t 〈i/〉)(0/i, i/) = (γ (0/i, i/)(ψ , i/i), t 〈i/〉)
where the rst equality holds by denition of SE, and the second one follows from calculating with
substitutions. Restricting by (k/i) yields the desired result. 
5.2. Meta-type of the interpretation function
Contexts Γ ` Ctx are interpreted to bridge/path cubical sets JΓK ` Ctx.
Types Γ ` T type are interpreted to discrete types ] JΓK ` JT KTy dtype.
Terms Γ ` t type are interpreted as terms JΓK ` JtK : JT K [ι].
Denitional equality is interpreted as equality of interpretations.
In the paper, the promotion of an element of the universe to a type, is not reected syntactically. For
that reason, we need a dierent interpretation function for types and for terms. However, to keep things
simpler here, we will add a syntactical reminder El of the term-to-type promotion, allowing us to omit
the index Ty.
5.3. Core typing rules
5.3.1. Contexts. Context formation rules are interpreted as follows:
(132)
r
` Ctxc-em
z
= ` Ctx
(133)
t
Γ ` T type
Γ,x µ : T ` Ctxc-ext
|
=
] JΓK ` JT K dtype µ ∈ {Id, ], ¶}
] JΓK ` µ JT K typeJΓK ` (µ JT K)[ι] typeJΓK , µx : (µ JT K)[ι] ` Ctx
e variable rule
(134)
t
Γ ` Ctx (x µ : T ) ∈ Γ µ ≤ id
Γ ` x : T t-var
|
is interpreted through a combination of weakening and the following rules:
(135)
JΓK , x : JT K [ι] ` CtxJΓK , x : JT K [ι] ` x : JT K [ιpix] , JΓK , x : (¶ JT K)[ι] ` CtxJΓK , x : (¶ JT K)[ι] ` ϑ (x) : JT K [ιpix]
e second one would normally have type JT K [ϑιpix], but we have ϑ ] = id, so we may remove ϑ : ] JΓK→
] JΓK.
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Lemma 5.3.1. For any syntactic context Γ, we have ] JΓK = ] J] \ ΓK and equivalently [ JΓK =
[ J] \ ΓK. e substitution κ : [ JΓK  J] \ ΓK is an isomorphism.
Proof. We prove this by induction on the length of the context.
Empty context: We have ] \ () = (); hence [ J] \ ()K = [ J()K = [() = (). en κ : () → () is the
only substitution of that type and it is indeed an isomorphism.
Pointwise extension: We have
[
q
Γ,x ¶ : T
y
= [(JΓK , ¶x : (¶ JT K)[ι]) = [ JΓK , [ ¶x : [¶ JT K ,
[
q
] \ (Γ,x ¶ : T )y = [(J] \ ΓK , ¶x : (¶ JT K)[ι]) = [ J] \ ΓK , [ ¶x : [¶ JT K ,
which is equal by virtue of the induction hypothesis. e context
(136)
q
] \ (Γ,x ¶ : T )y = J] \ ΓK , ¶x : (¶ JT K)[ι]
is discrete because J] \ ΓK  [ JΓK by the induction hypothesis, JT K is discrete and ¶ preserves
discreteness (lemma 4.3.3). Hence, κ is an isomorphism for this context.
Continuous extension: We have
[ JΓ,x : T K = [(JΓK , x : JT K [ι]) = [ JΓK , [x : [ JT K ,
[ J] \ (Γ,x : T )K = [(J] \ ΓK , x : JT K [ι]) = [ J] \ ΓK , [x : [ JT K ,
which is equal by virtue of the induction hypothesis. e context
(137) J] \ (Γ,x : T )K = J] \ ΓK , x : JT K [ι]
is discrete because J] \ ΓK  [ JΓK by the induction hypothesis and JT K is discrete. Hence, κ is
an isomorphism for this context.
Parametric extension: We have
[
r
Γ,x ] : T
z
= [(JΓK , ]x : (] JT K)[ι]) = [ JΓK , []x : [] JT K ,= [ JΓK , [x : [ JT K ,
[
r
] \ (Γ,x ] : T )
z
= [ J(] \ Γ),x : T )K = [(J] \ ΓK , x : JT K [ι]) = [ J] \ ΓK , [x : [ JT K ,
which is equal by virtue of the induction hypothesis. e context
(138)
r
] \ (Γ,x ] : T )
z
= J(] \ Γ),x : T )K = J] \ ΓK , x : JT K [ι]
is discrete because J] \ ΓK  [ JΓK by the induction hypothesis and JT K is discrete. Hence, κ is
an isomorphism for this context.
Interval extensions: ese will be special cases of the above.
Face predicate extension: See the addendum in section 5.4.2. 
Lemma 5.3.2. For any syntactic context Γ, we have J¶ \ ΓK = ] JΓK.
Proof. We prove this by induction on the length of the context.
Empty context: We have ¶ \ () = (); hence J¶ \ ()K = J()K = () = ]().
Pointwise extension: We have
]
q
Γ,x ¶ : T
y
= ](JΓK , ¶x : (¶ JT K)[ι]) = ] JΓK , ] ¶x : ]¶ JT K = ] JΓK , ¶x : ¶ JT K ,q¶ \ (Γ,x ¶ : T )y = q(¶ \ Γ),x ¶ : Ty = J¶ \ ΓK , ¶x : (¶ JT K)[ι] = ] JΓK , ¶x : ¶ JT K ,
where in the last step we used the induction hypothesis and the fact that ι] = id : ] JΓK→ ] JΓK.
Continuous extension: We have
] JΓ,x : T K = ](JΓK , x : JT K [ι]) = ] JΓK , ]x : ] JT K ,
J¶ \ (Γ,x : T )K = r(¶ \ Γ),x ] : Tz = J¶ \ ΓK , ]x : (] JT K)[ι] = ] JΓK , ]x : ] JT K .
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Parametric extension: We have
]
r
Γ,x ] : T
z
= ](JΓK , ]x : (] JT K)[ι]) = ] JΓK , ]x : ] JT K ,r
¶ \ (Γ,x ] : T )
z
=
r
(¶ \ Γ),x ] : T
z
= J¶ \ ΓK , ]x : (] JT K)[ι] = ] JΓK , ]x : ] JT K .
Interval extensions: ese will be special cases of the above.
Face predicate extension: See the addendum in section 5.4.2. 
5.3.2. Universes. We have
(139)
t
Γ ` Ctx ` ∈ N
Γ ` U` : ElU`+1 t-Uni
|
=
JΓK ` Ctx ` ∈ NJΓK ` pUDD
`
qDD : UDD
`+1
(140)
t
Γ ` T : ElUk k ≤ ` ∈ N
Γ ` T : ElU` t-li
|
=
JΓK ` JT K : UDDk k ≤ ` ∈ NJΓK ` JT K : UDD
`
(141)
t
] \ Γ ` A : U`
Γ ` ElA type ty
|
=
J] \ ΓK ` JAK : UDD
`
]+ J] \ ΓK ` ElDD JAK dtype
] J] \ ΓK = ] JΓK ` (ElDD JAK)[]ς] dtype
In particular, we have
(142) JElU`K = (ElDD JU`K)[]ς] = (ElDDpUDD` qDD)[]ς] = UDD` []ς] = UDD` ,
so that it is justied that we simply put UDDk on several occasions where we should have usedJElUk K.
Remark 5.3.3. In the paper, we dened JElAK as El ϑ (] JAK). Note that we have
(ElDD JAK)[]ς] = Elϑ (κ(JAK [ς]−1)[ι]−1)[]ς] = Elϑ (κ(JAK [ς]−1)[ς][ι]−1) = Elϑ (κ(JAK)[ι]−1).
Moreover, ] JΓK ` κ(JAK)[ι]−1 = ] JAK : ¶UNDD
`
because (] JAK)[ι] = ι(JAK) = κ(JAK) where the last
step uses ι = κ : [¶ → ¶.
5.3.3. Substitution. We have syntactic substitution rule
(143)
Γ,x µ : T ,∆ ` J µ \ Γ ` t : T
Γ,∆[t/x] ` J [t/x] subst
which can be shown to be admissible by induction on the derivation of J . e idea behind this is a
combination of the general idea of substitution, and the fact that we use µ \Γ ` t : T to express something
that would more intuitively look like Γ ` t µ : T . In fact, we have the following result:
Lemma 5.3.4. For µ ∈ {¶, id, ]}, we have
(144)
Jµ \ ΓK ` t : T [ι]JΓK ` µ!t : (µT )[ι]
where id!t = t , ]!t = (]t)[ι] and ¶!t = (¶t)[ι].
Proof. e idea is that µ \ xy is le adjoint to µ ◦ xy. In the model, we see this formally as J¶ \ ΓK =
] JΓK, Jid \ ΓK = JΓK and J] \ ΓK  [ JΓK. So in each case, we can simply use the adjunction in the model.
µ = id: en JΓK ` t : T [ι] by the premise.
µ = ]: en we have
(145)
J] \ ΓK ` t : T [ι]
[ JΓK ` t[κ] : T [ικ]JΓK ` ι(t[κ])[κ]−1 : (]T )[ι] ,
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i.e. we rst apply the isomorphism κ : [ JΓK  J] \ ΓK and then the adjunction ι(xy)[κ]−1 : [ a
]. e second step is well-typed because ι ◦ (ικ)/κ = ι : JΓK → ] JΓK = ] J] \ ΓK, or more
meaningfully
(146) ι] JΓK ◦ (ι J] \ ΓK ◦ κ J] \ ΓK)/κ JΓK = ι JΓK .
Indeed, ι] = id and (ικ) J] \ ΓK = ι[ J] \ ΓK = ι[ JΓK = ι JΓK ◦ κ JΓK.
However, the resulting term is a bit obscure. We can instead do
(147)
J] \ ΓK ` t : T [ι]
] JΓK ` ]t : ]TJΓK ` (]t)[ι] : (]T )[ι] .
In the rst step, we used that ] J] \ ΓK = ] JΓK and ]ι = id. As it happens, ι(t[κ])[κ]−1 = (]t)[ι],
or more precisely
(148) ι(t[κ J] \ ΓK])[κ JΓK]−1 = (]t)[ι JΓK]
because
(149) (]t)[ι JΓK][κ JΓK] = (]t)[ι J] \ ΓK][κ J] \ ΓK] = ι(t)[κ J] \ ΓK] = ι(t[κ J] \ ΓK]).
So we conclude ]!t = (]t)[ι].
µ = ¶: We can apply the adjunction ϑ−1(xy)[ι] : ] a ¶:
(150)
] JΓK ` t : TJΓK ` ϑ−1(t)[ι] : (¶T )[ι]
In the premise, we can omit [ι] on T because ι] JΓK = id. e conclusion should normally have
type (¶T )[ϑ \ ι]. However, ϑ ] JΓK = id, so we are le with just ι. Note that ϑ−1(t) = ¶t because
ϑ (¶t) = t[ϑ ] and ϑ ] JΓK = id. So we conclude ¶!t = (¶t)[ι]. 
We assume the following without proof:1
Conjecture 5.3.5. e interpretation of the substitution rule, corresponding to the syntactic admis-
sibility proof, is given by the substitution (id, µ!t) : JΓK→ JΓ,x µ : T K.
Lemma 5.3.6. Let Γ′ = (Γ,x µ : El A) be a syntactic context. en we have µ \ Γ′ ` x : El A. e
interpretation of x satises µ! JxK = µx.
Proof. For µ = id, this is trivial.
For µ = ], we have
(151) ]! JxK = ]!x = (]x)[ι].
Here, ι has type JΓ′K→ ] JΓ′K, but ]x is already in a sharp type in JΓ′K and ι] = id, so we can omit it and
have ]! JxK = ]x.
For µ = ¶, we have
(152) ¶! JxK = ¶!ϑ (¶x) = ¶(ϑ (¶x))[ι] = ¶x[ι] = ¶x,
because ι¶ = id. 
5.3.4. Denitional equality. As denitional equality is interpreted as equality, it is evidently con-
sistent to assume that this is an equivalence relation and a congruence. e conversion rule is also obvious.
5.3.5. antication.
1One could argue that the presence of a conjecture in this technical report, implies that we have not proven soundness of the
type system. However, in practice, any mathematical proof will wipe some tedious details under the carpet, when the added value
of guring them out is outweighed by the work required to do so. Note also that, would this conjecture be false, most of the model
remains intact.
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5.3.5.1. Continuous quantication. In general, write +ι = (pix, ι(x)/]x) : (Γ, x : T ) → (Γ, ]x : ]T [ι]). If
Γ = ]∆, then this becomes +ι : (]∆, x : T ) → (]∆, ]x : ]T ) = ](∆, x : T [ι]). For the continuous quantiers,
we havet
Γ ` A : ElU` Γ,x : ElA ` B : ElU`
Γ ` Π (x : A) .B : ElU` t-Π
|
=
JΓK ` JAK : UDD
`
]+ JΓK ` ElDD JAK dtype`
JΓK , x : (ElDD JAK)[]ς][ι] ` JBK : UDD
`
]+ (JΓK , x : (ElDD JAK)[]ς][ι]) ` ElDD JBK dtype`
]
(+ JΓK , x : (ElDD JAK)[ι]) ` ElDD JBK [](+ς)] dtype`
]+ JΓK , x : ElDD JAK ` ElDD JBK [](+ς)][+ι] dtype`
]+Γ ` Π(x : ElDD JAK).ElDD JBK [](+ς)][+ι] dtype`
Γ ` pΠ(x : ElDD JAK).(ElDD JBK [](+ς)][+ι])qDD : UDD
`
and similar for Σ. Note thatJEl Π (x : A) .BK = ElDD JΠ (x : A) .BK []ς] = Π(x : ElDD JAK).(ElDD JBK [](+ς)][+ι]) []ς](153)
= Π(x : ElDD JAK []ς]).(ElDD JBK [](+ς)][+ι][]ς+])
= Π(x : ElDD JAK []ς]).(ElDD JBK [](+ς ◦ ς+)][+ι])
= Π(x : ElDD JAK []ς]).(ElDD JBK []ς][+ι]) = Π(x : JElAK).(JElBK [+ι]).
If we further apply [ι], we nd
(154) JEl Π (x : A) .BK [ι] = Π(x : JEl AK [ι]).(JEl BK [+ι][ι+]) = Π(x : JEl AK [ι]).(JEl BK [ι]).
5.3.5.2. Parametric quantication. For the existential type ∃, we havet
Γ ` A : ElU` Γ,x : El A ` B : ElU`
Γ ` ∃ (x : A) .B : ElU` t-Σ
|
=
JΓK ` JAK : UDD
`
]+ JΓK ` ElDD JAK dtype`
]+ JΓK ` ]ElDD JAK type`
JΓK , x : (ElDD JAK)[]ς][ι] ` JBK : UDD
`
]+ (JΓK , x : (ElDD JAK)[]ς][ι]) ` ElDD JBK dtype`
]+ JΓK , ]x : ]ElDD JAK ` ElDD JBK [](+ς)] dtype`
]+Γ ` Σ(]x : ]ElDD JAK).(ElDD JBK [](+ς)]) type`
]+Γ ` +◦Σ(]x : ]ElDD JAK).(ElDD JBK [](+ς)]) dtype`
Γ ` p+◦Σ(]x : ]ElDD JAK).(ElDD JBK [](+ς)])qDD : UDD
`
en we haveJEl ∃ (x : A) .BK = ElDD J∃ (x : A) .BK []ς] = (+◦Σ(]x : ]ElDD JAK).(ElDD JBK [](+ς)])) []ς]
= +◦Σ(]x : (]ElDD JAK)[]ς]).(ElDD JBK [](+ς)][](ς+)])
= +◦Σ(]x : ](ElDD JAK []ς])).(ElDD JBK []ς]) = +◦Σ(]x : ] JElAK). JElBK .
e universal type ∀ is dened similarly, but without throwing in +◦:
(155) J∀ (x : A) .BK = pΠ(]x : ]ElDD JAK).(ElDD JBK [](+ς)])qDD.
en we have
(156) JEl ∀ (x : A) .BK = Π(]x : ] JElAK). JElBK .
If we further apply [ι], we nd
(157) JEl ∀ (x : A) .BK [ι] = Π(]x : (] JElAK)[ι]).(JElBK [ι+]) = Π(]x : (] JElAK)[ι]).(JElBK [ι]).
In the second step, we use that ι+ = (ιpix, x/x) is equal to ι = (ιpix, ι(x)/x) because x has a sharp type and
ι] = id.
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5.3.5.3. Pointwise quantication. We generalize the +ν = (pix,ν (x)/x) notation to any natural trans-
formation ν between morphisms of CwFs. We havet
Γ ` A : ElU` Γ,x ¶ : ElA ` B : ElU`
Γ ` Π ¶ (x : A) .B : ElU` t-Π
|
=
JΓK ` JAK : UDD
`
]+ JΓK ` ElDD JAK dtype`
]+ JΓK ` ¶ElDD JAK dtype`
JΓK , ¶x : (¶(ElDD JAK []ς]))[ι] ` JBK : UDD
`
]+ (JΓK , ¶x : (¶(ElDD JAK []ς]))[ι]) ` ElDD JBK dtype`
]+ JΓK , ¶x : ¶ElDD JAK ` ElDD JBK [](+ς)] dtype`
]+ JΓK ` Π(¶x : ¶ElDD JAK).(ElDD JBK [](+ς)]) dtype`JΓK ` pΠ(¶x : ¶ElDD JAK).(ElDD JBK [](+ς)])qDD : UDD
`
and similar for Σ. e step where we use ](+ς) is a bit obscure. We have
(158) +ς :
(+ JΓK , ¶x : (¶(ElDD JAK))[ι]) → + (JΓK , ¶x : (¶(ElDD JAK []ς]))[ι])
because
(159) (¶(ElDD JAK))[ι][ς] = (¶(ElDD JAK))[]ς][ι] = (¶(ElDD JAK []ς]))[ι].
Now if we apply ] on the domain of +ς , then ]ι = id disappears, and ¶ absorbs ] on its le.
We will have
(160)
q
El Π ¶ (x : A) .By = Π(¶x : ¶ JEl AK). JEl BK
and similar for Σ. If we further apply [ι], we nd
(161)
q
El Π ¶ (x : A) .By [ι] = Π(¶x : (¶ JEl AK)[ι]).(JEl BK [ι+]) = Π(¶x : (¶ JEl AK)[ι]).(JEl BK [ι]),
where ι+ = ι because x has a type in the image of ¶ and ι¶ = id.
So in general, we see that
(162) JEl Πµ (x : A) .BK [ι] = Π(µx : (µ JEl AK)[ι]).(JEl BK [ι]).
5.3.6. Functions. Abstraction is interpreted as
(163)
t
Γ,x µ : El A ` b : El B
Γ ` λ(x µ : A).b : El Πµ (x : A) .B t-λ
|
=
JΓK , µx : (µ JEl AK)[ι] ` JbK : JEl BK [ι]JΓK ` λx. JbK : Π(µx : (µ JEl AK)[ι]).(JEl BK [ι]) .
Application is interpreted ast
Γ ` f : El Πµ (x : A) .B µ \ Γ ` a : El A
Γ ` f aµ : El B[a/x] t-ap
|
=
JΓK ` Jf K : Π(µx : (µ JEl AK)[ι]).(JEl BK [ι]) Jµ \ ΓK ` JaK : JEl AK [ι]JΓK ` µ!JaK : (µ JEl AK)[ι]JΓK ` Jf K (µ!JaK) : (µ JEl AK)[ι][id, µ! JaK /µx]
e β-rule looks like this:t
Γ,x µ : El A ` b : El B µ \ Γ ` a : El A
Γ ` (λ(x µ : A).b)aµ ≡ b[a/x] : El B[a/x]
|
=
JΓK , µx : (µ JEl AK)[ι] ` JbK : JElBK [ι] Jµ \ ΓK ` JaK : JEl AK [ι]JΓK ` µ! JaK : (µ JEl AK)[ι]JΓK ` (λµx. JbK)(µ! JaK) = JbK [id, µ! JaK /µx] : JEl BK [ι][id, µ! JaK /µx]
and follows from denition 1.4.1. e η-rule is:t
Γ ` f : El Πµ (x : A) .B
Γ ` λ(x µ : A). f x µ ≡ f : El Πµ (x : A) .B
|
=
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JΓK ` Jf K : Π(µx : JEl AK [ι]).(JEl BK [ι])JΓK ` λµx.(Jf K [pi µx])(µ! JxK) = Jf K : Π(µx : JEl AK [ι]).(JEl BK [ι])
is rule also follows from denition 1.4.1, because µ! JxK = µx.
5.3.7. Pairs. For pair formation, we have quite straightforwardly:t
Γ ` El Σµ (x : A) .B type µ \ Γ ` a : El A Γ ` b : El B[a/x]
Γ ` (aµ ,b) : El Σµ (x : A) .B t-pair
|
=
Jµ \ ΓK ` JaK : JEl AK [ι]JΓK ` µ! JaK : (µ JEl AK)[ι] JΓK ` JbK : JEl BK [ι][id, µ! JaK /µx]JΓK ` (µ! JaK , JbK) : Σ(µx : (µ JEl AK)[ι]).(JEl BK [ι])
For µ = ], we have to further apply ς◦.
e type is included in the syntactical rule to ensure that B is actually a well-dened type. We also
need to know that in the model, but we did not write it explicitly in the interpretation. Note that we are
not in fact using the interpretation of the existence of the Σ-type; rather, we use that if the Σ-type exists,
then admissibly B is a type.
5.3.7.1. Projections for continuous pairs. Instead of interpreting the eliminator, we interpret the rst
and second projections:
(164)
t
Γ ` p : Σ (x : A) .B
Γ ` fst p : A
|
=
JΓK ` JpK : Σ(x : JEl AK [ι]).(JEl BK [ι])JΓK ` fst JpK : JEl AK [ι] ,
(165)
t
Γ ` p : Σ (x : A) .B
Γ ` snd p : B[fst p/x]
|
=
JΓK ` JpK : Σ(x : JEl AK [ι]).(JEl BK [ι])JΓK ` snd JpK : JEl BK [ι][id, fst JpK /x] .
en β- and η-rules li from the model.
5.3.7.2. Projections for pointwise pairs.
(166)
t
] \ Γ ` p : El Σ¶ (x : A) .B
Γ ` fst¶ p : El A
|
=
J] \ ΓK ` JpK : Σ(¶x : (¶ JEl AK)[ι]).(JEl BK [ι])JΓK ` ]! JpK : Σ(¶x : (¶ JEl AK)[ι]).(] JEl BK [ι])JΓK ` fst(]! JpK) : (¶ JEl AK)[ι]JΓK ` ϑ (fst(]! JpK)) : JEl AK [ι] ,
(167)
t
Γ ` p : El Σ¶ (x : A) .B
Γ ` snd¶ p : El B[fst¶ p/x]
|
=
JΓK ` JpK : Σ(¶x : (¶ JEl AK)[ι]).(JEl BK [ι])JΓK ` snd JpK : JEl BK [ι][id, fst JpK /¶x]
One can show that fst JpK is the appropriate term to appear in the substitution, for the conclusion to be
well-typed.
5.3.7.3. Elimination of parametric pairs. We have to interpret the rule
(168)
Γ, zν : El ∃ (x : A) .B ` El C type
Γ,x ] : El A,yν : El B ` c : El C[(x ],y)/z]
ν \ Γ ` p : El ∃ (x : A) .B
Γ ` indν∃(z.C,x .y.c,p) : El C[p/z]
t-indpair.
anks to the ν ! operator, it is sucient to interpret
(169)
Γ, zν : El ∃ (x : A) .B ` El C type
Γ,x ] : El A,yν : El B ` c : El C[(x ],y)/z]
Γ, zν : El ∃ (x : A) .B ` indν∃(z.C,x .y.c, z) : El C
t-indpair.
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We have JΓK , ]x : (] JEl AK)[ι], νy : (ν JEl BK)[ι] ` c : JEl CK [ι][pi ]xpi ν y, (νς◦)(]x, νy)/ν z]JΓK , ν z : Σ(]x : (] JEl AK)[ι]).((ν JEl BK)[ι]) ` c[pi ν z, fst ν z/]x, snd ν z/νy] : JEl CK [ι][pi ν z, (νς◦)(ν z)/ν z]JΓK , ν z : (νΣ(]x : ] JEl AK). JEl BK) [ι] ` c[pi ν z, fst ν z/]x, snd ν z/νy] : JEl CK [ι][pi ν z, (νς◦)(ν z)/ν z]JΓK , ν z : (ν+◦Σ(]x : ] JEl AK). JEl BK) [ι] ` c[pi ν z, fst ν z/]x, snd ν z/νy][pi ν z, (νς◦)(ν z)/ν z]−1 : JEl CK [ι]
is is best read boom-up. In the last step, we get rid of +◦ using lemma 4.3.20. In the middle, we simply
rewrite the context using that Σ commutes with lied functors such as ν , and that ι] = id to turn [ι+] into
[ι] on the Σ-type’s codomain. Above, we split up ν z in its components.
In order to see that the substitution in the type of the premise is correct, note that we
have
q
ν \ (Γ,x ] : El A,yν : El B) ` (x ],y) : ∃ (x : A) .By. Interpreting this and applying ν !, one nds
(νς◦)(]x, νy) aer working through some tedious case distinctions.
5.3.8. Identity types. We havet
Γ ` A : ElU` Γ ` a,b : El A
Γ ` a =A b : ElU` t-Id
|
=
JΓK ` JAK : UDD
`
]+ JΓK ` ElDD JAK dtype`
JΓK ` JaK , JbK : ElDD JAK []ς][ι]+ JΓK ` JaK [ς]−1, JbK [ς]−1 : ElDD JAK [ι]
]+ JΓK ` ](JaK [ς]−1), ](JbK [ς]−1) : ]ElDD JAK
]+ JΓK ` ](JaK [ς]−1) =]ElDDJAK ](JbK [ς]−1) dtype`JΓK ` p](JaK [ς]−1) =]ElDDJAK ](JbK [ς]−1)qDD : UDD`
Observe: JEl a =A bK = (](JaK [ς]−1) =]ElDDJAK ](JbK [ς]−1)) []ς] = (] JaK =]JElAK ] JbK) .
If we further apply [ι], we get
(170) JEl a =A bK [ι] = (] JaK [ι] =(]JElAK)[ι] ] JbK [ι]) .
For reexivity, we have
(171)
t
] \ Γ ` a : El A
Γ ` refla : El a =A a t-re
|
=
J] \ ΓK ` JaK : JElAK [ι]JΓK ` ]! JaK : (] JEl AK)[ι]JΓK ` refl (]! JaK) : ]! JaK =(]JEl AK)[ι] ]! JaK
where ]!t = ]t[ι].
We also need to interpret the J-rule:
(172)
] \ Γ ` a,b : El A Γ,y] : El A,wν : El a =A y ` El C type
ν \ Γ ` e : El a =A b Γ ` c : El C[a/y, refl a/w]
Γ ` Jν (a,b,y.w .C, e, c) : El C[b/y, e/w] t-J
First of all, note that if ν ∈ {¶, id, ]}, then ν JEl a =A bK = JEl a =A bK, because
(173) ν JEl a =A bK = ν (] JaK =]JElAK ] JbK) = (ν ] JaK =ν ]JElAK ν ] JbK) = (] JaK =]JElAK ] JbK) .
Hence, we may assume that ν = id. We then have
(174)
JΓK ` ]! JaK , ]! JbK : (] JEl AK)[ι]JΓK , ]y : (] JEl AK)[ι],w : ]! JaK =(]JEl AK)[ι] ]y ` JEl CK [ι] dtypeJΓK ` JeK : ]! JaK =(]JEl AK)[ι] ]! JbKJΓK ` JcK : JEl CK [ι][id, ]! JaK /]y, refl (]! JaK)/w]JΓK ` J(]! JaK , ]! JbK , ]y.w. JEl CK [ι], JeK , JcK) : JEl CK [ι][id, ]! JbK /]y, JeK /w]
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5.3.8.1. e reection rule.
Remark 5.3.7 (Erratum). e original version of [Nuy17], claimed to prove the reection rule:
(175)
Γ ` a,b : El A Γ ` e : El a =A b
Γ ` a ≡ b : El A t-rct.
Erroneous proof. Indeed, we have
(176)
JΓK ` JeK : ] JaK [ι] =](ElDDJAK[]ς ])[ι] ] JbK [ι]JΓK ` ] JaK [ι] = ] JbK [ι] : ](ElDD JAK []ς])[ι]
Now for any γ :W ⇒ JΓK, we have
(177) ] JaK [ι][γ 〉 = ] JaK [α [(γκ)〉 = α [(JaK [γκ〉).
Hence, we can conclude that for any γ , we have [W  JaK [γκ〉 = JbK [γκ〉 : ElDD JAK []ς][ι][γκ〉.
is means that JaK and JbK are equal on bridges, but maybe not on paths.
e type ElDD JAK []ς][ι][γκ〉 we wrote there is correct, because
(178) α [(ι JΓK ◦ γ ◦ κW ) = α [(α [(γ ◦ κW ◦ κ[W )) = α [(α [(γ ◦ κW )) = α [(γ ◦ κW ) = ι JΓK ◦ γ ,
so that if [W  t : ElDD JAK []ς][ιγκ〉, thenW  α [(t) : ](ElDD JAK []ς])[ιγ 〉.
By discreteness, we can form
(179)
JΓK ` JaK , JbK : ElDD JAK []ς][ι]+ JΓK ` JaK [ς]−1, JbK [ς]−1 : ElDD JAK [ι] .
Clearly if we can show JaK [ς]−1 = JbK [ς]−1, then JaK = JbK. is is essentially saying that if JaK andJbK act the same way on bridges, then they are equal, so we should be almost there.
Pick α+(γ ) :W ⇒ +Γ = [+◦Γ, i.e. γ : +W ⇒ +◦Γ, i.e. γ : +W ⇒ Γ. Recall that ς = (κ+◦)−1 ◦ ς◦. Now
(180) κ+◦Γ ◦ α+(γ ) = γ ◦ ςW = ς◦(γ ) ◦ ςW
so we have ςΓ ◦ γ ◦ ςW = (κ+◦Γ)−1 ◦ ς◦γ ◦ ςW = α+(γ ). HenceJaK [ς]−1 [α+(γ )〉 = JaK [γ ◦ ςW 〉 = JaK [γ ◦ κ+W 〉 〈ςW 〉
= JbK [γ ◦ κ+W 〉 〈ςW 〉 = . . . = JbK [ς]−1 [α+(γ )〉.
Because α+(γ ) is a fully general dening subsitution of +Γ, we can conclude that JaK [ς]−1 = JbK [ς]−1
and hence JaK = JbK. 
e error is in eq. (179). e idea there is that ]ς ◦ ι = ι ◦ ς , so that JaK and JbK would a type of
the form X [ς] and the application of [ς]−1 would be valid. However, when we make some implicit
arguments explicit we see that the premise is:
(181) JΓK ` JaK , JbK : ElDD JAK []ς J] \ ΓK][ι JΓK],
so that even though ]ς ◦ ι = ι ◦ ς (as an equation of natural transformations), the equation cannot
be applied here as the natural transformations have been instantiated on dierent contexts. e
context J] \ ΓK  [ JΓK is discrete, i.e. all its paths are constant. By mixing it up with the contextJΓK, we ended up assuming that JΓK is discrete (which need not be the case if it contains parametric
variables). Since we already knew that JaK and JbK are equal on bridges, we could then conclude that
they are completely equal, as there would be only trivial paths.
We see two ways to x this erratum. Either we actually move back to the context ] \ Γ in the
reection rule’s conclusion, making it weaker and breaking the proof of function extensionality for
parametric arguments. Or we conjecture the principle of pathhood irrelevance — that any bridge
can be a path in at most one way — so that equality in ] \ Γ entails equality in Γ.
Solution 1: A more careful reection rule.
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Lemma 5.3.8. e model supports the following reection rule:
(182)
] \ Γ ` a,b : El A Γ ` e : El a =A b
] \ Γ ` a ≡ b : El A .
Proof. We have
(183)
JΓK ` JeK : ] JaK [ι JΓK] =](ElDDJAK[]ςJ]\ΓK])[ιJΓK] ] JbK [ι JΓK]JΓK ` ] JaK [ι JΓK] = ] JbK [ι JΓK] : ](ElDD JAK []ς J] \ ΓK])[ι JΓK]
[ JΓK ` [ JaK = [ JbK : [(ElDD JAK []ς J] \ ΓK][ι J] \ ΓK])
[ JΓK ` κ([ JaK) = κ([ JbK) : ElDD JAK []ς J] \ ΓK][ι J] \ ΓK][κ J] \ ΓK]
[ J] \ ΓK ` JaK [κ J] \ ΓK] = JbK [κ J] \ ΓK] : ElDD JAK []ς J] \ ΓK][ι J] \ ΓK][κ J] \ ΓK]J] \ ΓK ` JaK = JbK : ElDD JAK []ς J] \ ΓK][ι J] \ ΓK]

Solution 2: Pathhood irrelevance.
Denition 5.3.9. A type T has irrelevant pathhood when the weakening of paths (W , i : P)  t :
T [γ 〉 to bridges (W , i : B)  t 〈i/i〉 : T [γ (i/i)〉 is an injection.
Lemma 5.3.10. If T is pathhood irrelevant, then the operation
(184)
Γ ` t : T
[Γ ` t[κ] : T [κ]
is injective.
Conjecture 5.3.11. e interpretation of any type that can be constructed in ParamDTT, has irrel-
evant pathhood.
Justification. Pathhood irrelevance is preserved by all functors used in the model (in particular, by
all modalities). e discrete universe of discrete types, has irrelevant pathhood by construction. Of the
other types, the Weld type is the most dangerous one, but as we only allow propositions of the form i  j
internally, one cannot use Weld to identify bridges without identifying the corresponding paths. 
en the model supports the following rule:
(185)
Γ ` a,b : El A ] \ Γ ` a ≡ b : El A
Γ ` a ≡ b : El A ,
which we can combine with Solution 1 to obtain the original reection rule.
5.3.8.2. Function extensionality. Using the reection rule, we can derive function extensionality in-
ternally:
(186)
] \ Γ ` f ,д : El Πµ (x : A) .B
(] \ Γ),x µ : A ` f x µ ,д x µ : El B 1
Γ ` p : El Πµ (x : A) . f x µ =B д x µ
] \ Γ ` p : El Πµ (x : A) . f x µ =B д x µ 2
(] \ Γ),x µ : A ` p x µ : f x µ =B д x µ 3
(] \ Γ),x µ : A ` f x µ ≡ д x µ : El B 4
] \ Γ ` f ≡ д : El Πµ (x : A) .B 5
Γ ` refl f : El f =Πµ (x :A).B д 6
Here we used (1) weakening and application, (2) weakening of variances, (3) weakening and application,
(4) the reection rule, (5) λ-abstraction and the η-rule and (6) reexivity and conversion.
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Remark 5.3.12. If we use the more careful reection rule (lemma 5.3.8), then aer (4) we end up
with x ]\µ : A instead of x µ : A, so that we only obtain function extensionality for functions of a
modality of the form ] \ µ, i.e. only for pointwise and continuous functions.
5.3.8.3. Uniqueness of identity proofs. e model supports uniqueness of identity proofs:
(187)
Γ ` e, e ′ : a =A b
Γ ` e ≡ e ′ : a =A b t=-UIP.
To prove this, we need to show
(188)
JΓK ` JeK , Je ′K : ] JaK =(]JEl AK)[ι] ] JbKJΓK ` JeK = Je ′K : ] JaK =(]JEl AK)[ι] ] JbK
But of course, for any γ :W ⇒ Γ, we have JeK [γ 〉 = ? = Je ′K [γ 〉.
5.4. Internal parametricity: glueing and welding
5.4.1. e interval. We interpret the interval as a type Γ ` I dtype that exists in any context Γ and
is natural in Γ, i.e. it is a closed type. Hence, I[γ 〉 will not depend on γ . Instead, for γ : W ⇒ Γ, we set
I[γ 〉 = (W V (i : B)).
Lemma 5.4.1. e type Γ ` I dtype is discrete.
Proof. Pick a term (W , j : P)  t : I[γ (j/)〉. en t is a primitive substitution t : (W , j : P)V (i : B)
which necessarily factors over (j/). 
e interval can be seen as a type:
(189) JΓ ` I typeK = ] JΓK ` I dtype,
or as an element of the universe:
(190) JΓ ` I : U0K = JΓK ` pIqDD : UDD0 ,
and then JEl IK = I[]ς] = I. e terms JΓ ` 0, 1 : IK are modelled by JΓK ` 0, 1 : I where W  0[γ 〉 =
(0/i,W /) : I[γ 〉 and similar for 1. All other rules regarding the interval are straightforwardly interpreted
now that we know that I is semantically a type like any other.
5.4.2. Face predicates and face uniers.
5.4.2.1. e discrete universe of propositions. If we had an internal face predicate judgement Γ `
P fpred, analogous to the type judgement Γ ` T type, then the most obvious interpretation would be
] JΓK ` JPK prop. However, in order to satisfy J¶ \ ∆K = ] J∆K for contexts ∆ that contain face predi-
cates, we only want to consider face predicates that absorb ]. One can show that these take the form
] JΓK ` ]P prop, where [ JΓK ` P prop. e laer corresponds to [ JΓK ` pPq : Prop, which in turn cor-
responds to ] JΓK ` ι(pPq)[κ]−1 : ]Prop. So whereasUDD
`
was dened as [¶UPsh
`
, we dene the discrete
universe of propositions PropD = [¶(]Prop) = [Prop. We have
(191)
Γ ` P : PropD = [¶]Prop+Γ ` κ(P[ς]−1) : ¶]Prop
]+Γ ` ϑ (κ(P[ς]−1)[ι]−1) : ]Prop
[]+Γ = +Γ ` ι−1(ϑ (κ(P[ς]−1)[ι]−1)[κ]) : Prop+Γ ` El ι−1(ϑ (κ(P[ς]−1)[ι]−1)[κ]) prop
]+Γ ` ]El ι−1(ϑ (κ(P[ς]−1)[ι]−1)[κ]) prop
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We took a signicant detour here in order to emphasize the parallel with UDD
`
. We could have more
simply done
(192)
Γ ` P : PropD = [Prop+Γ ` κ(P[ς]−1) : Prop+Γ ` El κ(P[ς]−1) prop
]+Γ ` ]El κ(P[ς]−1) prop
We show that these are equal. Making the interesting part of the former term more precise, we get:
ι−1((ϑ ])((κ¶])(P[ςΓ]−1)[ι+Γ]−1)[κ]+Γ]) = ι−1((ϑ ])((κ¶])(P[ςΓ]−1)[ι+Γ]−1)[ι+Γ])
= ι−1((ϑ ])((κ¶])(P[ςΓ]−1)))
= ι−1((ϑ ] ◦ κ¶])(P[ςΓ]−1))
= ι−1((ι ◦ κ)(P[ςΓ]−1)) = κ(P[ςΓ]−1),
which is the corresponding part of the laer term. We set ElD P = El κ(P[ς]−1) and inversely pPqD =
κ−1(pPq)[ς].
5.4.2.2. e face predicate formers. We interpret JΓ ` F typeK = (] JΓK ` PropD dtype), giving mean-
ing to the face predicate judgement. e identity predicate is interpreted as:
(193)
t
Γ ` i, j : I
Γ ` i  j : F f-eq
|
=
JΓK ` JiK , JjK : I+ JΓK ` JiK [ς]−1, JjK [ς]−1 : I+ JΓK ` JiK [ς]−1 =I JjK [ς]−1 propJΓK ` pJiK [ς]−1 =I JjK [ς]−1qD : PropD .
Other connectives are interpreted simply by decoding and encoding, e.g.
(194)
t
Γ ` P ,Q : F
Γ ` P ∧Q : F f-∧
|
=
JΓK ` JPK , JQK : PropD+ JΓK ` ElD JPK , ElD JQK prop+ JΓK ` ElD JPK ∧ ElD JQK propJΓK ` pElD JPK ∧ ElD JQKqD : PropD
5.4.2.3. Context extension with a face predicate.
(195)
t
Γ ` Ctx ] \ Γ ` P : F
Γ, P ` Ctx c-f
|
=
JΓK ` Ctx
J] \ ΓK ` JPK : PropD+ J] \ ΓK ` ElD JPK prop
]+ J] \ ΓK ` ]ElD JPK prop
] JΓK ` (]ElD JPK)[]ς] propJΓK ` (]ElD JPK)[]ς][ι] propJΓK , : (]ElD JPK)[]ς][ι] ` Ctx
Note that we have
(196) (]ElD JPK)[]ς] = ]((ElD JPK)[ς]) = ]El κ(JPK).
By analogy to types, we will denote this as JEl PK, even though El P does not occur in the syntax. We can
then write extended contexts as JΓK , : JEl PK [ι].
Addendum to the proof of lemma 5.3.1. e fact that [ JΓ, PK = [ J] \ (Γ, P)K follows trivially from
[ JΓK = [ J] \ ΓK. Since propositions are discrete, extending the context with a proposition preserves its
discreteness and hence the fact that κ for that context is an isomorphism. 
Addendum to the proof of lemma 5.3.2. e fact that J¶ \ (Γ, P)K = ] JΓ, PK follows from
(197) ](JEl PK [ι]) = ] JEl PK = JEl PK = JEl PK [ι]].
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5.4.2.4. Face uniers. e use of face uniers is motivated from a computational perspective and is a
bit unpractical semantically. Since Prop is the subobject quantier of BPCube, extending a context with
a proposition amounts to taking a subobject of the context. Every syntactic face unier σ : ∆ → Γ has
an interpretation JσK : J∆K → JΓK. One can show that the union of the images of all interpretations of
all face uniers to a context Γ, is equal to all of JΓK. Hence, checking whether something works under all
face uniers, amounts to checking whether it works. One can also show that P ⇒ Q means JPK ⊆ JQK.
en the rule
(198)
Γ ` P ,Q : F P ⇔ Q
Γ ` P ≡ Q : F f=
is trivial. We also have
t
Γ ` i, j : I > ⇒ (i  j)
Γ ` i ≡ j : I i=-f
|
=
JΓK ` > ⊆ p(JiK [ς]−1 =I JjK [ς]−1)qD : PropD+ JΓK ` > ⊆ (JiK [ς]−1 =I JjK [ς]−1) prop+ JΓK ` ? : JiK [ς]−1 =I JjK [ς]−1+ JΓK ` JiK [ς]−1 = JjK [ς]−1 : IJΓK ` JiK = JjK : I
5.4.3. Systems. e interpretation of systems is straightforward.
5.4.4. Welding. We interpret
(199)
Γ ` P : F Γ, P ` T : ElU` Γ ` A : ElU`
¶ \ Γ, P ` f : El A→ T
Γ `Weld {A→ (P ?T , f )} : ElU` t-Weld
as 
JΓK ` JPK : PropD
]+ JΓK ` ]ElD JPK prop
JΓK , p : (]ElD JPK)[]ς][ι] ` JT K : UDD
`
]+ (JΓK , p : (]ElD JPK)[]ς][ι]) ` ElDD JT K : dtype`
]
(+ JΓK , p : (]ElD JPK)[ι]) ` ElDD JT K [](+ς)] dtype`
]+ JΓK , p : ]ElD JPK ` ElDD JT K [](+ς)] dtype`
JΓK ` JAK : UDD
`
]+ JΓK ` ElDD JAK dtype`
] JΓK , p : ]ElD JPK []ς] ` Jf K : ElDD JAK []ς][pip] → ElDD JT K []ς]
]+ JΓK , p : ]ElD JPK ` Jf K [ς+]−1 : ElDD JAK [pip] → ElDD JT K [](+ς)]
]+ JΓK `Weld {ElDD JAK→ (]ElD JPK ? ElDD JT K [](+ς)], Jf K [ς+]−1)} dtype`
JΓK ` pWeld {ElDD JAK→ (]ElD JPK ? ElDD JT K [](+ς)], Jf K [ς+]−1)}qDD : UDD
`
.
We have
JEl Weld {A→ (P ?T , f )}K = ElDD JWeld {A→ (P ?T , f )}K []ς]
= Weld {JEl AK→ (JEl PK ? JEl T K , Jf K)} .
e constructor
(200)
Γ ` El Weld {A→ (P ?T , f )} type Γ ` a : El A
Γ ` weld (P ? f )a : El Weld {A→ (P ?T , f )} t-weld
becomes
(201)
JΓK ` JaK : JEl AK [ι]JΓK ` weld (JEl PK [ι] ? Jf K [ι]) JaK : Weld {JEl AK→ (JEl PK ? JEl T K , Jf K)} [ι] .
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For the eliminator
(202)
Γ,yν : El Weld {A→ (P ?T , f )} ` El C type Γ, P ,yν : El T ` d : El C
Γ,xν : El A ` c : El C[weld (P ? f ) x/y] Γ, P ,xν : El A ` c ≡ d[f x/y] : El C[f x/y]
ν \ Γ ` b : El Weld {A→ (P ?T , f )}
Γ ` indνWeld(y.C, (P ?y.d) ,x .c,b) : El C[b/y]
t-indweld
rst note that
ν JEl Weld {A→ (P ?T , f )}K = νWeld {JEl AK→ (JEl PK ? JEl T K , Jf K)}
= Weld {ν JEl AK→ (JEl PK ?ν JEl T K , λνx.ν (Jf K x))}
because lied functors preserve Weld and ν JEl PK = JEl PK for ν ∈ {¶, id, ]}. Taking that into account,
all of this boils down to straightforward use of the eliminator of the Weld-type for presheaves.
5.4.5. Glueing. We similarly get
(203) JEl Glue {A← (P ?T , f )}K = Glue {JEl AK← (JEl PK ? JEl T K , Jf K)} .
e constructor
(204)
Γ ` El Glue {A← (P ?T , f )} type Γ, P ` t : El T Γ ` a : El A Γ, P ` f t ≡ a : El A
Γ ` glue {a ←[ (P ? t)} : El Glue {A← (P ?T , f )} t-glue
becomes
(205)
JΓK , p : JEl PK [ι] ` JtK : JEl T KJΓK ` JaK : JEl AKJΓK , p : JEl PK [ι] ` Jf K [ι] JtK = JaK [pip] : JEl AK [ι]JΓK ` glue {JaK←[ (JEl PK [ι] ? JtK)} : Glue {JEl AK← (JEl PK ? JEl T K , Jf K)} [ι] .
e eliminator
(206)
Γ ` b : El Glue {A← (P ?T , f )}
Γ ` unglue (P ? f ) b : El A t-unglue
becomes
(207)
JΓK ` JbK : Glue {JEl AK← (JEl PK ? JEl T K , Jf K)} [ι]JΓK ` unglue (JEl PK [ι] ? Jf K [ι]) JbK : JEl AK [ι] .
5.4.6. e path degeneracy axiom. We will interpret the path degeneracy axiom
(208)
Γ ` A type ] \ Γ ` p : ∀(i : I).A
Γ ` degaxp : p =∀(i :I).A
(
λ(i] : I)p 0] ) t-degax
via the stronger rule
(209)
Γ ` p : ∀ (i : I) .A
Γ ` p ≡ λ(i] : I).p 0] : ∀ (i : I) .A
aer which the axiom follows by reexivity. For simplicity, we put the variables in the context. We have
(210)
JΓK , ]i : ]I ` JaK : ElDD JAK []ς][ι][pi ] i]+ (JΓK , ]i : ]I) ` JaK [ς]−1 : ElDD JAK [ι][+pi ] i]+ JΓK ` JaK [ς]−1[+pi ] i]−1 : ElDD JAK [ι]
because +pi ] i : + (JΓK , ]i : ]I)  + JΓK can be shown to be an isomorphism. Since these operations are
invertible, we have
(211) JaK = JaK [ς]−1[+pi ] i]−1[ς][pi ] i]
and the right hand side is clearly invariant under xy[id, ]0/]i].
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To see in general that +pi ] i : +(Γ, ]i : I)  +Γ is an isomorphism, pick (γ ,α [(φ)) :W ⇒ +(Γ, ]i : I). We
show that (γ ,α [(φ)) = (γ , ]0). We have α [(φ) :W V ](i : B) (there is some benevolent abuse of notation
involved here, related to the fact that I is a closed type) and hence φ : [W V (i : B). Now φ factors as
φ = ([W /)(k/i). Similarly, one can show that ]0 = α [(([W /)(0/i)).
By discreteness of +, we have
(212) (γ (i/),α [([W /)) = (γ (i/),α [([W /))(0/i, i/) = (γ (i/), ]0(i/)) = (γ , ]0)(i/).
Restricting both sides by (k/i), we nd what we wanted to prove.
5.5. Sizes and natural numbers
5.5.1. e natural numbers. In any presheaf category, we can dene a closed type Nat by seing
Nat[γ 〉 = N and n 〈φ〉 = n. We have
Γ ` Ctx
Γ ` Nat type0
,
Γ ` Ctx
Γ ` 0 : Nat ,
Γ ` n : Nat
Γ ` sn : Nat
Γ,m : Nat ` C type
Γ ` c0 : C[id, 0/m]
Γ,m : Nat, c : C ` cs : C[id, sm/m]
Γ ` n : Nat
Γ ` indNat(m.C, c0,m.c.cs,n) : C[id,n/m]
and all these operators are natural in Γ and are respected by lied functors, e.g. F †Nat = Nat and F † (sn) =
s(F †n).
In BPCube, Nat is a discrete type since n 〈0/i, i/〉 = n since in general n 〈φ〉 = n. We can now
interpret the inference rules for natural numbers:
(213)
t
Γ ` Ctx
Γ ` Nat : U0 t-Nat
|
=
JΓK ` Ctx
]+ JΓK ` Nat dtype0JΓK ` pNatqDD : UDD0 .
We have JEl NatK = Nat.
(214)
t
Γ ` Ctx
Γ ` 0 : El Nat t-0
|
=
JΓK ` CtxJΓK ` 0 : Nat ,
t
Γ ` n : El Nat
Γ ` sn : El Nat t-s
|
=
JΓK ` JnK : NatJΓK ` s JnK : Nat .
e induction principle
(215)
Γ,mν : El Nat ` El C type Γ ` c0 : El C[0/m]
Γ,mν : El Nat, c : El C ` cs : El C[sm/m]
ν \ Γ ` n : El Nat
Γ ` indνNat(m.C, c0,m.c .cs,n) : El C[n/m]
t-indnat
is interpreted as
(216)
JΓK ,m : Nat ` JEl CK [ι] dtype JΓK ` Jc0K : JEl CK [ι][id, 0/m]JΓK ,m : Nat, c : JEl CK [ι] ` JcsK : JEl CK [ι][sm/m]JΓK ` ν ! JnK : NatJΓK ` indNat(m. JEl CK [ι], Jc0K ,m.c. JcsK ,ν ! JnK) ,
where we use extensively that νNat = Nat.
5.5.2. Sizes.
5.5.2.1. In the model.
Proposition 5.5.1. We have a discrete type Size with the following inference rules:
(217)
Γ ` Ctx
Γ ` Size dtype0
Γ ` Ctx
Γ ` 0S : Size
Γ ` n : Size
Γ ` ↑n : Size
+Γ ` P prop Γ, p : P[ς] ` n : Size
Γ ` fill (p : P ?n) : Size
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(218)
+Γ ` i : I Γ `m,n : Size
Γ, p : ((i =I 0) ∨ (i =I 1)) [ς] `m[pip] = n[pip] : Size
Γ `m = n : Size
Γ `m,n : Size
Γ `m unionsq n : Size
satisfying the expected equations.
For closed typesT , the setT [γ 〉 is independent ofγ :W V Γ; hence we will denote it asW ⇒ T . Similarly,
we will writeW  t : T forW  t : T [γ 〉.
Proof. For γ : W ⇒ Γ, we set (W ⇒ Size) = N()V+W , i.e. a term n : Size[γ 〉 consists of a natural
number for every vertex of the cube +W , which isW with all path dimensions contracted. Put dierently
still, a term n :W ⇒ Size consists of a natural number for every vertex of the cubeW , such that numbers
for path-adjacent vertices are equal. Writing n {ψ } for the vertex corresponding to ψ : () V +W , we
dene accordingly n 〈φ〉 {ψ } = n {+φ ◦ψ }. is implies that we have in general n {ψ } = n 〈ψ ′〉 {id()} for
anyψ ′ : ()VW such that +ψ ′ = ψ . Such aψ ′ always exists, e.g. ψ ′ = (ψ , 0/iP ∈W ). Hence, we will avoid
the {xy} notation and say that a term W  n : Size is determined by all of its vertices ()  n 〈φ〉 : Size
which are in fact functions N()V() but can be treated as naturals since () V () is a singleton. Every such
term n has the property that ()  n 〈φ〉 : Size is independent of how φ treats path variables, i.e. if +φ = +ψ ,
then n 〈φ〉 = n 〈ψ 〉.
To see that Size is discrete, pick (W , i : P)  n : Size. en n 〈0/i, i/〉 = n because +(0/i, i/) = id.
We deneW  0S : Size by seing ()  0S 〈φ〉 = 0 : Size for all φ : ()VW .
We deneW  ↑n : Size by seing ()  (↑n) 〈φ〉 = n 〈φ〉 + 1 : Size.
Assume we have +Γ ` P prop and Γ, p : P[ς] ` n : Size. en we dene Γ ` fill (p : P ?n) as follows:
pick γ : () ⇒ Γ. en we set fill (p : P ?n) [γ 〉 = n[γ ,?/p〉 if P[ς][γ 〉 = {?}, and fill (p : P ?n) [γ 〉 = 0 if
P[ς][γ 〉 = ∅. We need to show that this respects paths, i.e. if φ,ψ : () V W , γ : W ⇒ Γ and +φ = +ψ ,
then we should prove that fill (p : P ?n) [γφ〉 = fill (p : P ?n) [γψ 〉. First, we show that ςγφ = ςγψ . Since
ς decomposes as κ−1ς◦, it suces to show that κςγφ = κςγψ . Now we have
(219) κ+◦Γ ◦ ςΓ ◦ γ ◦ φ = α−1+ (ςΓ ◦ γ ◦ φ) ◦ ς() = α−1+ (ςΓ ◦ γ ) ◦ +φ ◦ ς(),
and similar for ψ , which proves the equality since +φ = +ψ . But this implies that P[ς][γφ〉 = P[ς][γψ 〉.
Since we also have n[γφ〉 = n[γψ 〉, we can conclude that fill respects paths.
For the equality expressing codiscreteness, assume the premises and pick γ : () ⇒ Γ. en we have
i[ςγ 〉 : () ⇒ I, which is either 0 or 1. Hence, ((i =I 0) ∨ (i =I 1)) [ς][γ 〉 = {?}, and we nd
(220) m[γ 〉 =m[pip][γ ,?〉 = n[pip][γ ,?〉 = n[γ 〉.
We deneW  m unionsq n : Size by seing ()  (m unionsq n) 〈φ〉 : Size equal to the maximum of m 〈φ〉 and
n 〈φ〉. 
We can easily li 0S, ↑ and unionsq to ]Size, e.g. we have m : Size ` ↑m : Size, whence ]m : ]Size ` ](↑m) :
]Size, and then using substitution we can derive
(221)
Γ ` n : ]Size
Γ ` ](↑m)[•,n/]m] : ]Size .
We will denote the laer term as ↑n. Similarly, we can li fill:
(222)
Γ ` P prop
[Γ ` [P prop+[Γ ` ([P)[ς−1] prop Γ, p : P ` n : ]Size[Γ, [p : [P ` ι−1(n[κ]) : Size
[Γ ` fill ([p : ([P)[ς−1] ? ι−1(n[κ])) : Size
Γ ` ι (fill ([p : ([P)[ς−1] ? ι−1(n[κ])) ) [κ]−1 : ]Size
We will denote this result as fill] (p : P ?n). Note that ς() and κ() are the identity. For γ : () ⇒ Γ, we have
fill] (p : P ?n) [γ 〉 = ι
(
fill
(
[p : ([P)[ς−1Γ] ? ι−1(n[κΓ])
))
[κΓ]−1[γ 〉
= ι
(
fill
(
[p : ([P)[ς−1Γ] ? ι−1(n[κΓ])
)) [
α+(γ ◦ ς()−1)
〉
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= ι
(
fill
(
[p : ([P)[ς−1Γ] ? ι−1(n[κΓ])
)) [
α+(γ )
〉
= α [
(
fill
(
[p : ([P)[ς−1Γ] ? ι−1(n[κΓ])
) [
α+(γ ) ◦ κ()
〉)
= α [
(
fill
(
[p : ([P)[ς−1Γ] ? ι−1(n[κΓ])
) [
α+(γ )
〉)
.
Now
(223) ([P)[ς−1Γ][ςΓ]
[
α+(γ )
〉
= ([P)
[
α+Γ
〉
= P[γ 〉.
So we make the expected case distinction: if P[γ 〉 = {?}, then
fill] (p : P ?n) [γ 〉 = α [
(
ι−1(n[κΓ])
[
α+(γ )
〉)
= n[κΓ]
[
α+(γ )
〉
= n[γ 〉.
If P[γ 〉 = ∅, then we just get 0. So while it looks ugly, this is precisely the construction we would
expect.
Proposition 5.5.2. We have an inequality proposition
(224)
Γ `m,n : ]Size
Γ `m ≤ n prop
that satises reexivity, transitivity, 0 ≤ n, ↑m ≤ ↑n if m ≤ n, fill] (p : P ?m) ≤ fill] (p : P ?n) if
m ≤ n, andm ≤ m unionsq n and n ≤ m unionsq n.
Proof. Assume we have W  α [(m),α [(n) : ]Size, i.e. [W  m,n : Size. en we set (α [(m) ≤
α [(n)) equal to {?} if ()  m 〈φ〉 ≤ n 〈φ〉 : Size for every φ : () V [W . Otherwise, we set it equal to ∅.
is can be shown to satisfy the required properties. 
Proposition 5.5.3. We have
(225)
(µ, β : µ → ]) ∈ {(¶, ιϑ ), (Id, ι), (], id)}
Γ, µn : µSize ` A type
Γ ` f : Π(µn : µSize). (Π(µm : µSize).(↑ β(µm) ≤ β(µn)) → A[µm/µn]) → A
Γ ` fixµ f : Π(µn : µSize).A
(where we omit weakening and other uninteresting parts of substitutions).
Proof. We dene fixµ f = λµn. f µn (λµm.λp.fixµ f µm) (where we omit weakening substitutions),
which we will prove to be a well-founded denition by induction essentially on the greatest vertex of µn.
µ = Id: Pick γ : W ⇒ Γ and n : W ⇒ Size. Let ω : () V W aain a maximal vertex n 〈ω〉 of
n. We show that we can dene (fix f )[γ 〉 · n as f [γ 〉 · n · (λm.λp.fix f m)[γ 〉, assuming that
(fix f )[γ 〉 ·m is already dened for all m : W ⇒ Size such that all vertices of m are less than
n 〈ω〉. In other words, we have to show that (λm.λp.fix f m)[γ 〉 is already dened. But this
function is determined completely by dening terms of the form (λm.λp.fix f m)[γ 〉 · m · p,
where W  m : Size and W  p : ↑ι(m) ≤ ι(n). Note that ι(m) = α [(m 〈κ〉). e existence of
p then implies that m 〈κφ〉 + 1 ≤ n 〈κφ〉 for all φ : () V [W . Since any ψ : () V W factors as
ψ = ψ ◦ κ() = κW ◦ [ψ , we can conlude that all vertices of m are less than the corresponding
ones of n, hence less than n 〈ω〉. en (fix f )[γ 〉 ·m is already dened, and one can show that
(226) (λm.λp.fix f m)[γ 〉 ·m · p = (fix f )[γ 〉 ·m.
Hence, the denition is well-founded.
µ = ]: Pick γ : W ⇒ Γ and α [(n) : W ⇒ ]Size, i.e. n : [W ⇒ Size. Let ω : () V [W aain
a maximal vertex n 〈ω〉 of n. We show that we can dene (fix] f )[γ 〉 · α [(n) as f [γ 〉 · α [(n) ·
(λ]m.λp.fix] f ]m)[γ 〉. So all (λ]m.λp.fix] f ]m)[γ 〉 ·m · p = (fix] f )[γ 〉 ·m have to be dened.
But the existence ofW  p : α [(m + 1) ≤ α [(n) asserts that (fix] f )[γ 〉 ·m is already dened by
the induction hypothesis.
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µ = ¶: Analogous. 
5.5.2.2. e type Size. We can now proceed with the interpration of Size in ParamDTT. Just like with
Nat, the interpretation of 0S, ↑ and unionsq is entirely straightforward. For t-Size-ll, we havet
Γ ` P : F Γ, P ` n : Size
Γ ` fill (P ?n) : Size t-Size-ll
|
=
JΓK ` JPK : PropD+ JΓK ` ElDJPK prop
]+ JΓK ` ]ElDJPK prop+ JΓK ` (]ElDJPK)[ι] prop JΓK , p : (]ElDJPK)[]ς][ι] ` JnK : SizeJΓK ` fill (p : (]ElDJPK)[ι] ? JnK) : Size
en we can also interpet t=-Size-codisc.
5.5.2.3. e inequality type. e inequality type is interpreted as
(227)
t
Γ `m,n : El Size
Γ `m ≤ n : ElU0 t-≤
|
=
JΓK ` JmK , JnK : Size+ JΓK ` JmK [ς]−1, JnK [ς]−1 : Size
]+ JΓK ` ](JmK [ς]−1), ](JnK [ς]−1) : ]Size
]+ JΓK ` ](JmK [ς]−1) ≤ ](JnK [ς]−1) propJΓK ` p](JmK [ς]−1) ≤ ](JnK [ς]−1)qDD : UDD0
We have JElm ≤ nK = ] JmK ≤ ] JnK, and JElm ≤ nK [ι] = ]! JmK ≤ ]! JnK.
As an example of how we interpret simple inequality axioms, we take the following:
(228)
t
] \ Γ ` n : El Size
Γ ` zero≤ n : El 0 ≤ n t-≤-zero
|
=
JΓK ` ]! JnK : ]SizeJΓK ` ? : 0S ≤ ]! JnK .
e lling rule is a bit more complicated. We need to prove
(229)
] \ Γ ` P : F ] \ Γ, P `m,n : Size Γ, P ` e : m ≤ n
Γ ` fill≤ (P ? e) : fill (P ?m) ≤ fill (P ?n) t-≤-ll.
First, we unpack the proposition (see the section on face predicates):
(230)
J] \ Γ ` P : FK = (J] \ ΓK ` JPK : PropD)JΓK ` (]ElD JPK)[]ς][ι] prop .
We have JΓK , p : (]ElD JPK)[]ς][ι] ` JeK : ]!m ≤ ]!n, and we need to prove
(231) JΓK ` . . . : ]! (fill (p : (]ElDJPK)[ι] ? JmK)) ≤ ]! (fill (p : (]ElDJPK)[ι] ? JnK)) .
Now, precisely in those cases where the fills evaluate to JmK and JnK respectively, we have evidence that
]! JmK ≤ ]! JnK. is allows us to construct the conclusion.
5.5.2.4. e fix rule. e x rule
Γ,nν : El Size ` El A type
Γ ` f : El Πν (n : Size) .(Πν (m : Size) .(↑m ≤ n) → A[m/n]) → A
Γ ` fixν f : El Πν (n : Size) .A t-x
is interpreted as
(232)
(ν , β : ν → ]) ∈ {(¶, ιϑ ), (Id, ι), (], id)}JΓK , νn : νSize ` JEl AK [ι] dtypeJΓK ` Jf K : Π(νn : νSize).(Π(νm : νSize).(β(νm) ≤ β(νn)) → JEl AK [ι][νm/νn]) → JEl AK [ι]JΓK ` fixν Jf K : Π(νn : νSize). JEl AK [ι] .
Since the model supports the denitional version of the equality axiom for fix, the axiom itself can be
interpreted as an instance of reexivity.
Part 3
A Presheaf Model of Dependent Type eory
with Degrees of Relatedness
CHAPTER 6
Finite-depth cubical sets
In our paper [ND18], we present a multi-mode type theory, where we assign every type and every
judgement a depth n where n+1 ∈ N is the number of relations available in the type, and we assign every
dependency a modality which suits the depth of its domain and codomain.
In this chapter, we build the presheaf category Cuben of depth n cubical sets as a model for the depth
n fragment of our type theory, and for every modality µ : m → n available in the type theory, we build a
CwF morphism F : Cubem → Cuben between the corresponding presheaf categories.
e le division operation in the type system is modelled by another CwF morphism that is le
adjoint to the modality by which we divide.
Because we use BCM-style operators in the paper [BCM15, Mou16], we need the separated product
to model context extension with an interval variable; a concept which only exists for cubical sets that
have no operation for taking the diagonal. Because we want le division to preserve the structure of
contexts, we need to show that the functors interpreting le divisions, preserve the separated product.
6.1. e category of cubes of depth n
In section 3.1, we dened the category of cubes Cube, whose objects were cubes with just one avour
of dimensions. In section 3.2, we dened bridge/path cubes, which had two avours: bridge dimensions
and path dimensions. Here we dene the category Cuben of cubes of depth n, where n + 1 ∈ N. A cube
of depth n has n + 1 avours of dimensions, called 0-bridges up to n-bridges, where 0-bridges will also be
called paths.
e denition is self-evident: a cube of depth n is a set of variablesW0 ⊆ ℵ equipped with a function
W0 → {0, . . . ,n} that assigns a avour to every dimension. However, we denote it in a more type-
theoretic style as
(233) W = (i1 : Ln1M, . . . , ik : Lnk M).
In particular, since there can only be a function W → {} if W = ∅, the only cube of depth −1 is the
0-dimensional cube ().
A face map φ : V VW assigns to every variable (i : LnM) ∈W a variable (i 〈φ〉 : LmM) ∈ V such that
m ≥ n. Hence, whenm ≥ n, we can think of LmM as a subtype of LnM.
Note that Point  Cube−1, Cube  Cube0 and BPCube  Cube1.
6.2. Reshuling functors
A cubical set of depth n is a presheaf Γ over Cuben . ey are collected in the presheaf categoryCuben . We can think of Γ as a set equipped with n + 1 proof-relevant relations, as well as, of course,
the equality relation. In intuitive discussions, we will write i · Γ to refer to the i-bridge relation and = · Γ
to refer to the equality relation on Γ. We will also write Γ = (= · Γ |0 · Γ, . . . ,n · Γ). Note that equality
implies path-connectedness due to the existence of the face map (i/) : (i : L0M) → (), and that m-
bridge-connectedness implies n-bridge-connectedness when m ≤ n due to the existence of the face map
(iLnM/iLmM) : (i : LnM) → (i : LmM). We will denote this intuitively as (= · Γ) ⊆ 0 · Γ ⊆ . . .n · Γ.
In this section, we construct a family of functors F : Cubem → Cuben called reshuling functors
that essentially reshue the relations that a presheaf Γ consists of. is family will contain, among others,
the functors u,M,unionsq,O,, +, [, ] and ¶.
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6.2.1. Reshuling functors on cubical sets, intuitively. A reshuing functor F : Cubem →Cuben is specied up to isomorphism by a monotonically increasing function
(234) F : {= ≤ 0 ≤ . . . ≤ n} → {= ≤ 0 ≤ . . . ≤ m ≤ >} : k 7→ k · F .
and will also be denoted as F = 〈= · F |0 · F , . . . ,n · F 〉. Its action on a presheaf is dened intuitively by
i · FΓ = (i · F ) · Γ, where > · Γ is understood to be the total relation ‘true’ on Γ. Composition is then given
by i · (F ◦ G) = (i · F ) · G, where > · G is understood to mean >. If = · F , (=), this means that F will
identify all (= · F )-bridge-connected points in Γ.
For example:
(235) 〈0|1, 3,>〉Γ = (0 · Γ |1 · Γ, 3 · Γ,> · Γ).
Thesis 6.2.1. A pair of reshuing functors L : Cuben → Cubem and R : Cubem → Cuben is adjoint
(L a R) if and only if
(236) ∀i ∈ {=, 0, . . . ,n,>} , j ∈ {=, 0, . . . ,m,>} .i ≤ j · L⇔ i · R ≤ j .
By consequence:
• A reshuing functor R has a le adjoint L if and only if (= · R) = (=), where j · L is the
greatest index i ∈ {=, 0, . . . ,n,>} such that i · R ≤ j (even when j = >).
• A reshuing functor L has a right adjoint R if and only if j · L < > for all j < >, where i ·R
is the least index j ∈ {=, 0, . . . ,m,>} such that i ≤ j · L (even when i = >).
Example 6.2.2. For example, we have the following chain of adjunctions between Cube3 and Cube2:
(237) 〈0|0, 2, 3〉 a 〈=|=, 1, 1, 2〉 a 〈=|1, 1, 3〉 a 〈=|0, 0, 2, 2〉 a 〈=|0, 2, 2〉 a 〈=|0, 1, 1,>〉.
To see this in action, consider the following table. In every row, we have a functor L, which we apply
to a general object S of the domain of L to obtain an object LS of its codomain. e 7→ arrow indicates
which is which. In the row below, we apply the right adjoint R, which of course has domain and
codomain swapped, to a general objectT . One observes that the presheaf maps LS → T correspond
to the presheaf maps S → RT . Recall that the relations are always ordered from strict to liberal.
(238)
functor ∈ Cube3 ∈ Cube2
〈0|0, 2, 3〉 (A= |A0,A1,A2,A3) 7→ (A0 |A0,A2,A3)
⊥ ↓  ↓
〈=|=, 1, 1, 2〉 (B= |B=,B1,B1,B2) ← [ (B= |B0,B1,B2)
⊥ ↓  ↓
〈=|1, 1, 3〉 (C= |C0,C1,C2,C3) 7→ (C= |C1,C1,C3)
⊥ ↓  ↓
〈=|0, 0, 2, 2〉 (D= |D0,D0,D2,D2) ← [ (D= |D0,D1,D2)
⊥ ↓  ↓
〈=|0, 2, 2〉 (E= |E0,E1,E2,E3) 7→ (E= |E0,E2,E2)
⊥ ↓  ↓
〈=|0, 1, 1,>〉 (F= |F0, F1, F1,>) ← [ (F= |F0, F1, F2)
For example, in the rst adjunction, on the le we see that:
= Equality in A implies equality in B (which follows from the condition for 0 since A= ⊆ A0).
0 A path in A implies equality in B.
1 A 1-bridge in A implies a 1-bridge in B (which follows from the condition for 2 since A1 ⊆
A2).
2 A 2-bridge in A implies a 1-bridge in B.
3 A 3-bridge in A implies a 2-bridge in B.
On the right, we get:
= A path in A implies equality in B.
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0 A path in A implies a path in B (which follows from the condition for = since B= ⊆ B0).
1 A 2-bridge in A implies a 1-bridge in B.
2 A 3-bridge in A implies a 2-bridge in B.
So on both sides, we have the same non-redundant properties.
Example 6.2.3 (Cube and BPCube). e category of cubical sets Cube is isomorphic to Cube0, and
the category of bridge/path cubical sets BPCube is isomorphic to Cube1, where the paths are the
0-bridges and the bridges are the 1-bridges. e functors from part 2 are all reshuing functors:
(239)
functor ∈ Cube1 ∈ Cube0
u = 〈0|1〉 (A= |A0,A1) 7→ (A0 |A1) quotient by path relation
⊥ ↓  ↓
M = 〈=|=, 0〉 (B= |B=,B0) ← [ (B= |B0) add discrete paths
⊥ ↓  ↓
unionsq = 〈=|1〉 (C= |C0,C1) 7→ (C= |C1) forget paths
⊥ ↓  ↓
O = 〈=|0, 0〉 (D= |D0,D0) ← [ (D= |D0) add codisc. paths / disc. bridges
⊥ ↓  ↓
 = 〈=|0〉 (E= |E0,E1) 7→ (E= |E0) forget bridges
⊥ ↓  ↓
3 = 〈=|0,>〉 (F= |F0,>) ← [ (F= |F0) add codiscrete bridges
is yields 5 adjoint endofunctors on Cube1:
(240)
functor ∈ Cube1 ∈ Cube1+ = Mu = 〈0|0, 1〉 (A= |A0,A1) 7→ (A0 |A0,A1) quotient by path relation
⊥ ↓  ↓
[ = Munionsq = 〈=|=, 1〉 (B= |B=,B1) ←[ (B= |B0,B1) discrete paths
⊥ ↓  ↓
] = Ounionsq = 〈=|1, 1〉 (C= |C0,C1) 7→ (C= |C1,C1) codiscrete paths
⊥ ↓  ↓
¶ = O = 〈=|0, 0〉 (D= |D0,D0) ←[ (D= |D0,D1) discrete bridges
⊥ ↓  ↓
% = 3 = 〈=|0,>〉 (E= |E0,E1) 7→ (E= |E0,>) codiscrete bridges
6.2.2. e 2-poset of reshules. In this section, we construct the simplest seing in which we
can formally phrase thesis 6.2.1: a category whose objects are just cube depths and whose morphisms are
formal reshuing functor specications. en, we phrase the lemma and prove it.
Denition 6.2.4. A 2-poset, (1, 2)-category or poset-enriched category C consists of:
• A set of objects Obj(C),
• For each x ,y ∈ Obj(C), a poset of morphisms Hom(x ,y),
• For each x ∈ Obj(C), an identity morphism idx ∈ Hom(x ,x),
• For each x ,y, z ∈ Obj(C), an increasing map ◦ : Hom(y, z) × Hom(x ,y) → Hom(x , z),
such that ◦ is associative and unital with respect to id.
Denition 6.2.5. In a 2-poset, we say that a morphism L ∈ Hom(x ,y) is le adjoint to R ∈
Hom(y,x) (L a R) if idx ≤ RL and LR ≤ idy . In that case, we have L = LRL and R = RLR.
Lemma 6.2.6. In a 2-poset, if L a R and L′ a R, then L = L′. e dual result also holds.
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Proof. We have
(241) L ≤ LRL′ ≤ L′ ≤ L′RL ≤ L.
Denition 6.2.7. We dene the 2-poset of reshules Reshule as follows:
• Obj(Reshule) = {n | n + 1 ∈ N},
• Hom(m,n) is the set of reshules fromm to n, i.e. increasing functions
(242) F : {= ≤ 0 ≤ . . . ≤ n} → {= ≤ 0 ≤ . . . ≤ m ≤ >} : k 7→ k · F .
denoted as F = 〈= · F |0 · F , . . . ,n · F 〉. We say that F ≤ G whenever i · F ≤ i ·G for all
i ∈ {=, 0, . . . ,n}.
• idn = 〈=|0, . . . ,n〉.
• G ◦ F is dened by i · (G ◦ F ) = (i ·G) · F where we dene > · F = >.
Sometimes, we need to consider only reshues that have at least a certain number of le/right
adjoints. e 2-posets that contain only those reshues (with the same order relation) will be de-
noted as Reshule◦◦•◦, where the number of white bullets on the le/right is the minimal number
of le/right adjoints.
Lemma 6.2.8. A pair of reshues L ∈ Hom(n,m) and R ∈ Hom(m,n) is adjoint (L a R) if and only if
(243) ∀i ∈ {=, 0, . . . ,n,>} , j ∈ {=, 0, . . . ,m,>} .i ≤ j · L⇔ i · R ≤ j .
By consequence:
• A reshue R has a le adjoint L if and only if (= ·R) = (=), where j · L is the greatest index
i ∈ {=, 0, . . . ,n,>} such that i · R ≤ j (even when j = >).
• A reshue L has a right adjoint R if and only if j · L < > for all j < >, where i · R is the
least index j ∈ {=, 0, . . . ,m,>} such that i ≤ j · L (even when i = >).
Proof. First, assume that we have reshues L ∈ Hom(m,n) and R ∈ Hom(n,m) satisfying
(244) ∀i ∈ {=, 0, . . . ,m,>} , j ∈ {=, 0, . . . ,n,>} .i ≤ j · L⇔ i · R ≤ j .
We show that L a R, i.e. that idm ≤ RL and LR ≤ idn .
To see the former, we need to show that for all i , we have i ≤ (i ·R) ·L which is equivalent to i ·R ≤ i ·R
and hence true.
To see the laer, we need to show that for all j, we have (j ·L) ·R ≤ j which is equivalent to j ·L ≤ j ·L
and hence true.
Conversely, assume that L a R. en we have
i ≤ j · L⇒ i · R ≤ j · LR ≤ j,(245)
i · R ≤ j ⇒ i ≤ i · RL ≤ j · L,(246)
so all adjoint pairs satisfy the given equivalence.
e equivalence is unsatisable if (= · R) , (=), because then (= · L) is undened.
It is also unsatisable if m · L = > or (= · L) = > because then we get > · R < > which contradicts
the denition > · R := >. 
Corollary 6.2.9. A reshue F ∈ Hom(m,n) withm,n ≥ 0 has
1 le adjoint ⇔ (= · F ) = (=) F = 〈=|. . .〉
2 le adjoints ⇔ (= · F ) = (=) ∧ 0 · F ≥ 0 F = 〈=|≥ 0, . . .〉
3 le adjoints ⇔ (= · F ) = (=) ∧ 0 · F = 0 F = 〈=|0, . . .〉
1 right adjoint ⇔ n · F < > F = 〈. . .|. . . , < >〉
2 right adjoints ⇔ n · F =m F = 〈. . .|. . . ,m〉
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When either domain or codomain is −1 and the other is not, we give exhaustive lists:
Hom(−1,n) Hom(m,−1)
1 le adjoint 〈=|=, . . . ,=,>, . . . ,>〉 〈=|〉
2 le adjoints 〈=|>, . . . ,>〉 〈=|〉
3 le adjoints 〈=|>, . . . ,>〉 none
1 right adjoint 〈=|=, . . . ,=〉 〈< >|〉
2 right adjoints 〈=|=, . . . ,=〉 〈m |〉
e only reshues of type Hom(−1,−1) are 〈=|〉 and 〈>|〉; the former is the identity and hence
self-adjoint, the laer has neither a le nor a right adjoint.
Proof. e characterization of having a single adjoint comes immediately from 6.2.8. In order to
have n + 1 adjoints, a reshue needs to have n adjoints and the same needs to hold for its adjoint. Going
through the characterization of adjoint reshues then inevitably leads to the data above. 
6.2.3. Reshuling functors on cubes. In this section, we want to dene reshuing functors be-
tween categories of cubes. Let F be a reshue with right adjointG. We know that a dening substitution
(i : LnM) ⇒ Γ expresses an n-bridge in Γ. However, what does a dening substitution F (i : LnM) ⇒ ∆
express? By using the ‘right adjoint’ G = F † (see proposition 2.2.4 and lemma 2.2.5), we know that this
corresponds to a dening substitution (i : LnM) ⇒ G∆, which we know is an (n ·G)-bridge in ∆ (or, if
n ·G = (=), equality in ∆). Hence, we should set F (i : LnM) := (i : Ln ·GM) (or, if n ·G = (=), we should set
F (i : LnM) := () so that F identies source and target of every n-bridge). is requires that F has a right
adjoint G, and that G does not contain >, because L>M is not an available dimension avour.1 In other
words, F must have two further right adjoints, i.e. n · F =m by corollary 6.2.9. Since a 2-poset is a special
case of a 2-category, with a unique morphism F → G whenever F ≤ G, we can consider 2-functors from
a 2-poset to a 2-category.
Denition 6.2.10. Let Reshule•◦◦ be the sub-2-poset of Reshule that only contains reshues that
have 2 right adjoints in Reshule (a property which is closed under identity and substitution). We
have a 2-functor Cube : Reshule•◦◦ → Cat dened as follows:
• e object n is mapped to the category Cuben .
• e reshue F with right adjoint G is mapped to a functor, also denoted F , which maps a
cube (W , i : LnM) to
– (FW , i : Ln ·GM) if n ·G , (=),
– FW if n ·G = (=).
and a face map (φ, jLmM/iLnM), where necessarily we havem ≥ n, to
– (Fφ, jLm ·GM/iLn ·GM) ifm ·G ≥ n ·G > (=),
– (Fφ, jLm ·GM/) (or more accurately Fφ in case j occurs again inφ) ifm ·G > n ·G = (=),
– Fφ ifm ·G = n ·G = (=).
Functors arising this way are called reshuling functors on cubes.
• Whenever F ≤ F ′ (with F a G and F ′ a G ′, implying that G ′ ≤ G), we associate to this a
natural transformation ι : F → F ′ which sends the cube (W , i : LnM) to the face map
– (ιW , iLn ·GM/iLn ·G′M) : (FW , i : Ln ·GM) → (F ′W , i : Ln ·G ′M) if n ·G ≥ n ·G ′ > (=),
– (ιW , iLn ·GM/) : (FW , i : Ln ·GM) → F ′W if n ·G > n ·G ′ = (=),
– ιW : FW → F ′W if n ·G = n ·G ′ = (=).
Natural transformations arising in this way are called reshule casts of cubes.
is is straightforwardly veried to be a well-dened 2-functor.
1Suppose we had cubes such as (i : L>M). en a dening substitution (i : L>M) ⇒ Γ would consist of a source and a target
that satisfy ‘true’. is means that a dening substitution with domain (i : L>M) is completely determined by its source and target.
If we want to enforce that condition for all presheaves, we have to move to a sheaf model of type theory. Categories of sheaves
can be given the structure of a CwF, but the naive implementation of the universe satises the sheaf condition in general only up
to isomorphism [XE16], causing further complications. For this reason, we want to avoid having to use a sheaf model.
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Note that 2-functors in general preserve adjointness of morphisms; this is trivial from the characterization
of adjointness using unit and co-unit. By consequence, if F a G in Reshule, then we automatically know
that F a G as reshuing functors on cubes, with the reshue casts as their unit and co-unit.
e following lemma generalizes lemma 3.3.4:
Lemma 6.2.11. Let F , F ′ : Cubem → Cuben be two reshuing functors. en all natural transfor-
mations ν : F → F ′ are equal to a (the) reshue cast.
Proof. Pick a natural transformation ν : F → F ′. By the same reasoning as in the proof of
lemma 3.3.4, ν is completely determined and substitutes every variable of FW ′ with the variable of FW
that goes by the same name.
We show that ν = ι. It is sucient to show that F ≤ F ′, since in that case ι exists and is therefore equal
to ν . Let F a G and F ′ a G ′, then we may equivalently show thatG ′ ≤ G. SinceG andG ′ have a le adjoint,
we know that (= ·G ′) = (= ·G) = (=). Now pick k ∈ {0, . . . ,m}. en we get ν : F (i : LkM) → F ′(i : LkM).
Several cases are possible:
• If k ·G = (=), then F (i : LkM) = (). Since ν substitutes variables for themselves, this must mean
that F ′(i : LkM) = () as well, i.e. k ·G ′ = (=).
• If k ·G ′ = (=), then necessarily it is less than or equal to k ·G.
• If k ·G , (=) and k ·G ′ , (=), then we have ν = (i/i) : (i : Lk ·GM) → (i : Lk ·G ′M), which is
only possible if k ·G ′ ≤ k ·G. 
6.2.4. Reshuling functors on cubical sets, formally. In this section, we try to dene reshuf-
ing functors between cubical set categories. e modalities available internally will be the reshues that
have two le adjoints; we call these right reshuling functors. In order to model le division, we need
to consider the le adjoint of any modality (in the paper [ND18] this is called a contramodality), so we will
also consider reshuing functors that have a le and a right adjoint; we call these central reshuling
functors. However, the reshues that have no le adjoint, i.e. those that redene the equality relation,
have no role to play in the general modality structure. e reshue un0 = 〈0|1, . . . ,n〉 : n → n − 1 will
also be needed as a functor on cubical sets, in order to reason about the universe and in order to model
existential quantication, but we will treat it separately in section 7.2.3.
From section 2.2, we know that a functor F : V →W gives rise to three functors F̂ a F † a F‡ where
F̂ , F‡ : V̂ → Ŵ and F † : Ŵ → V̂ . Here, the functor F̂ (which we did not give a general construction
for) extends F in the sense that F̂ ◦ y  y ◦ F (lemma 2.2.5). is functor is not necessarily a morphism of
CwFs, but F † is a strict morphism of CwFs (theorem 2.2.1) and F‡ is a (possibly non-strict) morphism of
CwFs (proposition 2.2.9).
If we have F a G, then we know that F † a G†. By uniqueness of the adjoint, this gives us F̂ a Ĝ  F † a
G†  F‡ a G‡. In other words, every chain of n adjoint functors between two base categories, gives us a
chain of n + 2 adjoint functors between the presheaf categories, the rst n of which extend the original
ones.
Denition 6.2.12. We have a 2-functor Cube : Reshule◦•◦ → Cat dened as follows:
• e object n is mapped to the category Cuben .
• e reshue F with le adjoint L is mapped to L†, which we also denote F . Functors arising
this way are called central reshuling functors on cubical sets.
• Whenever F ≤ F ′ (with L a F and L′ a F ′, implying that L′ ≤ L), we associate to this a nat-
ural transformation ι : F → F ′ which is the liing ι† of ι : L′→ L. Natural transformations
arising in this way are called (central) reshule casts of cubes.
is is straightforwardly veried to be a well-dened 2-functor.
Proposition 6.2.13. Let F , F ′ : Cubem → Cuben be two central reshuing functors. en all
natural transformations ν : F → F ′ are equal to a (the) reshue cast.
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Proof. is follows immediately from lemma 3.3.7 and lemma 6.2.11. 
Denition 6.2.14. We have a pseudofunctor (2-functor that respects identity and composition only
up to coherent isomorphism) Cube : Reshule◦◦• → Cat dened as follows:
• e object n is mapped to the category Cuben .
• e reshue F with le adjoints K a L a F is mapped to K‡, which we also denote F .
Functors arising this way are called right reshuling functors on cubical sets.
• Whenever F ≤ F ′ (with K a L a F and K ′ a L′ a F ′, implying that K ≤ K ′), we associate
to this a natural transformation ι : F → F ′ which is the liing ι‡ of ι : K → K ′. Natural
transformations arising in this way are called (right) reshule casts of cubes.
e following lemmas imply that this is a well-dened pseudofunctor.
Lemma 6.2.15. e operation dened in denition 6.2.14 preserves identity and composition up to
(a priori possibly incoherent) isomorphism.
Proof. Since both id‡ and Id are right adjoint to id† = Id, they are isomorphic.
Since both (G ◦ F )‡ and G‡ ◦ F‡ are right adjoint to (G ◦ F )† = F † ◦G†, they are isomorphic. 
Proposition 6.2.16. Let F , F ′ : Cubem → Cuben be two right reshuing functors. en all natural
transformations ν : F → F ′ are equal to a (the) reshue cast.
Proof. Note that, if L a R, then natural transformationsG → HL correspond to natural transforma-
tions GR → H . Hence, if K a L a F and K ′ a L′ a F ′, then we have
(247) (F → F ′) = (K‡ → K ′‡)  (Id→ K ′‡K†)  (K ′† → K†).
en the result follows from proposition 6.2.13. 
Proposition 6.2.17. e restrictions of the 2-functor dened in denition 6.2.12 and the pseudo-
functor dened in denition 6.2.14 to the 2-poset Reshule◦◦•◦, are isomorphic.
We will consider F = L† a strict equality, and F  K‡ merely an isomorphism, to avoid confusion when
both are dened.
Proof. Let K a L a F a R. en K‡  L† as both are right adjoint to K†. is isomorphism is natural,
by uniqueness of reshue casts. 
We could similarly dene le reshuing functors; however we do not do so as we will only need
un0 : Cuben → Cuben−1.
Theorem 6.2.18 (No maze theorem). Under very general conditions on the reshuing functors
F ,G,H ,K , all natural transformations
(248) Hom(F xy,Gxy) → Hom(Hxy,Kxy),
are equal. A specication of the precise conditions would be less comprehensible than the proof
below, from which the conditions can be inferred.
is theorem states that we oen need not, as we construct a natural transformation, leave a notational
trail of crumbs to express how we got where we are: all roads to the same destination are equal; our
model is not a maze.
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Proof. We assume that F has a right adjoint R; if G has a le adjoint L, we can proceed in a similar
fashion. en Hom(F xy,Gxy)  Hom(xy,RGxy), so it suces to consider natural transformations
(249) ζ : Hom(xy,G ′xy) → Hom(Hxy,Kxy)
where G ′ = RG.
Applying ζ to id : G ′Γ → G ′Γ, we get νΓ := ζ (id) : HG ′Γ → KΓ. Hence, we have a natural
transformation ν : HG ′ → K . Moreover, ν determines ζ ; indeed, ζ (σ ) = ζ (id ◦ σ ) = ζ (id) ◦ HG ′σ =
ν ◦ HG ′σ .
us, it suces to show that all natural transformations ν : H ′ → K are equal, where H ′ = HG ′.
We ultimately want to use uniqueness of central or right reshuing casts. If H ′ contains some central
reshuing functors on the outside, we can bring these to the right as right reshuing functors. If K
contains some central reshuing functors on the inside, we can use naturality to bring these to the le
as right reshuing functors. 
Remark 6.2.19 (No maze principle). We will use the no maze theorem as a legitimation for not both-
ering to prove equality of transformations that fundamentally do nothing and arose as compositions
of reshue casts. e no maze theorem says that under very general conditions, such transforma-
tions are necessarily equal. But we stretch its interpretation, and conclude that even when other
transformations are around, those transformations must be rather contrived, so when dealing with
non-contrived transformations, we will assume equality without proof.
6.2.5. Some useful reshules. Before we proceed, we will give names to some useful reshues.
e reshue um[0, `] quotients out the relations at positions 0 up to ` (or equivalently just the one at
`) from a presheaf of depthm. We require ` ≥ −1 andm ≥ `.
um[0,−1] := 〈=|0, . . . ,m〉 = id : m →m, (` = −1),(250)
um[0, `] := 〈` |` + 1, . . . ,m〉 : m →m − (` + 1), (` ≥ 0).
e discrete reshue Mm[k+1, `] inserts the strictest possible relations at positions k + 1 up to `, obtaining
a presheaf of depth m. We require k + 1 ≥ 0, ` ≥ k (if ` = k then we obtain the identity reshue) and
m ≥ `.
Mm[0, `] := 〈=|=, . . . ,=, 0, . . . ,m − (`+)〉 : m − (` + 1) →m, (k + 1 = 0),(251)
Mm[k+1, `] := 〈=|0, . . . ,k,k, . . . ,k,k + 1, . . . ,m − (` − k)〉 : m − (` − k) →m, (k + 1 > 0).
e forgetful reshue unionsqm[k+1, `] forgets the relations k + 1 up to ` in a presheaf of depth m. It has the
same requirements on k, ` andm.
unionsqm[k+1, `] := 〈=|0, . . . ,k, ` + 1, . . . ,m〉 : m →m − (` − k).(252)
e codiscrete reshue Om[k+1, `] inserts the most liberal relations possible at positions k + 1 up to `,
obtaining a presheaf of depthm. It has the same requirements on k, ` andm.
Om[k+1, `] := 〈=|0, . . . ,k,k + 1, . . . ,k + 1,k + 1, . . . ,m − (` − k)〉 : m − (` − k) →m, (` < m),(253)
Om[k+1,m] := 〈=|0, . . . ,k,>, . . . ,>〉 : k →m, (` =m).
Note that, if both exist, we have Mm[k+1, `] = O
m
[k, `−1]. For each of the functors that are indexed with an
interval, if both ends of the interval are equal (k + 1 = `), then we write e.g. Mm
`
= Mm[`,`] : m − 1 → m.
We have
um[0, `] a Mm[0, `] a unionsqm[0, `] a Om[0, `], (k + 1 = 0),(254)
. . . a Om[k, `−1] = Mm[k+1, `] a unionsqm[k+1, `] a Om[k+1, `], (k + 1 > 0).
Furthermore, the following equations hold:
(255) um[0, `] ◦ Mm[0, `] = id, unionsqm[k+1, `]Mm[k+1, `] = id, unionsqm[k+1, `]Om[k+1, `] = id.
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Example 6.2.20. In example 6.2.3 and part 2, we had
u  u10 = 〈0|1〉 : 1→ 0(256)
a M  M10 = 〈=|=, 0〉 : 0→ 1
a unionsq  unionsq10 = 〈=|1〉 : 1→ 0
a O  O10 = M11 = 〈=|0, 0〉 : 0→ 1
a   unionsq11 = 〈=|0〉 : 1→ 0
a 3  O11 = 〈=|0,>〉 : 0→ 1.
We have uM  unionsqM = unionsqO = O = 3 = 〈=|0〉 = Id.
CHAPTER 7
Fibrancy
In order to support the identity extension lemma of parametricity [Rey83], we need to be able to
interpret dependent type theory in a model that uses only discrete types. In this chapter, we show that
basic type constructions preserve discreteness, and we also prove a few other intermediate results. Some
results we prove not for discreteness specically, but for general robust notions of brancy, of which
discreteness is an instance. e concept of robustness is to our knowledge novel.
7.1. Robust notions of brancy
7.1.1. Robust notions of brancy.
Denition 7.1.1. Let C be any category. Its arrow category Arr(C) is the functor space C {•→•} ,
i.e. the objects are the morphisms of C, and the morphisms are commutative squares.
Denition 7.1.2. Let C be a category. A class of morphisms in C is any category I together with
a functor I → Arr(C) that is an isobrationa.
aMeaning, essentially, that if a morphism belongs to a given class, then all morphisms isomorphic to it, also belong to that
same class.
Denition 7.1.3. Let C be a category and i : I → Arr(C) a class of morphisms. A right liing
operation r for a morphism φ : x → y provides a diagonal for every diagram of the form
(257) a //
i(η)

x
φ

b //
r (η)
@@
y
naturally in η ∈ I. e category of morphisms φ equipped with right liing operations, forms a new
class of morphisms R(I) (where the morphism-squares are dened in the obvious way).
We dually dene le liing operations and the class L(I).
Denition 7.1.4. A class of morphisms i : I → C has pullbacks if, for every η ∈ I such that
i(η) : a → b and every φ : b ′→ b, there is a morphism η[φ] → η that is mapped to a pullback square
(258) a[φ] //
i(η[φ])

a
i(η)

b ′ φ // b,
naturally in b ′.
Denition 7.1.5. A class of morphisms is robust if it is of the form R(I), where I has pullbacks.
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7.1.2. Amodel with only brant types. In this section, we will show that if we restrict the general
presheaf CwF Ŵ to those types T for which pi : Γ.T → Γ belongs to a xed robust class of morphisms
R(I), called brations, then we obtain again a CwF ŴFib. Morphisms of the class I → Ŵ will be called
horn inclusions.
7.1.2.1. e category with families ŴFib.
Lemma 7.1.6. ŴFib is a well-dened category with families (see denition 1.1.2).
Proof. e only thing we need to prove in order to show this is that Ty still has a morphism part,
i.e. that brancy is preserved under substitution.
So pick a substitution σ : Θ → Γ and a brant type Γ ` T ype. Pick a horn inclusion η : Λ → ∆.
en we need to nd a diagonal the square on the le:
(259) Λ //
η

Θ.T [σ ] σ+ //
pi

Γ.T
pi

∆ //
CC 99
Θ σ
// Γ.
However, we know that there is a diagonal ∆ → Γ.T , by brancy of T . Since Θ.T [σ ] is a pullback (as is
easy to show), we get the required liing. 
7.1.2.2. Dependent sums.
Lemma 7.1.7. e category with families ŴFib supports dependent sums.
Proof. One can easily show that Γ.ΣAB  Γ.A.B, where Γ.ΣAB pi−→ Γ corresponds to Γ.A.B pi−→
Γ.A
pi−→ Γ. Since a composition of brations is again a bration (as the liing operations can be composed),
and isomorphisms are brations, we can conclude that ΣAB is brant if A and B are. 
7.1.2.3. Dependent products.
Lemma 7.1.8. e category with families ŴFib supports dependent products.
In fact, the proof of this lemma proves something stronger:
Lemma 7.1.9. Given a context Γ, an arbitrary type Γ ` A type and a brant type Γ.A ` B ype, the
type ΠAB is brant.
Proof. Pick a liing problem
(260) Λ
(ση,f ) //
η

Γ.ΠAB
pi

∆ σ
//
(σ ,д)
77
Γ.
Since ∆.(ΠAB)[σ ] is a pullback, it is equivalent to prove that we can li id : ∆→ ∆ to ∆→ ∆.(ΠAB)[σ ],
i.e. without loss of generality we may assume that σ = id and need to solve the liing problem
(261) Λ
(η,f ) //
η

∆.ΠAB
pi

∆
id
//
(id,д)
77
∆.
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In other words, we are looking for a term ∆ ` д : ΠAB such that д[η] = f , or equivalently a term
∆.A ` b : B such that b[η+] = ap f . is boils down to solving the liing problem
(262) Λ.A[η] (η+,ap f ) //
η+

∆.A.B
pi

∆.A
id
//
(id,b)
66
∆.A.
But η+ is the pullback of the horn inclusion η under pi : ∆.A→ ∆. Hence, it is a horn inclusion as well,
so the diagonal exists by brancy of B. 
7.1.2.4. Identity types and propositions.
Lemma 7.1.10. If all horn inclusions are surjective, then ŴFib supports identity types.
We even have a stronger result:
Lemma 7.1.11. If all horn inclusions are surjective, then propositions are brant. 
7.1.2.5. Glueing.
Lemma 7.1.12. If all horn inclusions are surjective, the category with families ŴFib supports glue-
ing.
Proof. Suppose we have Γ ` Aype, Γ ` P prop, Γ.P ` T ype and Γ.P ` f : T → A[pi ]. It suces
to show that G = Glue {A← (P ?T , f )} is brant. It is not hard to see that we have a pullback diagram
(263) Γ.G //

Γ.A

Γ.ΠPT // Γ.(P → A).
Now all three corners that determine the pullback, have a solution to any given liing problem. Since
surjective horn inclusions can be lied in at most one way, these solutions are necessarily compatible.
en the pullback itself also has a solution. 
Unfortunately there are counterexamples for the same claim about welding.
7.1.3. Fibrant replacement.
Denition 7.1.13. A brant replacement of a type Γ ` T type is a brant type Γ ` RT ype
together with a function Γ ` inR : T → RT such that every function Γ ` f : T → S to a brant type
S , factors as f = д ◦ inR in such a way that д respects the liing operation and is unique in doing so.
Note that the denition implies that all brant replacements are isomorphic, and that every brant type
is its own brant replacement.
Proposition 7.1.14. Assume that all horn inclusions are surjective.a If we have σ : Θ → Γ and
Γ ` T type has a brant replacement Γ ` RT ype, then (RT )[σ ] is a brant replacement of T [σ ].
ais requirement is stronger than necessary.
Proof. We dene a type Γ ` A type by seing A[γ 〉 = σ−1(γ ). en Γ.A  Θ, with pi : Γ.A → Γ
corresponding to σ : Θ→ Γ. In other words, without loss of generality we assume that σ is a weakening
substitution pi : Γ.A→ Γ for a variable of a potentially non-brant type A.
Now pick a brant type Γ, x : A ` S ype and a function Γ, x : A ` f : T [pix] → S . We show that f
factors uniquely over inR[pix] : T [pix] → (RT )[pix]. We do not have to show that the resulting function
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д : (RT )[pi pi ] respects the liing operation, as there is always at most one liing operation. Clearly,
swapping some arguments, we have Γ ` λt.λx. f [pi t+] (t[pix]) : T → Π(x : A).S . Moreover, Π(x : A).S is
brant, so we have
(264) λt.λx. f [pi t+] (t[pix]) = h ◦ inR
for some unique Γ ` h : RT → Π(x : A).S .
en we get Γ, x : A ` д := λr.h[pi rpix] r (x[pi r]) : (RT )[pix] → S . We now claim that
(265) (λr.h[pi rpix] r (x[pi r])) ◦ (inR[pix]) = f .
is is easily checked syntactically. Moreover, д is the only such function, since h is unique and д was
obtained from h by an invertible manipulation.
(266) Γ.A.T [pi ] inR[pi ] //
f
))
pi+

pi
$$
Γ.A.(RT )[pi ] //
pi+

pi
yyyy
Γ.A.S
pi
ssssΓ.A
pi

Γ.T
inR //
λt.λx.f [pi t+] (t[pi x])
))
pi
$$
Γ.RT h //
pi
xxxx
Γ.ΠAS
pi
ssssΓ

Proposition 7.1.15. If all horn inclusions are surjective, then every type Γ ` T type has a brant
replacement Γ ` RT ype, naturally in Γ (i.e. the operation R commutes with substitution on the
nose).
Proof. As in section 4.3.5.2, we dene RT by quotienting out the least equivalence relation that
makes T brant. From proposition 7.1.14, we know that (RT )[σ ]  R(T [σ ]). Equality follows because
both are quotients of T [σ ] and the isomorphism preserves representants. 
7.1.4. Fibrant co-replacement.
Denition 7.1.16. A brant co-replacement of a type Γ ` T type is a brant type Γ ` QT ype
together with a function Γ ` outQ : QT → T such that every function Γ ` f : S → T from a brant
type S , factors as f = outQ ◦ д in such a way that д respects the liing operation and is unique in
doing so.
Corollary 7.1.17. Let Γ ` A,B type. en functions A → QB are in 1-to-1-correspondence with
functions RA→ B. If both constructions exist in general, then we can say R a Q. 
7.1.5. Fibrancy and functors. Assume we have a functor F : C → D, where both C and D are
equipped with a notion of horn inclusions.
Proposition 7.1.18. If F has a le adjoint L that preserves horn inclusions, then F preserves brancy.
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Proof. Pick a brant map τ : Γ′→ Γ. We show that Fτ is brant. Pick a liing problem
(267) Λ //
η

FΓ′
Fτ

∆ // FΓ.
is corresponds to a liing problem
(268) LΛ //
Lη

Γ′
τ

L∆ // Γ,
which has a solution that carries over to the original problem. 
Proposition 7.1.19. For brant types T in the appropriate contexts, we have invertible rules:
(269)
Γ.RS ` t : T
Γ.S ` t[+inR] : T [+inR]
RΓ ` t : T
Γ ` t[inR] : T [inR]
(RΓ).S ` t : T
Γ.S[inR] ` t[inR+] : T [inR+]
and moreover, RΓ.RT  R(Γ.T [inR]).
Proof. For the rst rule, note that terms Γ.RS ` t : T correspond to functions Γ ` f : RS → Σ(RS)T
whose rst projection is the identity. Since Σ(RS)T is brant, these correspond to functions Γ ` f ′ : S →
Σ(RS)T whose rst projection is inR, which in turn correspond to terms Γ.S ` t ′ : T [inR].
e second rule is proven analogously or can be seen as a special case of the rst rule, as contexts
are essentially closed types.
e third rule is proven by going via the brant type ΠST .
We certainly have a map Γ.T [inR] → RΓ.RT , which factors over inR : Γ.T [inR] → R(Γ.T [inR]) as
the codomain is brant. e converse map is constructed in the same spirit as the rules proven above.
ey are inverses as both maps act on quotients and preserve representants. 
7.2. Discreteness
7.2.1. Denition and characterization.
Denition 7.2.1. In the CwF Cuben , we say that a dening substitution γ : (W , i : LkM) ⇒ Γ or a
dening term (W , i : LkM)  t : T [γ 〉 is degenerate in i if it factors over (i/) : (W , i : LkM)VW .
inking of i as a variable, this means that γ and t do not refer to i. inking of i as a dimension, this
means that γ and t are at in dimension i. Note that t can only be degenerate in i if γ is.
Corollary 7.2.2. For a dening substitution γ : (W , i : LkM) ⇒ Γ or a dening term (W , i : LkM)  t :
T [γ 〉, the following are equivalent:
(1) γ /t is degenerate in i,
(2) γ = γ ◦ (0/i, i/); t = t 〈0/i, i/〉,
(3) γ = γ ◦ (1/i, i/); t = t 〈1/i, i/〉. 
Denition 7.2.3. In the CwF Cuben , where n ≥ 0:
• We call a context discrete if all of its cubes are degenerate in every L0M-dimension (also
called path dimension).
• We call a map ρ : Γ′ → Γ discrete if every dening substitution γ of Γ′ is degenerate in
every L0M-dimension in which ρ ◦ γ is degenerate.
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• We call a type Γ ` T type discrete (denoted Γ ` T dtype) if every dening term t : T [γ 〉 is
degenerate in every L0M-dimension in which γ is degenerate.
In the CwF Cube−1, the presheaf structure does not provide a path relation.a We use the ‘true’ relation
instead of the path relation, leading to the following denitions:
• We call a context Γ discrete if all dening substitutions () ⇒ Γ are equal.
• We call a map ρ : Γ′→ Γ discrete if it is injective.
• We call a type Γ ` T type discrete (denoted Γ ` T dtype) if, for everyγ : () ⇒ Γ, all dening
terms ()  t : T [γ 〉 are equal.
A more specic but unpractically long name for this denition would be ‘homogeneous 0-
discreteness’, as only the homogeneous 0-bridge relation is required to be discrete.
aRemember that the only primitive context is (), so that cubical sets of depth −1 are essentially sets.
Proposition 7.2.4. A type Γ ` T type is discrete if and only if pi : Γ.T → Γ is discrete.
Proof. We rst treat the case where n ≥ 0.
⇒ Assume that T is discrete. Pick (γ , t) : (W , i : L0M) ⇒ Γ.T such that pi ◦ (γ , t) = γ is degenerate
in i. en t is degenerate in i by discreteness of T and so is (γ , t).
⇐ Assume that pi is discrete. Pick t : T [γ 〉 where γ is degenerate in i. en (γ , t) is degenerate in i
since pi (γ , t) = γ , and hence t is degenerate in i.
Now let n = −1.
⇒ Assume that T is discrete. Pick (γ , t), (γ ′, t ′) : () ⇒ Γ.T such that pi ◦ (γ , t) = pi ◦ (γ ′, t ′), i.e.
γ = γ ′. en t = t ′ by discreteness of T , and hence (γ , t) = (γ ′, t ′) so that pi is injective.
⇐ is is equally obvious. 
Proposition 7.2.5. A context Γ is discrete if and only if Γ → () is discrete.
Proof. If n ≥ 0, it suces to note that every dening substitution of () is degenerate in every
dimension. If n = −1, the claim is trivial. 
Proposition 7.2.6. For n ≥ 0, a map ρ : Γ′ → Γ is discrete if and only if it has the liing property
with respect to all maps (i/) : y(W , i : L0M) → yW .
For n = −1, a map ρ : Γ′ → Γ is discrete if and only if it has the liing property with respect to
the maps (id, id) : yW unionmulti yW → yW .a
aRecall thatW is necessarily (), such that yW is the terminal presheaf; hence we might as well write Bool→ ().
Proof. We rst treat the case where n ≥ 0.
⇒ Suppose that ρ is discrete and consider a square
(270) y(W , i : L0M) γ ′ //
(i/)

Γ′
ρ

yW γ
// Γ.
en the dening substitution ρ ◦ γ ′ : (W , i : L0M) ⇒ Γ clearly factors over (i/) so that it is
degenerate in i. By degeneracy of ρ, the same holds for γ ′, yielding the required diagonal.
⇐ Suppose that ρ has the liing property and take γ ′ : (W , i : L0M) ⇒ Γ′ such that ρ ◦ γ ′ is degen-
erate in i. is gives us a square as above, which has a diagonal, showing that γ ′ is degenerate.
For the case where n = −1, it suces to note that our presheaves are essentially sets and hence being
injective is equivalent to liing Bool→ (). 
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Denition 7.2.7. Let I be the category whose objects are morphisms η : Λ→ ∆where Λ  ∆×y(i :L0M) and η corresponds to pi1 under this isomorphism. e morphisms in I from η′ : Λ′ → ∆′ to
η : Λ → ∆ are just morphisms σ : ∆ → ∆′, from which we can build a square by composing
σ × y(i : L0M) with the isomorphisms. For n = −1, we use Bool instead of y(i : L0M).
Corollary 7.2.8. A map ρ : Γ′ → Γ is discrete if and only if it has the right liing property with
respect to all horn inclusions.
Proof. e ‘if’ part is trivial as the maps from proposition 7.2.6 are horn inclusions. To prove the
‘only if’ part, pick a diagram
(271) Θ × ϒ σ //
pi1

Γ
ρ

Θ
σ ′
// Γ′
where pi1 is an arbitrary horn inclusion (note that any horn inclusion is, up to isomorphism, of this form)
and ρ is discrete. We need to show that σ factors over pi1. When working at depth −1, then ρ is injective,
so σ must factor over pi1 as ρσ does.
Assume that we are working at depth n ≥ 0. en ϒ = y(i : L0M). Pick dening substitutions
(θ ,φ), (θ ,φ ′) : W ⇒ Θ × y(i : L0M) with equal rst projections. We show that σ (θ ,φ) = σ (θ ,φ ′). Without
loss of generality, we may assume that W = (V , j : L0M, j′ : L0M) and φ = (j/i) and φ ′ = (j′/i) and θ is
degenerate in j and j′. Indeed, precomposition with a single further primitive substitution gives us an
arbitrary dening substitution.
en ρσ (θ ,φ) = σ ′θ is also degenerate in j and j′, and so the same holds for σ (θ ,φ) = γ (j/, j′/).
But then we have:
(272) σ (θ ,φ ′) = σ (θ ,φ)(j′/j, j/j′) = γ (j/, j′/)(j′/j, j/j′) = γ (j/, j′/) = σ (θ ,φ).
7.2.2. A model with only discrete types.
Proposition 7.2.9. Discreteness is robust. 
Hence, the results from section 7.1 apply, including those that require horn inclusions to be surjective.
Moreover, we can support welding:
Lemma 7.2.10. e category with families CubenDisc supports welding.
Proof. Suppose we have Γ ` Adtype, Γ ` P prop, Γ.P ` T dtype and Γ.P ` f : A[pi ] → T . It suces
to show that Ω = Weld {A→ (P ?T , f )} is discrete.
First consider the case where n ≥ 0. Pick (W , i : L0M)  w : Ω[γ 〉 where γ is degenerate along i.
• If P[γ 〉 = {?}, then w 〈0/i, i/〉Ω = w 〈0/i, i/〉T [id,?] = w by discreteness of T .
• If P[γ 〉 = ∅, then w 〈0/i, i/〉Ω = w 〈0/i, i/〉A = w by discreteness of A.
Now consider the case where n = −1. PickW  w,w ′ : Ω[γ 〉.
• If P[γ 〉 = {?}, then Ω[γ 〉 = T [γ ,?〉 and w = w ′ by discreteness of T .
• If P[γ 〉 = ∅, then Ω[γ 〉 = A[γ 〉 and w = w ′ by discreteness of A. 
7.2.3. e functor u0. In section 6.2.4, we dened central and right reshuing functors on cubical
sets, but not le ones. In other words, if F : m → n is a reshue with no le adjoint (because it redenes
the equality relation), then we did not dene a corresponding functor on cubical sets. is can be done
in general if F has two right adjoints, but we only need the special case where F = un0 = 〈0|1, . . . ,n〉 :
n → n − 1. is functor always has two right adjoints: un0 a Mn0 a unionsqn0 .
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In this section, we show that Mn0unionsqn0 (which we could call [n0 ) is the discrete co-replacement functor
on contexts. Hence, it is right adjoint to the discrete replacement functor +◦. en unionsqn0 +◦ a Mn0unionsqn0Mn0  Mn0 ,
so we can dene un0 := unionsqn0 +◦ : Cuben → Cuben−1 (where n ≥ 0).
Proposition 7.2.11. Let n ≥ 0. en the functor [n0 := Mn0unionsqn0 : Cuben → Cuben is the discrete
coreplacement functor.
Proof. Pick a presheaf map σ : Θ→ Γ, whereΘ is discrete. We have to show that σ factors uniquely
over the reshue cast ι : [n0 Γ → Γ.
With a similar approach as in proposition 4.3.2, we can show that ι : [n0Θ → Θ is an isomorphism.
en by naturality of ι : [n0 → Id, we have σ = ι ◦ ([σ ◦ ι−1) which shows existence of the factorization.
To show uniqueness, pick some τ ,τ ′ : Θ → [n0 Γ such that ι ◦ τ = ι ◦ τ ′ = σ : Θ → Γ. Applying
[n0 , we nd that [n0τ = [n0τ ′ : [n0Θ → [n0 Γ. Postcomposing with ι : [n0 Γ → Γ and using naturality, we get
τ ◦ ι = tau ′ ◦ ι : [n0Θ→ Γ. Precomposition with ι−1 : Θ  [n0Θ yields the desired result. 
Denition 7.2.12. e functor un0 : Cuben → Cuben−1 (where n ≥ 0) is dened as un0 := unionsqn0 +◦,
where +◦ is the discrete replacement functor on contexts.
en we know that un0 = unionsqn0 +◦ a [n0On0 = Mn0unionsqn0On0 = Mn0 as intended.
7.2.4. Discreteness and reshuling functors.
Proposition 7.2.13. A right reshuing functor H : Cubem → Cuben preserves discreteness if and
only ifm = −1 or [n ≥ 0 and 0 · H = 0].
Remark 7.2.14. Since H is assumed to be a right reshuing functor, we already know that the
reshue H has two le adjoints. e condition m = −1 ∨ (n ≥ 0 ∧ 0 · H = 0) is then equivalent to
saying that H has in fact three le adjoints (corollary 6.2.9). In the paper [ND18], right reshuing
functors are called modalities and central reshuing functors are called contramodalities. So we
claim that a modality preserves discreteness if and only if its le adjoint contramodality is again a
modality. When a modality µ preserves discreteness, the µ-modal Σ-type need not be quotiented and
hence there exists a rst projection, as is also observed in the paper.
Proof. We rst show the ‘only if’ part from the absurd. at is: we assume m ≥ 0 and [n = −1 or
0 · H > 0].
• Ifm ≥ 0 and n = −1, then Bool is discrete but HBool is not, as it contains distinct points.
• Ifm ≥ 1 and n ≥ 0 and 0 · H > 0, then y(i : L1M) is discrete but Hy(i : L1M) contains a non-trivial
path from (0/i) to (1/i).
• If m = 0 and n ≥ 0 and 0 · H = >, then Bool is discrete but HBool contains a non-trivial path
from false to true.
For the ‘if’ part, by proposition 7.1.18, it suces to show that the le adjoint L a H preserves horn
inclusions. We know that L respects products, so it suces to show:
Ifm = −1 and n = −1: that LBool  Bool, which is true since L = 〈=|〉 = Id,
Ifm = −1 and n ≥ 0: that Ly(i : L0M)  Bool, which is true since dening substitutions αK (φ) :
W = () ⇒ Ly(i : L)M (where K a L) correspond to dening substitutions φ : K() = () ⇒ y(i : L0M)
and these are the objects (0/i) and (1/i),
Ifm ≥ 0 and n ≥ 0: that Ly(i : L0M)  y(i : L0M). Tedious manipulations reveal that Ly(i : L0M) 
y(i : L0 · HM) = y(i : L0M). 
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Proposition 7.2.15 (Modal elimination of the discrete replacement). For any right reshuing func-
tor H , we have a natural transformation on types ι : H+◦ → +◦H (where +◦ is the discrete replacement)
such that ι ◦ Hς◦ = ς◦H .
Proof. Letp be the greatest index such thatp ·H < >. en we can decomposeH asOn[p+1,n]G, where
G = 〈=|0 · H , . . . ,p · H 〉 : m → p has two le adjoints and a right one (corollary 6.2.9). en we can prove
the theorem separately for G and On[p+1,n], and then compose O
n
[p+1,n]G+◦ → On[p+1,n]+◦G → +◦On[p+1,n]G.
Also, we only construct the natural transformation; we invite the courageous reader to keep track of the
commutativity property as we go.
So we rst construct G+◦ → +◦G. Let R be right adjoint to G. en it is sucient to construct +◦ →
R+◦G. Having three le adjoints, R preserves discreteness (remark 7.2.14), so it is sucient to construct
Id→ R+◦G. We have ι : Id→ RG and Rς◦G : RG → R+◦G (where ς◦ is inR for discreteness).
en we construct On[p+1,n]+◦ → +◦On[p+1,n].
p = −1: Note that the functor On[0,n] maps a set to a codiscrete depth n cubical set. It is straight-
forward to show that On[0,n] preserves surjectivity of presheaf maps. Hence, O
n
[0,n]ς◦ : O
n
[0,n] →
On[0,n]+◦ is surjective. Meanwhile, +◦−1 can be seen as the reshuing functor for 〈>|〉 and quotients
out the trivially true relation. us, if we have some γ : W ⇒ On[0,n]+◦Γ, then it is the image
under On[0,n]ς◦ of some γ
′ :W ⇒ On[0,n]Γ. en ς◦ ◦γ ′ proves thatW ⇒ +◦On[0,n]Γ is inhabited —
hence a singleton — and we can map γ to ς◦ ◦ γ ′.
p ≥ 0: en On[p+1,n] : p → n has four le adjoints: unionsqn[p,n−1] a On[p,n−1] = Mn[p+1,n] a unionsqn[p+1,n] a
On[p+1,n]. Hence, unionsqn[p+1,n] and On[p+1,n] preserve discreteness.
We rst show that any cubical set of the form +◦On[p+1,n]Γ is i-codiscrete for all i ≥ p, i.e.
that all i-bridges in it are fully determined by their source and target. We do this by proving
that the (separated/cartesian) exponential presheaf (y(i : LiM) → +◦On[p+1,n]Γ) is isomorphic to+◦On[p+1,n]Γ × +◦On[p+1,n]Γ. We have the following diagram, which we discuss below in detail:
(273) (y(i : LiM) → +◦On[p+1,n]Γ) (xy◦(0/i),xy◦(1/i))// // +◦On[p+1,n]Γ × +◦On[p+1,n]Γ
+◦(y(i : LiM) → On[p+1,n]Γ)+◦(xy◦(0/i),xy◦(1/i))
OOOO
+◦(On[p+1,n]Γ × On[p+1,n]Γ)
(y(i : LiM) → On[p+1,n]Γ) (xy◦(0/i),xy◦(1/i))
ς◦
OOOO
ς◦◦xy
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On[p+1,n]Γ × On[p+1,n]Γ
ς◦
OOOO
ς◦×ς◦
ffff
On the le, we always consider presheaves of i-bridges, whereas on the right, we consider
presheaves of pairs consisting of a source and a target. Below, we consider presheaves of i-
bridges and pairs in On[p+1,n]Γ; by construction of O
n
[p+1,n], these presheaves are isomorphic. In
the middle, we consider the discrete replacement of the same presheaves, that are then also
isomorphic. On top, we consider presheaves of i-bridges and pairs in +◦On[p+1,n]Γ; here, isomor-
phism is what we want to prove. What we already know is that we can take the source and
target of an i-bridge; we will see later that this operation is surjective, i.e. any source and target
are connected by at least one i-bridge.
We get from the lower row to the middle by using the natural transformation ς◦ : Id → +◦
which is always surjective. We can map i-bridges in On[p+1,n]Γ to i-bridges in +◦On[p+1,n]Γ. is
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operation is not obviously surjective, but it is because a dening substitution
(274) W ⇒ (y(i : LiM) → Θ)
is the same thing as a substitution
(275) (yW ∗ y(i : LiM)) → Θ
(where ∗ is either the separated or the cartesian product), which in turn is essentially a dening
substitution (W , i : LiM) ⇒ Θ, and ς◦ is surjective on dening substitutions. Similarly, we can
map pairs in On[p+1,n]Γ to pairs in +◦On[p+1,n]Γ. at operation is surjective because a pair consists
of two unrelated dening substitutions and ς◦ is surjective on dening substitutions.
Because the presheaves in the top row are discrete (since separated/cartesian exponential
presheaves are discrete if their codomain is, and since the cartesian product preserves discrete-
ness), the curved arrows factor over the discrete replacement; a bit of diagram chasing shows
that the factors are then also surjective. At this point, more diagram chasing also reveals that
the upper horizontal arrow is indeed surjective.
We claim that +◦Θ × +◦Φ is in general a discrete replacement of Θ × Φ. is is shown by
exploiting the fact that the cartesian product is le adjoint to the cartesian exponential and the
fact that the cartesian exponential is discrete if its codomain is. Hence, the upper right vertical
arrow is an isomorphism.
en nally, we can walk in a loop along the upper rectangle in the diagram, implying that
all of its edges are isomorphisms.
en we can conclude that i-bridges in +◦On[p+1,n]Γ are fully determined by their source and
target for all i > p and hence that +◦On[p+1,n]Γ is, up to isomorphism, in the image of On[p+1,n].
Because unionsqn[p+1,n]On[p+1,n]  Id, we can then conclude that
(276) +◦On[p+1,n]Γ  On[p+1,n]unionsqn[p+1,n]+◦On[p+1,n]Γ.
Moreover, in all this reasoning, we did not break naturality in Γ, so we may conclude
(277) +◦On[p+1,n]  On[p+1,n]unionsqn[p+1,n]+◦On[p+1,n]
and it suces to construct
(278) On[p+1,n]+◦ → On[p+1,n]unionsqn[p+1,n]+◦On[p+1,n].
Diving under On[p+1,n] and using that unionsqn[p+1,n] preserves discreteness, we need Id →
unionsqn[p+1,n]+◦On[p+1,n], which is proven by composing ι : Id → unionsqn[p+1,n]On[p+1,n] with
unionsqn[p+1,n]ς◦On[p+1,n] : unionsqn[p+1,n]On[p+1,n] → unionsqn[p+1,n]+◦On[p+1,n]. 
CHAPTER 8
Semantics of RelDTT
In this chapter, we interpret the typing rules of the type system from our LICS ’18 paper [ND18] —
which we call RelDTT for relational dependent type theory — in the categories of depth n cubical sets.
8.1. Modalities
We will use Reshule◦◦• as the 2-poset of internal modalities (see denition 6.2.7 for a formal deni-
tion, and section 6.2 (introduction) and section 6.2.1 for intuition). By corollary 6.2.9 it contains precisely
those reshues µ : m → n for which (= · µ) = (=) and (if applicable) 0 · µ ≥ 0. Since (= · µ) is xed, in
the paper [ND18], we write
(279) 〈0 · µ, . . . ,n · µ〉 for 〈=|0 · µ, . . . ,n · µ〉.
e 2-poset of contramodalities is then given byReshule◦•◦ and consists of precisely those reshues
κ : n → m for which (= · κ) = = and all i · κ < >. In the paper [ND18], we similarly omit the value of
(= · κ) and moreover write ⊥ instead of (=).
Although the composition of a contramodality (central reshue) κ : n → m with a modality (right
reshue) ρ : p → n is not necessarily in Reshule◦◦•, the operation µ ◦ xy : (p → m) → (p → n) on
Reshule◦◦• has a le adjoint µ \ xy : (p → n) → (p → m). It is computed as follows (where κ a µ in
Reshule):
• (=) · (µ \ ν ) = (=),
• i · (µ \ ν ) = 0 if i · κν = (=),
• i · (µ \ ν ) = i · κν if i · κν ≥ 0.
We will use the abbreviations introduced in section 6.2.5. Some modalities play a remarkable role:
• unionsqn+10 = 〈=|1, 2, . . . ,n + 1〉 : n + 1→ n is parametricity.
• On+10 = 〈=|0, 0, 1, . . . ,n〉 : n → n + 1 is structurality.
• On[1,n]unionsqm[1,m] = 〈=|0,>, . . . ,>〉 : m → n is shape-irrelevance.
• On[0,n]unionsqm[0,m] = 〈=|>, . . . ,>〉 : m → n is irrelevance.
• Mn[1,n]unionsqm[1,m] = 〈=|0, . . . , 0〉 : m → n is ad hoc polymorphism.
8.2. Judgements and the meta-type of the interpretation function
e judgements take the following forms:
• Γ `n Ctx, meaning JΓK ∈ Cuben ,
• Γ `n T type, meaning JΓK `Cuben JT K dtype,• Γ `n t : T , meaning JΓK `Cuben JtK : JT K,• Γ `1 i : I (i is an interval variable or constant), meaning JΓK `Cube1 JiK : I, where I = y(i : L1M),
• Γ `n+1 P : Fn (P enodes a face proposition), meaning JΓK `Cuben+1 JPK : Mn+10 Prop,• Γ `n P prop (P is a face proposition), meaning JΓK `Cuben JPK prop.
Denitional equality is always interpreted as equality of mathematical objects. In the model, we will
write `n as shorthand for `Cuben .
We maintain the following invariant, which we will prove each time we introduce a way to derive
Γ `n Ctx.
Proposition 8.2.1. Whenever Γ `n Ctx and κ a µ, we have Jµ \ ΓK  κ JΓK.
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In our proofs, we will oen rely on the following lemma:
Lemma 8.2.2. Let µ : m → n and κ a µ. en for any ρ : p → n, we have κ ◦ ρ ≤ µ \ ρ and for any
type Γ `p T dtype, the types κρΓ `m κρT , ((µ \ ρ)T )[ι] type are isomorphic.
Proof. e inequality κ ◦ ρ ≤ µ \ ρ follows immediately from the construction of xy \ xy. e only
aspects of κρT and ((µ \ ρ)T )[ι] that are potentially dierent, are the i-bridges where i · κ = (=). ere
the i-bridges of κρT are all degenerate, whereas those of ((µ \ ρ)T )[ι] are the 0-bridges ofT . However, the
substitution with ι : κρ → µ \ ρ ensures that only i-bridges remain that live over i-bridges in κρΓ, which
are all degenerate. In other words, we are considering 0-bridges inT that live over degenerate bridges in
Γ, but those are constant by discreteness of T . Hence, they are all constant.
We make this precise. Letθ a κ a µ and χ a ψ a ρ. Pick a dening substitutionαθ (β χ (σ )) :W ⇒ κρΓ.
It arises from a substitution σ : ψyθW → Γ. Terms
(280) W  αθ (β χ (t)) : (κρT )
[
αθ (β χ (σ ))
〉
are just terms
(281) ψyθW ` t : T [σ ].
Meanwhile, we have
(282) ι ◦ αθ (β χ (σ )) = βθ\χ (σ ◦ ι) :W ⇒ (µ \ ρ)Γ
where we denote the le adjoints to µ \ ρ using the symbols θ \ χ a ψ/κ a µ \ ρ. e second no-maze-
transformation ι has type (ψ/κ)y→ ψyθ .
Terms
(283) W  β
µ\ρ (t) : ((µ \ ρ)T )
[
ι ◦ αθ (β χ (σ ))
〉
are then simply terms
(284) (ψ/κ)yW ` t : T [σ ◦ ι].
So the question is: what is the dierence between (ψ/κ)yW andψyθW  ψθyW ?
Note that ψ and (ψ/κ) preserve the cartesian product as they are lied functors, and θ preserves it
at least when applied under the Yoneda-embedding. So we can pull W apart and consider the action of
ψ/κ and ψ ◦ θ on individual variables. One can show that y(i : LiM) is mapped (up to isomorphism) to
y(i : Li · (µ \ ρ)M) and y(i : Li · (κ ◦ ρ)M), except when the reshues yield >, then we end up with Bool
instead.
So the only case where there is a dierence is when i · κ = (=); in that case we get y(i : L0M) and
y() respectively. But then we are considering paths t over σ ◦ ι = σ ◦ (i/) which are degenerate by
discreteness of T . 
8.3. Contexts and variables
8.3.1. Empty context.
(285)
s
n ≥ −1
` Ctxn c-em
{
=
n ≥ −1
() ` Ctx
Clearly, if κ a µ, then κ J()K = κ() = () = J()K = Jµ \ ()K.
8.3.2. Context extension with a typed variable.
(286)
uwwv
Γ `n Ctx
µ : m → n
µ \ Γ `m T type
Γ, µ p x : T `n Ctx c-ext
}~
=
JΓK ∈ Cuben
κ a µ : m → n
κ JΓK `m JT K dtypeJΓK , x : (µ JT K)[ι] `n Ctx
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If κ ′ a µ ′ : m′→ n, then Jµ ′ \ (Γ, µ p x : T )K = J(µ ′ \ Γ), µ ′ \ µ p x : T K
= Jµ ′ \ ΓK , x : ((µ ′ \ µ) JT K)[ι]
 (κ ′ JΓK), x : ((µ ′ \ µ) JT K)[ι].
We have (µ ′ \ µ)κ JΓK ` (µ ′ \ µ) JT K dtype. When we substitute with ι : κ ′ ◦ µ → µ ′ \ µ, by lemma 8.2.2,
we get
(287) κ ′µκ JΓK ` ((µ ′ \ µ) JT K)[ι]  κ ′µ JT K dtype.
Finally we substitute with κ ′ι : κ ′→ κ ′µκ to nd that our extended context is indeed isomorphic to
(288) (κ ′ JΓK , x : (κ ′µ JT K)[κ ′ι])  κ ′ (JΓK , x : (µ JT K)[ι]) .
8.3.3. Cartesian context extension with an interval variable.
(289)
uv Γ `n Ctxµ : 1→ n
Γ, µ p i : I `n Ctx
}~
=
JΓK ` Ctx
µ : 1→ nJΓK , i : µI ` Ctx
e le division invariant is proven as for ordinary context extension.
8.3.4. Context extension with a proof synthesis variable.
(290)
uv Γ `n Ctxµ : 0→ n
Γ, µ p i : J c-ext-j
}~
=
JΓK ` Ctx
µ : 0→ nJΓK , i : µBool ` Ctx
e le division invariant is proven as before.
8.3.5. Variable rules. e variable rule
(291)
Γ `n Ctx
(µ p x : T ) ∈ Γ
µ ≤ id : n → n
Γ `n x : T t-var
is interpreted using a combination of weakening and the following rule:
(292)
uv Γ, µ p x : T `n Ctxµ ≤ id : n → n
Γ, µ p x : T `n x : T
}~
=
JΓK , x : (µ JT K)[ι] ` Ctx
ι : µ → id : n → nJΓK , x : (µ JT K)[ι] ` ι(x) : JT K [ι][pix]
e rule
(293)
Γ `1 Ctx
(µ p i : I) ∈ Γ
µ ≤ id : 1→ 1
Γ `1 i : I
is interpreted analogously.
8.4. Universes
8.4.1. Shape-irrelevant universe polymorphism. Since we assume that the metatheory has
Grothendieck universes, the category Cuben — as any presheaf category — has a hierarchy of Hofmann-
Streicher universes [HS97]
(294) UPsh0 ⊆ UPsh1 ⊆ . . .
which are all closed types. However, this hierarchy does not classify discrete types. We will instead start
from the hierarchy
(295) UNDD0 ⊆ UNDD1 ⊆ . . .
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whereUNDD
`
classies discrete types of level `, i.e. the dening termsW  T : UNDD
`
are discrete types
yW ` El T dtype.
ese universes are not discrete, however; they are non-discrete universes of discrete types (whence
the abbreviation NDD). Indeed, an i-bridge from A to B in UNDD
`
species what it means to give an i-
bridge from a : A to b : B. Instead, what we want is that all 0-bridges in the universe are constant, while
the meaning of i-bridges from a : A to b : B is specied by an (i + 1)-bridge from A to B. We can achieve
this by applying Mn+10 = 〈=|=, 0, . . . ,n〉 : n → n + 1 toUPsh` , yielding a hierarchy
(296) UDD0 := Mn+10 UNDD0 ⊆ UDD1 := Mn+10 UNDD1 ⊆ . . .
of universes in Cuben+1 classifying types from Cuben .
However, this only gives us metatheoretic universe polymorphism, and we want internal shape-
irrelevant universe polymorphism. For this reason, we need to construct
(297)
Γ `n+1 ` : On+1[0,n+1]unionsq00N
Γ `n+1 UDD` dtype.
Recall that On+1[0,n+1]unionsq00 = 〈=|>, . . . ,>〉 : 0 → n + 1 is irrelevance; the polymorphic universe as a term
should depend shape-irrelevantly on the level, but since we start by constructing it as a type, we need an
irrelevant dependence.
So pick a dening substitution γ : W ⇒ Γ. If W is a d-dimensional cube, then `[γ 〉 species 2d
natural numbers and nothing else. Let min(`[γ 〉) be the least one among them. en we take as dening
terms
(298) W n+1 T : UDD` [γ 〉
precisely the dening terms
(299) W n+1 T : UDDmin(`[γ 〉)[()〉.
Restriction can be imported fromUDDmin(`[γ 〉). Indeed, if φ : V VW , then min(`[γφ〉) ≥ min(`[γ 〉) so that
UDDmin(`[γ 〉) ⊆ UDDmin(`[γφ 〉) and hence V n+1 T 〈φ〉 : UDDmin(`[γ 〉) ⊆ UDDmin(`[γφ 〉).
If Γ ` ` : On[0,n]unionsq00N, then we also introduce a notation Γ ` T dtype` which means that T is a
discrete type such that, for any γ : W ⇒ Γ, the set T [γ 〉 has level min(`[γ 〉). For example, we have
Γ ` UDD
`
dtypes ` .
We interpret:
uwwv
n ≥ −1
Γ `n+2 Ctx
shi \ Γ `0 ` : N
Γ `n+2 Un` : ElUn+1s `
t-Uni
}~ =
Jshi \ ΓK `0 ` : NJΓK `n+2 ι(`) : On+2[1,n+2]N+◦ JΓK `n+2 ι(`) : On+2[1,n+2]N
unionsqn+20 +◦ JΓK `n+1 ι(`) : unionsqn+20 On+2[1,n+2]N
un+20 JΓK `n+1 ι(`) : On+1[0,n+1]unionsq00N 
un+20 JΓK `n+1 UDDι(`) dtypeι(s `)
un+20 JΓK `n+1 pUDDι(`)q : UNDDι(s `)JΓK `n+2 ι(pUDDι(`)q) : UDDι(s `)
where ι is used to denote any no-maze-transformation.
8.4.2. Decoding types.
(300)
s
par \ Γ `n+1 T : Un`
Γ `n El T type ty
{
=
Jpar \ ΓK `n+1 T : UDD`JΓK `n ι(T ) : unionsqn+10 UDD`JΓK `n ι(T ) : UNDD`JΓK `n El ι(T ) dtype
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8.4.3. Universe cumulativity.
(301)
t
Γ `n+1 T : Un`
Γ `n+1 T : Uns `
t-cumul
|
=
JΓK `n+1 JT K : UDD` JΓK `n+1 UDD` ⊆ UDDs ` dtypeJΓK `n+1 JT K : UDDs `
8.4.4. Conversion. e rule
(302)
Γ `n t : T
Γ `n T ≡ T ′ type
Γ `n t : T ′ t-conv
is trivial as JT K = JT ′K.
8.4.5. Excluded middle. We need to interpret
(303)
s
hoc \ Γ `n+1 T : ElUn`
Γ `n lem T : El(T unionmultiT → Empty)
{
=
Jhoc \ ΓK `n+1 JT K : UDD`JΓK `n+1 ι(JT K) : Mn+1[1,n+1]unionsqn+1[1,n+1]UDD`JΓK `n+1 ι(JT K) : Mn+1[0,n+1]unionsqn[0,n]UNDD`JΓK `n+1 Jlem T K : El ι(JT K) unionmulti El ι(JT K) → Empty
So pick some γ : W ⇒ JΓK. en we get W n+1 ι(JT K)[γ 〉 : (Mn+1[0,n+1]unionsqn[0,n]UNDD` ) [γ 〉. Now ι(JT K)[γ 〉
necessarily arises as some ()  T ′ : UNDDω [()〉, i.e. it is a closed discrete type. If it is empty, then we can
construct El ι(JT K) → Empty. If it is not, then it contains a point and hence also degenerate cubes of any
shape on that point. en we can use the axiom of choice to dene Jlem T K [γ 〉 as the degenerate cube
on the chosen point.
8.5. Interval
e rule
(304)
Γ `1 Ctx
Γ `1 0, 1 : I
is interpreted in the obvious way.
e rules for J are also straightforward to interpret.
8.6. Π-types
8.6.1. Type formation. For any reshue µ : m → n, we dene µ¯ : m + 1 → n + 1 by µ¯ =
unionsqn+10 \ (µ ◦ unionsqm+10 ). is has the property that unionsqn+10 µ¯ = µunionsqm+10 and that µ¯Mm+10 = Mn+10 µ¯.
(305)
uwwv
κ a µ : m → n
µ¯ \ Γ `m+1 A : ElUm`
Γ, (par \ µ) p x : El A `n+1 B : ElUn`
Γ `n+1 (µ p x : A) → B : ElUn`
t-Pi
}~ =
Jµ¯ \ ΓK `m+1 JAK : UDD`JΓK `n+1 ι(JAK) : µ¯UDD`JΓK `n+1 ι(JAK) : Mn+10 µUNDD`
κun+10 JΓK `n ι(JAK) : UNDD`
κun+10 JΓK `n El ι(JAK) dtype`
un+10 JΓK `n (µEl ι(JAK))[ι] type`
JΓK , x : ((unionsqn+10 \ µ)El ι(JAK)) [ι] `n+1 JBK : UDD`
un+10
(JΓK , x : ((unionsqn+10 \ µ)El ι(JAK)) [ι]) `n ι(JBK) : UNDD`
un+10 JΓK , x : unionsqn+10 +◦ ((unionsqn+10 \ µ)El ι(JAK)) [ι] `n ι(JBK) : UNDD`
un+10 JΓK , x : (µEl ι(JAK))[ι] `n ι(JBK) : UNDD`
un+10 JΓK , x : (µEl ι(JAK))[ι] `n El ι(JBK) dtype`
un+10 JΓK `n Π(x : (µEl ι(JAK))[ι]).El ι(JBK) dtype`
un+10 JΓK `n pΠ(x : (µEl ι(JAK))[ι]).El ι(JBK)q : UNDD`JΓK `n ι (pΠ(x : (µEl ι(JAK))[ι]).El ι(JBK)q) : UDD`
We have used among others the following properties:
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• un+10 := unionsqn+10 +◦,
• +◦(Γ.T [ς◦])  +◦Γ.+◦T ,
• µ ≤ unionsqn+10 (unionsqn+10 \ µ),
• UDD
`
= Mp+10 UNDD` .
e function type over the interval is interpreted similarly:
(306)
µ : 1→ n
Γ, (par \ µ) p i : I `n+1 B : Un`
Γ `n+1 (µ p i : I) → B : Un`
8.6.2. Abstraction and application. Nothing is remarkable about the interpretation of the follow-
ing rules:
(307)
Γ, µ p x : A `n b : B
Γ ` λ(µ p x : A).b : (µ p x : A) → B t-lam
(308)
Γ, µ p i : I `n b : B
Γ ` λ(µ p i : I).b : (µ p i : I) → B
µ : m → n
Γ `n f : (µ p x : A) → B
µ \ Γ `m a : A
Γ `n f 〈µ〉 a : B[a/x] t-app
µ : 1→ n
Γ `n f : (µ p i : I) → B
µ \ Γ `1 i : I
Γ `n f 〈µ〉 i : B[i/x]
8.7. Σ-types
8.7.1. Type formation. e Σ-type formation rule
(309)
κ a µ : m → n
µ¯ \ Γ `m+1 A : ElUm`
Γ, (par \ µ) p x : El A `n+1 B : ElUn`
Γ `n+1 (µ p x : A) × B : ElUn`
t-Sigma
is interpreted in almost the same way as the Π-type formation rule. A crucial dierence is that the Σ-type
is not automatically discrete if the codomain is. Hence, we apply +◦ before moving back from the type
judgement into the universe. So we have
(310) J(µ p x : A) × BK = ι (p+◦Σ(x : (µEl ι(JAK))[ι]).El ι(JBK)q) .
We similarly interpret:
(311)
µ : 1→ n
Γ, (par \ µ) p i : I `n+1 B : Un`
Γ `n+1 (µ p i : I) × B : Un`
We do not support pair types dual to (, because if they can exist at all, they would require special
treatment in the context, similar to the Moulin-style interval itself.
8.7.2. Pair construction.
(312)
uwwv
µ : m → n
µ \ Γ `m a : El A
Γ `n b : El B[a/x]
Γ ` (µ p a,b) : El (µ p x : A) × B t-pair
}~ =
Jµ \ ΓK `m JaK : El ι(JAK)JΓK `n ι(JaK) : (µEl ι(JAK))[ι] JΓK `n JbK : El ι(JBK)[ι(JaK)/x]JΓK `n (ι(JaK), JbK) : Σ(x : (µEl ι(JAK))[ι]).El ι(JBK)JΓK `n ς◦(ι(JaK), JbK) : +◦Σ(x : (µEl ι(JAK))[ι]).El ι(JBK)
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We similarly interpret:
(313)
µ : 1→ n
µ \ Γ `1 k : I
Γ `n b : B[k/i]
Γ ` (µ p k,b) : (µ p i : I) × B
8.7.3. Pair elimination. In order to interpret
(314)
µ : m → n ν : n → p
Γ,ν p z : El (µ p x : A) × B `p C type
Γ,νµ p x : El A,ν p y : El B `p c : C[(µ p x ,y)/z]
ν \ Γ `n t : El (µ p x : A) × B
Γ `p indν×(z.C,x .y.c, t) : C[t/z]
t-indpair
we rely on substitution and instead interpret
(315)
uwwv
µ : m → n ν : n → p
Γ,ν p z : El (µ p x : A) × B `p C type
Γ,νµ p x : El A,ν p y : El B `p c : C[(µ p x ,y)/z]
Γ,ν p z : El (µ p x : A) × B `p indν×(z.C,x .y.c, z) : C
t-indpair
}~ =
JΓK , x : (νµEl ι(JAK))[ι], y : (νEl ι(JBK))[ι] `p JcK : C[(x, y)/z]JΓK , z : (Σ(x : (νµEl ι(JAK))[ι]).(νEl ι(JBK))[ι]) `p JcK [fst z/x, snd z/y] : C 4JΓK , z : (νΣ(x : (µEl ι(JAK))[ι]).El ι(JBK)) [ι] `p JcK [fst z/x, snd z/y][ι] : C 3JΓK , z : (+◦νΣ(x : (µEl ι(JAK))[ι]).El ι(JBK)) [ι] `p JcK [fst z/x, snd z/y][ι][ς◦]−1 : C 2JΓK , z : (ν+◦Σ(x : (µEl ι(JAK))[ι]).El ι(JBK)) [ι] `p JcK [fst z/x, snd z/y][ι][νς◦]−1 : C 1
is is best read from boom to top. In (1), we use proposition 7.2.15 which gives us a transformation
ι : ν+◦ → +◦ν . In (2), we use discreteness of C to get rid of +◦. In (3), we use proposition 2.2.10 which states
that ν preserves Σ-types up to isomorphism. In (4), we simply split up the Σ-type.
We similarly interpret:
(316)
µ : 1→ n ν : n → p
Γ,ν p z : El (µ p i : I) × B `p C type
Γ,νµ p i : I,ν p y : El B `p c : C[(µ p x ,y)/z]
ν \ Γ `n t : El (µ p i : I) × B
Γ `p indν×(z.C, i .y.c, t) : C[t/z]
8.8. Identity types
8.8.1. Type formation.
(317)
uwwv
µ : m → n
µ¯ \ Γ `m+1 A : ElUm`(par \ µ) \ Γ `m a,b : El A
Γ `n+1 a =µ pA b : ElUn`
t-Id
}~ =
J(par \ µ) \ ΓK `m JaK , JbK : El ι(JAK)JΓK `n+1 ι(JaK), ι(JbK) : ((unionsqn+10 \ µ)El ι(JAK))[ι]+◦ JΓK `n+1 ι(JaK), ι(JbK) : ((unionsqn+10 \ µ)El ι(JAK))[ι]
unionsqn+10 +◦ JΓK `n ι(JaK), ι(JbK) : unionsqn+10 ((unionsqn+10 \ µ)El ι(JAK))[ι]
un+10 JΓK `n ι(JaK), ι(JbK) : (µEl ι(JAK))[ι]
un+10 JΓK `n ι(JaK) =(µEl ι(JAK))[ι] ι(JbK) dtype0
un+10 JΓK `n pι(JaK) =(µEl ι(JAK))[ι] ι(JbK)q : UNDD`JΓK `n+1 ι (pι(JaK) =(µEl ι(JAK))[ι] ι(JbK)q) : UDD`
where we have used that par ◦ (par \ µ) = µ.
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8.8.2. Reexivity.
(318)
s
µ \ Γ `m a : El A
Γ `n reflµ a : El a =µ pA a
{
=
Jµ \ ΓK `m JaK : El ι(JAK)JΓK `n ι(JaK) : (µEl ι(JAK))[ι]JΓK `n refl ι(JaK) : ι(JaK) =(µEl ι(JAK))[ι] ι(JaK)
8.8.3. Reection rule and UIP.
(319)
uv µ : m → nΓ `n e : El a =µ pA b
µ \ Γ `m a ≡ b : El A t-eq-rct
}~ =
JΓK `n JeK : ι(JaK) =(µEl ι(JAK))[ι] ι(JbK)JΓK `n ι(JaK) = ι(JbK) : (µEl ι(JAK))[ι]Jµ \ ΓK `m ι(JaK) = ι(JbK) : El ι(JAK)
We also have
(320)
Γ `n e, e ′ : a =µ pA b
Γ `n e ≡ e ′ : a =µ pA b t-eq-uip
From these two properties, function extensionality
(321)
Γ `n e : (ν p x : A) → f 〈µ \ ν〉 x =µ pB д 〈µ \ ν〉 x
Γ `n funextµe : f =µ p(((µ\ν )px :A)→B) д
(322)
Γ `n e : (ν p i : I) → f 〈µ \ ν〉 i =µ pB д 〈µ \ ν〉 i
Γ `n funextµe : f =µ p(((µ\ν )pi :I)→B) д
and the J-rule
(323)
µ : m → n ν : n → p
(νµ) \ Γ `m a,b : A
Γ,νµ p y : A,ν p w : a =µ pA y `p C type
ν \ Γ `n e : a =µ pA b
Γ `p c : C[a/y, reflµ a/w]
Γ `p Jνµ pA(a,b,y.w .C, e, c) : C[b/y, e/w]
can be derived. e J-rule proves in particular (ν p a =µ pA b) → a =ν µ pA b.
8.9. Inductive types
8.9.1. Empty and unit types. ese are trivial.
8.9.2. Booleans. e type formation rule and the constructors are trivial. Aer proof synthesis and
substitution, the elimination rule takes the form
(324)
ν : 0→ p
Γ,ν p x : El Bool `p C type
ν p j : J, Γ `p c : C[Ltrue, falseM j/x]
Γ,ν p x : El Bool `p indνBool(x .C, j .c,x) : C
t-indBool
e interpretation of this rule is trivial, since JEl BoolK = JJK = Bool.
8.9.3. Natural numbers. e type formation rule and the constructors are trivial. e elimination
rule is straightforward if ν = 〈=|0, . . . , 0〉. If ν = Op[q+1,p] ◦ 〈=|0, . . . , 0〉, then we can rst create an ad
hoc function to unionsqp[q+1,p]C and then show that the image is (q + 1)-codiscrete in C using the synthesized
proofs.
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8.10. Path degeneracy
We need to interpret
(325)
0 := 〈=|1, . . . , 1〉 : 1→ n
Γ `n A type
Γ `n p : (µ p i : I) → A
Γ `n degax p : p =idp((0pi :I)→A) λ(0 p i : I).p
〈
0
〉
0
In fact, the model validates the denitional conclusion Γ `n p = λ(0 p i : I).p
〈
0
〉
0 : (0 p i : I) → A, as
is immediately clear from discreteness.
8.11. Glueing and welding
We simply sketch the rules without giving semantics.
8.11.1. Face predicates. In the model, we have a subobject I→ 〈=|1, 1〉I, which denes a proposi-
tion i : 〈=|1, 1〉I `1 (i ∈ I) prop. We also have a subobject unionsq10I → unionsq10I × unionsq10I, which denes a proposition
i, j : unionsq10I `0 i  j prop. We have the following rules:
(326)
t
Γ `n+1 Ctx
Γ `n+1 ⊥,> : Fn
|
=
JΓK `n+1 Ctx
un+10 JΓK `n ⊥,> prop
un+10 JΓK `n p⊥q, p>q : PropJΓK `n ι(p⊥q), ι(p⊥q) : Mn+10 Prop
(327)
t
Γ `n+1 P ,Q : Fn
Γ `n+1 P ∨Q, P ∧Q : Fn
|
=
JΓK `n+1 P ,Q : Mn+10 Prop
un+10 JΓK `n ι(P), ι(Q) : Prop
un+10 JΓK `n El ι(P), El ι(Q) prop
un+10 JΓK `n El ι(P)  El ι(Q) prop  ∈ {∨,∧}
un+10 JΓK `n pEl ι(P)  El ι(Q)q : PropJΓK `n ι(pEl ι(P)  El ι(Q)q) : Mn+10 Prop
(328)
t
str \ Γ `1 s, t : I
Γ `2 s  t : F1
|
=
Jstr \ ΓK `1 s, t : IJΓK `2 ι(s), ι(t) : O20I+◦ JΓK `2 ι(s), ι(t) : O20I O20I is disc.
unionsq20+◦ JΓK `1 ι(s), ι(t) : I
unionsq20+◦ JΓK `1 ι(s) =I ι(t) prop
u20 JΓK = unionsq20+◦ JΓK `1 pι(s) =I ι(t)q : PropJΓK `1 ι(pι(s)  ι(t)q) : M20Prop
(329)
t
〈=|0, 1, 1〉 \ Γ `1 t : I
Γ `2 (t ∈ I) : F1
|
=
J〈=|0, 1, 1〉 \ ΓK `1 t : IJΓK `2 ι(t) : 〈=|0, 1, 1〉IJΓK `2 ι(t) : 〈=|0, 1, 1〉 0 · I  (= · I)JΓK `2 ι(t) : M20〈=|1, 1〉I = 〈=|=, 1, 1〉I
u20 JΓK `1 ι(t) : 〈=|1, 1〉I
u20 JΓK `1 (ι(t) ∈ I) prop
u20 JΓK `1 pι(t) ∈ Iq : PropJΓK `2 ι(pι(t) ∈ Iq) : M20Prop
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(330)
uv µ : m → nµ¯ \ Γ `m+1 P : Fm
Γ `n+1 Boxµ P : Fn
}~ =
κ a µ : m → nJµ¯ \ ΓK `m+1 P : Mm+10 PropJΓK `n+1 ι(P) : µ¯Mm+10 Prop = Mn+10 µProp
κun+10 JΓK `m ι(P) : Prop
κun+10 JΓK `n El ι(P) prop
µκun+10 JΓK `n µEl ι(P) prop
un+10 JΓK `n µEl ι(P) prop
un+10 JΓK `n pµEl ι(P)q : PropJΓK `n+1 pµEl ι(P)q : Mn+10 Prop
(331)
t
par \ Γ `n+1 P : Fn
Γ `n El P prop
|
=
Jpar \ ΓK `n+1 P : Mn+10 PropJΓK `n ι(P) : unionsqn+10 Mn+10 PropJΓK `n ι(P) : PropJΓK `n El ι(P) prop
(332)
uwwv
Γ `n Ctx
µ : m → n
µ \ Γ `m P prop
Γ, µ p P `n Ctx
}~ =
JΓK `n Ctx
κ a µ : m → n
κ JΓK `m P propJΓK , : (µP)[ι] `n Ctx
Similar to the ordinary context extension rule, one can show that this rule preserves the invariant given
by lemma 8.2.2. We can moreover show that the following obvious substitutions are isomorphisms:
JΓ, inf {µ,ν } p k : I,∆[k/i, k/j]K  JΓ, µ p i : I,ν p j : I, ρ p i  j,∆KJΓ,∆[k/i, 0/j]K  JΓ, µ p i : I, ρ p i  0,∆KJΓ,∆[k/i, 1/j]K  JΓ, µ p i : I, ρ p i  1,∆KJΓ,∆K  JΓ,>,∆K
∅  JΓ,⊥,∆KJΓ, P ,Q,∆K  JΓ, P ∧Q,∆KJΓ, P ,∆K unionmultiJΓ,P∧Q,∆K JΓ,Q,∆K  JΓ, P ∨Q,∆KJΓ, inf {µ,ν } p i : I,∆K  JΓ, µ p i : I,ν p (i ∈ I),∆KJΓ,ν ◦ µ p P ,∆K  JΓ,ν p Boxµ p,∆K
is proves soundness of the unication rules.
8.11.2. Systems. When terms are dened on dierent subobjects of the same context, and they are
compatible when the subobjects overlap, then we can paste them together and dene a term on the union
of all given subobjects.
8.11.3. Welding. We have a rule
(333)
uwwwwv
Γ `n+1 P : Fn
Γ `n+1 A : Un`
Γ, str p El P `n+1 T : Un`(str \ Γ), El P `n f : El (A→ T )
Γ `n+1 Weld {A→ (P ?T , f )} : Un`
}~
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where Weld {A→ (> ?T , f )} ≡ T . In order to interpret this, we rst refurbish the premises:
(334)
JΓK `n+1 P : Fn
un+10 JΓK `n ι(P) : Prop
un+10 JΓK `n El ι(P) prop
JΓK `n+1 A : UDD`
un+10 JΓK `n ι(A) : UNDD`
un+10 JΓK `n El ι(A) dtype`
(335)
JΓK , : On+10 El ι(P)[ι] `n+1 T : UDD`
un+10 (JΓK , : On+10 El ι(P)[ι]) `n ι(T ) : UNDD`
un+10 JΓK , : El ι(P) `n ι(T ) : UNDD` proposition 7.1.19
un+10 JΓK , : El ι(P) `n El ι(T ) dtype`
(336)
Jstr \ Γ, El PK `n f : El ι(A)[ι] → El ι(T )[ι]
unionsqn+10 JΓK , El ι(P)[ι] `n ι(f ) : El ι(A)[ι] → El ι(T )[ι]+◦unionsqn+10 JΓK , El ι(P)[ι] `n ι(f ) : El ι(A)[ι] → El ι(T )[ι] proposition 7.1.19
un+10 JΓK , El ι(P) `n ι(f ) : El ι(A) → El ι(T ) proposition 7.2.15
is allows us to build, in context un+10 JΓK, the Weld-type, which can then be turned into an element of
UNDD
`
in context JΓK.
e following rule is interpreted using the weld constructor in the model.
(337)
s
Γ `n a : A
Γ `n weld (P ? f ) a : Weld {A→ (P ?T , f )}
{
We also need to model the induction principle:
(338)
uwwwwwwv
ν : n → p, p · ν < >
Γ,ν p y : Weld {A→ (P ?T , f )} `p C type
Γ,ν p x : A ` c : C[weld (P ? f ) x/y]
Γ,ν p P ,ν p y : T `p d : C
Γ,ν p P ,ν p x : A `p c ≡ d[f 〈id〉 x/y] : C[f 〈id〉 x/y]
Γ `p indνWeld(y.C, (P ?y.d) ,x .c,b) : C[b/y]
}~
But the requirement that p · ν < > implies that ν has a right adjoint and is therefore a central reshuing
functor, i.e. a lied functor, that preserves Weld on the nose (proposition 2.2.2).
8.11.4. Glueing. e interpretation of Glue is analogous.
(339)
uwwwwv
Γ `n+1 P : Fn
Γ `n+1 A : Un`
Γ, str p P `n+1 T : Un`(str \ Γ), P `n f : T → A
Γ `n+1 Glue {A← (P ?T , f )} : Un`
}~
where Glue {A← (> ?T , f )} ≡ T .
(340)
s
Γ `n b : Glue {A← (P ?T , f )}
Γ `n unglue (P ? f ) b : A
{
(341)
uwwv
Γ, P `n t : T
Γ `n a : A
Γ, P `n f 〈id〉 t ≡ a
Γ `n glue {a ← [ (P ? t)}
}~
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